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FOREWORD

Since its.establishment in 1976, Acharya Nagarjuna University has beenforging ahead in the path
0/progr.ss and dynamism, offering a variety of courses and research contributions. I am extremely
happy tJtat by gaining a B++ (80-85) grade from the NAAC in the year 2003, the Acharya
Nagarju'lfa University is offering educational opportunities at the UG, PG levels apart from
research degrees to students from over 285 affiliated colleges spread over the three districts of
Guntur, Krishna and Prakasam.

The University has also started the Centre for Distance Education with the aim to bring
higher education within reach of all. The centre will be a great help to those who cannot join in
colleges, those who cannot afford the exorbitant fees as regular students, and even housewives
desirous ofpursuing higher studies. With the goal of brining education to the doorstep of all such
people, Acharya Nagarjuna University has started offering B.A., and B.Com courses at the Degree
level andlJJ.A., MCom., MSc., MB.A., and L.L.M, courses at the PG levelfrom the academic year
2003-2004 onwards.

Ta facilitate easier understanding by students studying through the distance mode, these
self-instruction materials have been prepared by eminent and experienced teachers. The lessons
have beef' drafted with great care and expertise in the stipulated time by these teachers.
Constructive ideas and scholarly suggestions are welcome from students and teachers involved
respectively. Such ideas will be incorporated for the greater efficacy of this distance mode of
education. For clarification of doubts and feedback, weekly classes and contact classes will be
arranged ~t the UGand PG levels respectively.

It is my aim that students getting higher education through the centre for Distance
Education should improve their qualification, have better employment opportunities and in tum
facilitate the country's progress. It is my fond desire that in the years to come, the Centre for
Distance Education will go from strength to strength in theform of new courses and by catering to
larger number 0/people. My congratulations to all the Directors, Academic Coordinators, Editors
and Lesson-writers of the Centre who have helped in these endeavours.

Prof. P. Rajasekhar
Vice-Chancellor

Acharya Nagarjuna University
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B.se III YEAR ELECTRONICS PAPER - III
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

UNIT I
Rectifier and Power Supplies: (a) Rectifier: Half wave, Full Waveand Bridge Rectifiers
and their efficiency. Ripple factor, regulation, harmonic components in rectifier output.

(b) Types of filters: Choke input filter (inductor), Shunt capacitor filter,

L - section and P section filters. (c)Regulated power supplies: Series regulated power
supply.

Power amplifier: Expression for power, harmonic distortion and efficiency . Push-pull
amplifiers, Class A, Class B and Class AB. Advantages and disadvantages

UNIT II

Operational Amplifier< :Basic (emitter controued) difference amplifier and Its parameters

operational amplifier characteristics of .n ideal Op Amp. Block diagram of an ideal Op

Amp Feedback arrangement Open loop gain, common mode voltage gain, common
mode rejection ratio (CMRR), slew rate, offset voltage and bias currents

Op Amp analysis: Conc~pt of virtual ground. Analysis of inverting amplifier summing
amplifier, current and voltage followers Application: Op Amp as comparator, voltage
regwlator,free running multivibrator and to solve a simple second order differential

equation.

UNIT III

Modulation and detection (Qualitative) : Need for modulation. Amplitude modulation and

detection: Analysis of amplitude modulated wave, side bands. Simple amplitude
modulator circuit and its working. Detection of AM wave (diode detector),

Frequency modulation and detection: Advantages of frequency modulation, side bands

(frequency components) Working of a simple frequency modulator. Detection of FM
waves.
Electromagnetic spectrum: Identification of areas where radio waves and microwaves

are applied. Radio broadcasting and reception , explanation of working of super

hetrodyne receiver (block diagram). Microwaves, their properties and applications
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UNIT IV

Digital Electronics: (a) Number system BinaiY number system, converting binary to

decimal and vice versa, Binary addition and subtraction (1's and 2's compliment

methods). hexadecimal number system. Converting binary to hexadecimal and vice

versa, converting hexadecimal to decimal and vice versa. Binary coded decimal(8421)

and gray code, conversion between binary and gray codes, The ASCII code (American

Standard Code for Information Interchange).

(b) Logic gates: OR, AND, NOT gates: Truth tables, realization of these gates using

diodes, resistors and transistor circuits. Positive and negative logic. Laws of Boolean

algebra, Universal building blocks NAND and NOR gates, transistor - transistor logic

(TTL), complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic.

( c) Combinational logiC circuits: Half, full and parallel adders, sequential logic circuits

flip-flops (RS, T, D, JK and Master slave JK) their working and truth tables, Binary and

decade counters and shift registers.

TEXT BOOKS

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Electronic Communications by Kennedy

3. Principles of Digital Electronics by Malvino and Leach

4. Basic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc

REFERENCE BOOKS

1. A text lab manual in Electronics by ZBAR.(Tata Mc graw Hill)

2. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder

3. Modern Electronics Communications by Gray and Miller

4. Digital Electronics by William H.Gothman

5. Op.Amp and linear integrated Circuits by Ramakant Gayakwad

6. Electronic Devices and Circuits by Samuel Seely
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B.SC III YEAR (ELECTRONICS)
(For the students admitted in 2004-05 & onwards)

Practical Paper III
1. DC power supply and filters

a) Full wave rectifier with various filters

b) Transistor DC regulated power supply and f",~,,,

2a. Astable multivibrator (using OP AMP 741)

2b Astable Multivibrator using Transislors/opamps

3. Schmitt Trigger using OP AMP 741

4. Bistable Multivibrator using Transistors

5. Emitter follower

6. Verification of truth tables OR, AND, NOT, NAND, NOR, EX-OR gates and verification

of De Morgan's theorems

68) IC logic gates 6b) Logic gates with 'Discrete components

6c) De Morgan's Theorems

7. Construction of other gates uSing NAND and NOR gates & construction of half

adders and full adders, verifying their truth tables.

7a) Universal Logic gates

7b) Half-Adder & Full Adder

8.Tasting and verifying Flip-Flops (RS,D and JK)

9. Testing and verifying counters - Binary (7493), BCD (7490)

Division module N (1 to 9) & shift registers using JK flip-Flops.

10.0P Amp characteristics -off set null voltage, bias currents, CMRR and slew rate

11. OP amp 741 as

(a) DC inverting Amplifier (b) Non-invertif)g Amplifier (DC and AC) © Summer

(d)' Differential Amplifier Tr

12. OP.amp 741 as .

a) Integrator b) Differentiator

13. Op Amp Wein Bridge oscillator

14. Voltage regulator using IC 7805

15. Consnuctrcn of Astable multivibrator using IC 555.

Any twelve experiments
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B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION.

(Examination aUhe end of Third Year)

Part II - Electronics

Paper 111-SOLID STATE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND DIGIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Time: There hours Maximum: 100 mark.

PART A - (4 x 14 =56marks) ,

Answer ALL questions.

Each question carries 14 marks.

1. (a) Draw the circuit diagram of a Class - B Push - pull. Amplifier and Discuss its

working. Derive expressions for collector efficiency and Output Power. Give the
reasons for cross - over Distortion in Push - Pull Amplifiers.

Or

(b) Draw a neat circuit diagram of Bridge Rectifier and describe its operation.
What are the advantages and disadvantages?

2. (a) What is an OP-AMP? Mention the characteristics of an ideal OP-AMP.

Explain the concept of Virtual - Ground in OP-AMP. Draw the circuit of an OP
AMP Inverting- Amplifier and explain its action.. .

Or
(b) Draw the pin diagram of Timer Ie 555. Draw the circuit of an Astable
Multivibrator using OP-AMP and describe its working.

3. (a) Explain how the FM waves are detected. Describe the principle and working
of a discriminator.

Or
(b) What are important properties of Microwaves and Mention their applications
in detail.

4. ra) What are sequential logic circuits? Describe the working of Master Slave JK
Flip Flop.

Or
(b) Draw the block diagram of a Decade Counter and Explain its Ope..ation,
Sketch the timing diagram.
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PART B • (4 x 5 = 20 marks)

Answer any FOUR questions.

5. What are the advantages of Bridge Rectifier and Full Wave Rectifier?

6..Explain Cross-Over distortion? Explail) how it can be eliminated.

7. Explain the working of OP-AMP summing Amplifiers.
8. Draw the circuit diagram of a OP-AMP to solve a Second Order Differential

equation.
9. Briefly explain how AM wave is detected.
10. Draw the full adder circuit,and explain its operation.
11. State and explain the basic laws of Boolean Algebra.

PART C • (4 x 6 = 24 marks)
Answer any FOUR questions.

12. Define the terms:
(a) Ripple factor and

I (b) Regulation
(c) Rectifier Efficiency as related to 'FullWave Rectifier.

13.When a sinusoidal signal is fed to an Amplifier, the Output currentis gi~en by.

ic = 15sin 4001 + 1.5sin 8001+ 1.2sin 1200/ +0.5sin 1600/. Calculate

(a) Second, Third and Fourth percentage Harmonic Distortions.

(b) Percentage increase in power due to distortion.

14. 5mV, 1 kHz sine wave is applied at the input of the OP-AMP as shown in fig.

Find the output voltage.

Input I
~M~V_'_lk_H_Z :1-~ ___

+vc~_L_.()
t

Output•__.._. .._...__..·--0

15. Calculate the modulation index of an FM wave which has carrier sw;ng of 160

kHz and has been rnooulated by a signal 10kHz.

,
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16. Prove the following Boolean identity

ABC+ ABC+ ABC =A(B.+C).

17. Multiply:
(a) 1100 x 101

(b) 1110 x 111

18. Explain the working of Super Heterodyne Receiver..
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B.Se III YEAR ELECTRONICS PAPER - III
Solid State Electronic Circuits and Digital Electronics
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UNIT I LESSON I

HALF-WAVE AND FULL - WAVE RECTIFIERS

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To know the working of half-wave and full-wave rectifiers

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Unregulated D.C. power supply using half wave rectifier
1.3 Half-wave rectifier

1.3.1 Average current and voltage components
1.3.2 Harmonic components of rectified output
1.3.3 Other important parameters

1.4 Full - wave rectifier
1.4.1. Using a center- tapped transformer
1.4.2. Average current and voltage components
1.4.3 Harmonic components of rectified output
1.4.4 Other parameters

1.5 Full-WIve rectifier using diode bridge (Bridge rectifier)
1.5.1 Average current and voltage components of a full·wave bridge rectifier
1.5.2 Advantages and disadvantaaes of bridge rectifier
1.5.3 P~ak loss
1.5.4 Comparison of half-wave and full-wave rftctifier

1.6 Summary
1.7 Key Terminology
1.8. Self assessment Questions
1.9 Text and Reference Books

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Most of the electronic circuits need D.C. voltage supply. Even though we

plug a computer or T.V. to AC mains, in side it, there will be a circuit which
converts the Mains A.C voltage to D.C. voltage. This D.C. voltage is used to
power the I:llectr~nic circuit with transistors and ICs. So, it is very essl3ntial to
know how [0 build a D.C voltage source from A.C mains supply. Alternately,
Batteries can be used to provide required D.C. voltage, but they are very

)



lJ,NIT I LESSON I

HALF-WAVEANDFUll - WAVERECTIFIERS

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON
To know the working of half-wave and full-wave rectifiers

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Unregulated D.C. power supply using half wave rectifier
1.3 Half-wave rectifier

1.3.1 Average current and voltage components
1.3.2 Harmonic components of rectified output
1.3.3 Other important parameters

1.4 Full- wave rectifier
1.4.1. Using a center- tapped transformer
1.4.2. Average current and voltage components
1.4.3 Harmonic components of rectified output
1.4.4 Other parameters

1.5 Full-wave rectifier using diode bridge (Bridge rectifier)
1.5.1 Average current and voltage components of a full·wave bridge rectifier
1. 5.2 Advantages and disadvanta(l8s of bridge rectifier
1.5.3 P~ak loss
1.5.4 Comparison of half-wave and full-wave rActifier

1.6 Summary
1.7 Key Terminology
1.8. Self assessment Questions
1.9 Text and Reference Books

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Most of the electronic circuits ntted D.C. voltage supply. Even though we

plug a computer or T.V. to A.C mains, in side it, there will be a circuit which
converts the Mains A.C voltage to D.C. voltage. This D.C. voltage is used to
power the !o3lectr~niccircuit with transistors and ICS. So, it is very essl3ntial to
know how to build a D.C voltage source from A.C mains supply. Alternatety,
Batteries can be used to provide required D.C. voltage, but they EIre very

,
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expensive and need regular charging, maintenance and increase the weight and

size of the gadget. In this lesson we learn how to assemble a D.C voltage source

from A.C mains using rectifier circuits.

A. D.C. power supply provides a certain amount of constant current at a given

constant D.C. voltage here, constant means, there will be no variation in their

values with time. Transistor based circuits need a constant operating voltage in

the range between 0 to ±30VD.C. Linear IC based ci~cuits need about .±15VD.C.'

Digital I.C based circuits need +5V D.C. The current rating for the transistor and

Linear I.C circuits and simple digital circuits is usually between 10 to 500mA D.C.

For.Microprocessor and other high power circuits it will be up to 5 Amps. So, we

confine our discussion to Power circuits of this category.

To constr-uct a D.C. power s.upply,we usually draw power from mains supply,

which is provided as Single phase 220VAC. with 5A AC. current at a frequency

of 50Hz. We can have a D.C. power supply constructed in three ways.

1. Simple unregulated power supply wi~hfilter circuit.

2. Transistor or lC based Regulated power supply

3. Switching Mode Powc~Supply

We consider the first two types in detail as per the syllabus.

1.2 Unregulated D.C. Power supply
An unregulated power supply is one that simply converts the AC. voltage

taken from the A.C supply into required D.-C.voltage supply at the required current. It

consists of the following parts:

1. Step down transformer

2. Rectifier

3. Filter circuit

1.2.1.Transformer

A transformer consists of two sets of inductance coils wound on a common core.

In a power transformer, the first coil called Primary coil or simply Primary is so

designed to draw the needed power from A.C mains supply. The other coil even

though wound on the same former, is electrically insulated from primary but is

magnetically coupled. Whenev~r there is a change in primarY current, a voltage is

induced in the secondary coil.

Whatever is thtt,.yurre!1~'end voltage requirement, to construct 'a D.C.' power

supply, we have to select a power transformer that takes A.C electrical power in its

primary coil from electrical mains and provides the required A.C voltage in its

secondary coil. A transformer enables us to step up or step down the AC. voltage to

the required level and also provides electrical isolation from A.C. mains. As you

(
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studied in detail about transformers, coils, capacitors, chokes, in your 1st year course,

that knowledge is assumed here.

Transformers that provide AC output voltage less than that of primary voltage are

called Step-down transformers. The secondary to primary voltage ratio depends

upon the turns ratio of the transformer. A transformer designed to handle low power

will be small in size when compared to atransformer that delivers larger current at

the same voltage as it is provided with thicker wires and good quality core.

1.2.2 Rectifier

A Rectifier is device that converts alternating current into unidirectional current.

The process of converting A,C to 0 C is caJled'Rectification. A diode acts as a

rectifier. The unidirectional conducting property of diode is used to remove either

positive or negative half of the sinusoid~1signal applied to it. Time average of a sine..
wave over a cycle is zero. By removing either the positive or negative half cycle from

it, we can mathematically show that the output of a rectifier' consists of certain

amount of D.C voltage, and superposed on it, various sine waves, whose frequencies

are multiples of the frequency of applied AG voltage. This alternating AC.
component is called Ripple. Ripple component is filtered out using a filter circuit to

obtain pure D.C.
For high voltage rectification vacuum tube diodes are preferred. For voltages

needed in transistor and I.C circuits, semiconductor diodes are preferred. For'lbw

voltage high current applications, Selenium bridge rectifiers are' used. A diode has

two electrodes called Anode and Cath~e. Current flows through the diode when

anode is,more positive than cathode. In a semiconductor p-n junction diode, the p

terminal is identical to anode and n-region is the equivalent of cathode.

1.2.3 Filter circuit
Most rectifier circuits use a reservoir capacitor at the output terminal to smooth the

rectified voltage in to D.C. voltage. It is important to note that the presence of the

reservoir capacitor substantially chang~s the rectified voltage waveform and often

affects the diode current and voltage requirements. A large capacitance whose

reactance is negligible when compared to the RL will serve the purpose. It has the

further advantage that the capacitor stores the charge and retains the potential

during the off-period of the diode, thereby improving the amplitude of D.C voltage.

If we use a single rectifier to rectify A.C. it IS' called a hilt-wave rectifier as

we are using only half of the sinusoidal input wave. ·See Fig 1.1
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1.3 HALF·WAVERECTIFIER
Fig.1.1 shows the circuit of a half-wave rectifier. The rectified output consists

of half sinusoids as shown in the Fig.1.1. This has a time average of D,C and several

A.C components which have to be filtered, to get pure D.C voltage across load

resistance RL• A semiconductor diode with required current rating and reverse

breakdown voltage is used for rectification. As these diodes are designed to handle

larger power than ordinary diodes, these are usually called Power rectifiers. Usually a

BY127 or 1N4001 serves the purpOSEtfor low power applications.

Working

A diode conducts only during positive half cycle of the input cycle when

connected as shown in the Fig.1.1. So, current flows during positive half cycles of the.
input and produces a voltage drop across the load resistance RL• The repetition

frequency of the half sinusoids is same as the input A.C waveform. As it is, this

rectifier is not suitable as D.C. source, as the output is a time varying waveform.

However. it has a time averaged D.C component also. This D.C voltage is obtained

by filtering out the A.C portion of the output using a suitable filter.

Ac output

"vi' r-------------,r-------+:~ ,
i.

~... ------------~

Transformer

Fig.l.l Half-wave rectifier

When a d cde is forward biased, the voltage drop across it is VF and the output
voltage is

Note that Vp = 1.414Vi

V,,'hor'3VI is the rms level of the sinusoidal input voltage.

Tne diode peak forwarc' current IS

v
• I'"J ';:;',--
I' R,
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During the negative half-cycle of the inpUt, the reverse biased diode offers a very

high resistance. So only a very small reverse current (lR) flows giving an output

voltage,

-Va = -IR X RL•

While the diode is reverse biased , the peak voltage of the negative half-cycle of the

input is applied across its terminals. Thus, the peak reverse voltage of peak inverse

voltage (PIV), applied to the diode is

VR = PIV = Vpi

1.3.1Average current and voltage components
For the sinusoidal input to the transformer, the output voltage across the secondary

of transformer will also' be sinusoidal having frequency same as that of the input. Let

the voltage across the secondary of transformer be given as v = Vosin (ut where Vo is

the peak voltage across the secondary and ~1l' is the frequency. If R, be the

dynamic forward resistance of the diode, R, the resistance of the secondary of the

transformer and RL the load resistance the instantaneous current ib through

resistance RL is given by

. voltage v Vosin (J){
I" =;. -- ----.--- ;:" - ---"----

lola rests tan ce R I + Rs I-R, R, +Rs +RI.

.................. (1.3.1)

= I 0 sin (ot

Where the maximum value of current

Vo10 =. ---"----s, +Rs + RI.

Sir\ce this current ibflows only for half cycle, hence

ib= I 0 sin (L)t during 0 < wt < rr,

and ib= 0

Average values:

Tne average value of current (lav) through RL can be given b~

during rr < wt s zrr, ................. ·(1.3.2)

J ,'1

.~ (I) I

J J losin(L)ldf+ fO.df
fil,dl 0 J

I -= I = ~- =- -l_
(I" d,," J ~;['Jdt .: ~r

jdl
/,
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_ 10 [COStit t·12 ",,,,I III +0
= ...:.......:(I)~ = _10

21(/(1)

.. : ·· (1.3.3)

Hence the dc or average voltage at the load RLwill be

V = / R = / oR, = VoR,. = VO
J. de I. f! f!(Rf +R, + R,.) f![1 + (R; +R,)/ R,.]

= Vo[I+ Rj +R, ]-1 = Vo _ Vo (R + R..)
f! R f! trR .1~ ~

...... ·...... ·.. ··(1.3.4~

This shows that the dc output voltage depends not only upon the load current but the

diode and transformer resistance also.

These two equation give the dc or or average power across the load RL.

. _ _/2 _ V(l2R,.. P'k - v',J". - ",.R,. -- , 2 ··(1.3.5)
f!-(R.1 + R, + R,,>

R.M.Svalue of the current:
. The Root Mean Square or effective value of current in the circuit can be given

as

Thus the Irma is greater than the dc component Ide.This also show that the

R.M.S value of the half rectified current is not the same as the R.M.S value of the.- .

sinusoidal current which is /0 / ...fi .
1.3.2Harmonic components of rectified output
Frequency comsonents.ot rectified output: The output current of the rectifier can be
assumed as consist;I'Ig of several harmonics of frequency and can be written in terms

of Fourier series as

t, =AoLA"cosn~+ 2B"sinnax.
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Where the coefficients A 0, A "and B nare given by

t ( 2 (
Ao = T 1 ihdt,AII = T 1ib coenax dt

and B" ::: ~ .r ill sin noxdt.

On solving the integrals using the !imiting values of ib from equation, we get equation

as

. 1[1 t. 2 2 2 JI" = 0 1£+2sm (J)( - 31£ cos oJt - 151£ cos4oJt (1.3.7)

The first term of the series gives the directs or average component and is equal to

the Eq.(1.3.7).The second term has its frequency same as that of the supply with

peak value 1012. The rms value of this fundamental frequency component will be

10/
peak value ,/2 10

= .fi =.fi = 2.fi· ........ ·........ ·(1.3.8)

The third term gives the second harmonic term. ~h; other frequency terms are also

there in the equation. So through the load resistance RL, dc as Well as ac

components will pass.

1.3.3 Other important parameters of half-wave rectifier

Rectifier efficiency: The efficiency of the rectifier, also known as ratio of

rectification, is defined as

T) = Direct output power I Alternating input power from transformer secondary

P""=-
PtK

The input power from transformer secondary is the power that would be indicated by

a wattmeter placed in the rectifying clrcuit with its terminals connected across the

transformer secondary. Thus

2 2 1 2 Rr: = 1"""R, + 1"",R1,:: '410 (R, + I.)

. " = 1;R" X 4 . ,_ 4R,.
.. 2 2 21£ 10 (R1 + R, ) T( (R, + RJ
or

4 40.6
%of '7 = x 100 '" -----

1£2[1+ R, / R,], [I + R, / R,] · .. · (1.3.9)
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The given the theoretical effICiency of a .half wave rectifier which increase as

Rj'1 RI• _. 0 . Thus the maximum efficiency Will be 40.6%. But the rectifier delivers

maximum output power when the load resistance is equal to R,. So, the efficiency is

now reduced to 20.3 percent only.
Transformer Utilization Factor (TUF): The transformer utilization factor TUF is

defined as
TUF = de power delivered to the load lac rating of the transformer secondary

= PDC (rated)'
The rating of the transformer secondary is different from the actual power delivered
by the secondary. It is the product of the rated RM.S. voltage of the secondary

Vo 1./2 .and the actual RM.S.current flowing through the secondary /0 12. Hence

TUF _ (lo 11r)2 RI.
- (VO 1JiX10 12)'

since Vo= lo(Rj' +R, +R}.),

Therefore
TUF = 0.286/[1 + (R,o;+Rf)1 RI.) = n» 0.707

Thus the TUF is different from the rectifier effICiency.
Ripple flctor: This represents the ftuctuati~g, pulsating or alternating part in the
output of rectifier. As obtained from Fourier analysis the output wav. consists of
altering components called as ripples. So ripple factor is a measure of the fluctuating
or pulsating components i.e. purity of output. It is defined as the ratio of the effective
value of the ac components of the current or voltage to the direct or average value of

I'•••••••••.••••••(1.3.10)

the current or voltage i.e.

Rt I fi () effective vulue 0/ ac componem«'PP e actor r = . -.-___:--~-de value of the componems
The output current of a rectifier (Irm,) cpnsists ,.,f the direct component (Ide)and

effective value of all ac components (I'rm,).

/ 2 _/2 /,2 /' _.(/2 /1 )112
",,, - .h' + ",,,.or "N.' - M.' - J.,'

/' (/2 JI12., r = --!!!!!!.. = ~'.'- I
IJ.,' t;
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So for a half wave rectifier

.................. (J.3. J I)

:. l'rm., = 1.211"".

Similarly V'rll", = J .21V"".

This shows that the effective values of the ac components of the output exceeds the
de value of the output. Thus we ~.~e that the half-wave rectifier is not a suitable
device for obtaining de.

Peak Inverse Voltage: Peak inverse voltage (PIV) is defined as the maximum
voltage present across the diode ends when the diode is reverse biased and thus
does not conduct. For half-wave rectifier the non-conducting periods is during the
negative part of applied alternating wave and its peak valve is equal to Vo. Thus for a
half-wave rectifier PIV = Vo. To a,void breakdown, PIV must be less than the PIV
rating of the diode.

Voltage regulation: It is a measure of the ability ofia'rectifier to maintain a specified
output voltage with th~ variation of load resistance and is defined as

V 1 1 . (v R) _ outputat no load - output at full loado tage regu anon . . - fulll d
output at oa

In Ii perfect voltage regulator the output voltage does not charge with the load
res.tance. For a half-wave rectifier we have.

V. = I R = loR, ::: VoR,. : Vo
,Ie- .'c· ,. ;r ;r(R.! + R, + R,.) Jr[1 + (R, +R.,)/ R,. J

= VO[I+ R, +R,]-' =- Vo -!i.(Rr +R,.)
Jr R,. ;r trR,.

..: ··.. ··(1.3.12)

Assuming here (R,+Rs) « RL, the higher powers of (R, + Rs) IRL are neglected for
load (open circuit, R,= 00), Ide= 0 and VdC• vsn.
At full load, we have

<v.,c·) /1111'"ad ::-.:.(V.". ) """lUd - (/", ) ,u/l " •• ,.(R, + Rs)

. (~Ol~) - to.;r ) -..[((1.,c' )'"11 "."' XRf +R", )]
.. VO/lage regulation». . v..'

.~.~-((l"c),illl"",.,xR.r +Rs)
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((1", ) filII"~"IXR 1 ~ Rs)=--~--,-------------
~~.~. - (Uek )iillll'k"JR 1 + Rs)

Thus the voltage regulation is 'r: j poor in half -wave rectifiers.
Current rating of diode: In a half wave rectifier, the dc diode current is equal to the

. dc load current. On the sheets, Ide is usually listed as 1o. known as current rating of
the diode; this tells IJS how much direct current the diode can handle. The diode
must have current rating.greater than the averaqe rectified current.

The simple half-wave rectifier filters combination although gives D.C. voltage, it
has got several disadvantages. The three major disadvantages are

a. Its output changes with input A.C. supply voltage.
b. Its output voltage changes with the amount of load current drawn.
c. Ripple increases at higher load currents.

1.4 Full-wave rectifier
. To.utilize the total power content, and to reduce the ripple, we have to rectify the
full-wave. This can be done in two ways;
1) A transformer with centre-tapped secondary and two diodes
2) four diodes arranged in a bridge form and a transformer

1.4.1 FUll-wave rectifier using a transformer with centre-tapped secondary and
two diodes:
The circuit is shown in Fig 1.2

Ac input output

i------~--;
I,,,

+

-
I
I
I.. 1

v

Transformer

Fig.1.2 Full-wave rectifier with two diodes

The circuit is essentially a combination of two half-wave rectifier circuits. each
supplied from half of the transformer. secondary. When the transformer output
voltage is positive at the top, as 'illustrated in Fig.1.2., the anode of 01 is positive
~nd the cent~r-tap of the transformer is connected to the cathode of 01 via RL•
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Consequently, 01 is forward biased, and load current (IL) flows from the top of the

transformer secondary though 01 through RL from top to bottom and back to the

. transformer center-tap. During this time, the polarity of the voltage from the

bottom half of the transformer secondary causes diode 01.to be reverse- biased.

For the duration of the negative half-cycle of the transformer output, the
f •

polarity of the transformer secondary voltage causes 01 to be reversed biased .

and O2 to be forward biased IL flows from the bottom terminal of the transformer

secondary through diode O2, through RL from top to bottom, and back to the

transformer center-tap. The output Wctveform is the combination of the two half

cycles; that is, a continuous series of positive half-cycles of sinusoidal waveform.

This is full wave rectification and the circuit is called a full-wave rectifier.

1.4.2Average current and voltage compo~nts of a full-wave rectifier:
As both the diodes are considered to be identical, also considering that the dynamic

characteristic is linear for each diode, the mathematical analysis of full wave rectifier

can be given as follows:

Let v = Vo sin(l)t be the applied alternating potential also considering that the

dynamic forward resistance of each diode and R. the resistance of the secondary of

transformer. The instantaneOus value of current through the load will be equal to the

sum of the currents due to diodes 01 and O2 at that instant. These currents are

given by the relations.

ih, = Vo sin ox = 10 sin (t)/ }
(R, +R; +RI.)

during 0 s wt :S TT,

1b2 = 0
Also

Ib1=O

in = Vo sin({t)/ + 1Z')= -/0 sin (d
(R,. +Rs +R,.)

} during TT ~ wt s 2TT,

...... ·... ··.. ·.. ·(1.4.1)

t\verage values:
The average value of current (Ide)through RL can be given by
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t
, t

t }Iosinmtdt+ J(-/osinliJt).dt
Ji"dt 0 r

101,=1II~ = .£__/. = ------722=------
7 • ...!!..Idt jdl

o

210 2 Vci=-=---~--
1t 1t(R, +R, +R,.)

.................. (1.4.2)

So, the dc or average voltage at the load RLwill be

V - 1 R _ 2IoR,. _ 2VoR,. _ 2Vo
11<: - de t. - 1t - 1t(R, +R, +R,.) -. 1t[1+ (RJ +R,)/.RJ

. 4v.2 R
and Pdc= Vdcldc= Idc2RL= 2[ 0'. . 1]1t (R, + R, + R, }

rms value of current: The rms (or effective) value of current in the circuit can be given

as

J n ..

(i,,2 dt F=;~1,;- sin 2 OJIdt + (in dt
]' l 1 l I~
;;".,= !dt == !=~tdt' =2

Or t; :.do / J2. J:' Vo (1.4.3)
2(R, ~ R, I- R,.>

1.4.3Harmonic components of rectified output
Frequency components of rectified output: Fourier analysis of the output waveform of

the Full-wave rectifier will be having frequency components depending upon the

resultant due to the waveform of each diode output

ihl = lo[~ + -isin (J){ ,- 3;cos 2lUI - I:lr COS4lU1 J
Since ib2is 1800 out of pnase with ib1and hence

. 1[1 I. 2 2 2. 4 I'hl = 0 1t --2sm (J){ _.- 31tcos (J){ •• 15?r cos (01 ,

Therefore the total current
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i, = IO[~ _.~cos2{t)/ . ~COS4{t)/ J ·.. (1.4.4)
tr 3tr 15tr·

This equation shows that a lowest frequency term has a frequency twice the

frequency of the input source and the odd harmonics are not present.•
1.4.4 Other important parameters

Rectifier efficiency: The percentage of efficiency is defined as

P /2 R
%of '1= _£ x 100 = 2 (Jt: I. X ) 00

Pm. 1"".•(R1 +R.•+R,,)

_ (21o/trYR,.xIOO _ 81.2R,. _ 81.2
- (lo/.J2Y(R.r +R, +R,) - (Rr +R,)+R, -) +{R, +R,)I R[

Ripple factor. The ripple factor is given b}'

rc"[(~:J-Ir ~[(~~:~r-T'
,,-:;[(1.1 17)2-lr2 ::.·0.48 ................. ·(IA.5)

PEAK INVERSE VOLrAGE: In the case of full-wave rectifier when one diode (say

Ot) is conducting, the other diode (02) will be non- conducting. The kerchiefs laws

can be applied to fig, the equation obtained will be

Vhl _. Vb2 + 2Vosin OJI ::.: 0

Where Vb1 and Vb2 are the potential drops across 01 and O2 respectively. If the

diode 01 is conducting we can consider the potential drops across it as zero, hence

the potential drops across non- conducting diode (02) will be

V"2 .;= 2Vn sin (J)/ or (V"2 )ma., .:-:2Vo

Similarly for the diode (02) as conducting and (01) non- conducting

So the peak inverse voltage (PIV) for the diode used for full wave rectifier circuit is

2Vo, each diode must have sufficient insulation to with stand this voltage, or PIV

rating greater than 2Vo.
Voltage regulation: The Voltage regulation is given by

Here (VJ,.) = 2VoR, =: 2Vo [I+ R, +R, 1
tr(R, + R, + R,.) tr. R,
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= 2Vo _ 2Vo R, -+- R., = 2Vo _. I (R' + R \
R ,Ie- l .•}O

K K r K

Here we have assumed (R! + Rs) < R,

At no load (open circuit RL=00),lde=0, and Vde=2Vofrr.
At full load we have,

(V,k )/i,II/,IlKi' = (Vd,.)",,/,w - v, )'UII/"U" {Rf +Rs}
. (1./..) 'ull/,IUCI (R I +R....)

:. Voltage regulation = [ ( ) .( .) . ( ) ]
2Vo I K - 1,/,. .Ii,lI/,1UCI RI + Rs.

.................. (1.4.6)

...... ·.......... ·(1.4.7)

Current rating of diodes: The current rating of each diode 10 must be gr$ater than

half the dc load current.
1.6Full-wave rectifier using diode bridge:

Ac input

~-------------..

I--Transformer'

outputi..
I\N\ tJ.

+

.,,,,,

You,

Fig.3 Full-wave bridge redifier

Ac input

r--- ..--------- +

,--transformer
Fig.l.4 Full-wave bridge rectifier
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The center-tapped transformer used in the circuit of Figs.1 and 2 is usually more

expensive and requires more space than additional diodes. So, a bridge rectifier

is the mot most frequently used for full-wave rectification. The bridge rectifier

circuit shown in Fig.1.3 consists of four diodes connected with their arrowhead all

pointing toward the positive output terminal of the circuit. Diodes 01 and O2 are

series-connected, as are 03 and 04. The ac input terminals are the junction of 0,
and O2 and the junction of 03 and 04. The positive output terminal is at the

cathodes of 01 and 03, and the negative output is at the anodes of O2 and 04

During the positive half-cycle of input voltage, diodes 01 and 04 are in series

with RL. Thus load current (IL) flows from the positive input terminal through 01 to

RL , and then through RL and 04 back to the negative input terminal. Note that the

direction of the load current through RL is from top to ~ .tlorn. During this time, the

. positive input terminal is applied to the cathode of O2, and the negative output is

at O2 anode. So, O2 is reverse biased during the positive half-cycle of the input.

'Similarly, 03 has the negative input at its anode and the positive output at its

c.nnooe during the positive input half-cycle, causing 03 to be reverse biased. The

diodes O2 and 03 are forward biased during the negative half-cycle of the input

waveform, while 01 and 04 are reverse biased. Although the circuit input terminal

polarity is reversed, IL again flows through RL from top to bottom, via 03 and O2 .

In Fig 1.4, the bridge circuit is drawn in the conventional form which is seen in

various text books. The working is same. It will be easy to remember the diode

bridge arrangement, if we follow the Fig1.3.

It is seen that during both half-cycles of the input, the output terminal polarity

is always positive at the top of RL , negative at the bottom. Both positive and negative

half.cycles of the input are passed to the output. The negative half-cycles are

inverted, so that the output is a continuous series of positive half-cycles of sinusoidal

volt,ge.
l

The bridge rectifier has two forward-biased diodes in series with the supply voltage

and the load. Because each diode has a forward drop (VF), the peak output voltage

is,

VPO = Vpi - 2VF

As in the case of the half-wave rectifier. A reservoir capacitor substantially chatlges

the full-wave rectified output voltage waveform and affects the diode current and
voltage requirements.
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1.1.1 Average current and voltage compol.1ents of a full-wave bridge rectifier

Instantaneous currents through the load RL will be given as

. ~) . '/'I", ::. Sin {J)/:-, 0 Sin (J)(
(2R, +R, + RI,) } during 0 'S .wt s IT,

lba = 0
and Also

)b1=0

. Vo . ( ) l''''2 = Sin (J)/ + n =.: - 0 Sin (J){(2R, + Rs ...R,.) .

. Thus th~maximum current through the load is

Vo sin(CtN) .; 10
(2R, + Rs -I- RI. )

The expressions for the average dc, r.m.s value ot current, rectifier

efficiency and ripple factor may be obtained as for the full-wave rectifier.

I = 210
'" 2Voch' ,n n(2R, I R, + R, )

} during rr <wi s 2tr,

2VV - 0
k -- [ ]," n I+ (2R, + R,)/ RI.

1 _Voj
l'1li.' - / -Iia«, -I- R, +RI.)'

01.1 if 81.2
700 n= --.----,.--

- [I+(2Rf + s;)/R,.]

And r = 0.48

The peak inverse voltage acrcss'each diode is the peak voltage (Vo) across

the secondary of transformer instead of 2Vo, the PIV value for full-wave

rectifier.

1.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of bridge rectifier

1. Small transformer can be used.

1-J •Central tap on the secondary of the transformer is not required.

21::PIV per diode is Vo instead of 2Vo in a fu~ave rectifier.

The main disadvantages of this type of rectifier are
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1. The circuit requires two extra diodes. and

2. It has a poor voltage regulation.

1.5.3Peak loss

An aspect of most rectification is a loss from peak input voltage to the peak output

voltage, caused by the built-in voltage of the diodes (around 0.7 V for ordinary silicon

p-n-junction diodes and 0.3 V for Schottky diodes). Half-wave rectification and fUll

wave rectification using two separate secondary windings will have a peak voltage

loss of one diode drop. Bridge rectification will have a loss of tWo diode drops. This

may represent significant power loss in very low voltage supplies. In addition, the

diodes will not conduct below this voltage, so the circuit is only passing current

through for a portion of each half-cycle, causing short segments of zero voltage to

appear between each "hump".

1.5.4 Comparison of half-wave and full-wave rectifiers

1. In half -wave rectifier, the current flows rhrouqh the secondary of the

transformer always in the same direction, the de saturation of the

transformer core takes place. This produces hysteresis loss and harmonics

in the secondary output and reduces the efficiency of transformer. In a full

wave rectifier equal currents flows through the two halves of the center

tapped secondary of the transformer in opposite directions and hence no

core saturation exists.
2. The average or dc values of currents and voltages are double in case of

full-wave in comparison of half -wave rectifier.

3. Effective or r.m.s value of output current in full-wave rectifier is .f.J times the

value for half -wave rectifier.
4. The dc power delivered to the load by a full-wave rectifier is 4 times the

power delivered by a half-wave rectifier.

5. The fundamental angular frequency term is eliminated in full-wave rectifier

secondary harmonics component (2w) in the output of full-wave rectifier is

easier to filter out.
6. Efficiency of full-wave rectifier is twice that of half -wave rectifier.

7. The ripple factor of full-wave rectifier is quite low (0.48) than of a half -wave,

rectifier (1.21). The full-wave rectifier converts higher percentage of power
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into desired dc power with smaller portions as undesired ac. So for a h~'f _
Nave rectifier a comparatively expensive smoothing filter is required.

8. The full-wave rectifier diode must be chosen such that is insulation strength
is suffICient to withstand the peak inverse voltage of 2Vo. PIV is Vo only for
a diode of half -wave' rectifier.

9. The half -wave rectifier has poor YOItageregulation in comparison to a full
wave, i.e. the change in the output of a full-wave is smaUer than that Of a
half -wave rectifier. The half -WIW rectifier has the chief advantage of
simplicity, and low design cost and PIV value compared to a full-wave
rectifier. But the above points clear1y indicate that a full-wave rectifl8r has
higher effICiency, higher dc output vatues, less core saturation, less ripple
factor and higher voltage regulation; So for a better rectification full-wave
,rectifier is alwayl preferred than a half-wave rectifier.

1.88UMMARY

Most of the present day electron,ic ~nits work on D.C. Power supply. TranSistor based
circuits need operating voltage In the range between 0 to ±30V. Linear IC based

circuits need ±15VD.C. Digital l.C ...ased circuits need +5V. So, it is very essential to,
know how to build a o.c voltage source from A.C mains supply.
A D.~. Power supply can be constructed in three ways.

1. S,imple unregulated power supply with filter circuit.
2. Transistor or I.C based Regulated power supply
3. SWitching Mode power supply

Simple unregulated power supply is used in low-cost commercial electronic items
TranSistor or I.C based Regulated power supply are used in laboratory and scientific
electronic equipment.

An unregulated power supply is one that simply converts the A.C. voltage
·taken from the A.C. Supply into required D.C. voltage supply at the required curtant.
It consists of the following parts:

1,.Step down Transformer
2. Rectifier
3. Filter circuit

The maximum efficiency' of a half-wave reCtifier will be 40.6%. But the rectifier
delivers maximum output power when the. !oad resistance is equal to Rf , the
efficiency is now reduced to 20.3 percent only. The effective values of thE' ac
components of the output exceed ,the de value ~f the output. So, the half-wave
rectifier is not a suitable device for obtaining dc.
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Voltage regulation is a measure of the ability of a ,~ectifierto maintain a soeeified
output voltage with the variation of load resistance and is defined as

V It I tl (V R ) _OU_;lp:.,_U_I_a_t_n_o_lo_a_d_-_o_u..,!tP_U_/_:.Q_t,~fu_IL::.i.t:..:.'oad_;,:_o age regu a Ion .. =, outpu: at full load

voltage regulation is very poor in half-wave rectifiers.
Ripple factor is defined as the ratio of the effective value of the ac components of the
current or voltage to the direct or average value of the current or voltage l.e.

R . 'I fi () effective value of ac componentsIPP e actor r == ~--_:_-_.:::_--_!.,_--
de value of the components

A full-wave rectifier can be formed by
1,A step-down transformer with centre-tapped secondary and two diodes.
2 Four diodes arranged in a bridge form and a step-down transformer.
The output waveform of a full-wave rectifier is a continuous series of positive half

cycles of sinusoidal waveform,
The bridge rectifier has two forward-biased diodes' in 'series with the supply voltage
and the load. Because each diode has a forward'drop (VF), the peak output voltage

is,

For a given tolerable ripple the required capacitor size is proportional to the load
current and inversely proportional to the supply frequency and the number of output
peaks of the rectifier per input cycle. The load current and the supply frequency are
generally outside the control of the designer of the rectifier system but the number of
pe.s per input cycle can be affected by the choice of rectifier design.

A hEilf-waverectifier will only give one,peak per cycle and for this and other reasons
is only used in very small power supplies. A full wave rectifier achieves two oeaks per
cycle and this is the best that can be done with single-phase input.

1.7 KEY TERMINOLOGY

Regulation: Keeping a parameter to be in set limits irresooct've ui the viner
parameters that otherwise cause changes in the first parameter

Unregulated D.C. power supply: A D.C. supply that has no mechanism to keep its
output voltage at a constant value when changes in load current or input supply va~ue

changes.
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Rectifier: A rectifier is a diode. There are two types of rectifiers. 1) Signal1rectifier 2)

Power supply rectifier. Even though basically both the types perform the same task, a

signal diode is used to rectify modulated r.f waves to recover the modulated signal or

for demodulation .A <;fiodemeant for use as a rectifier in power supply will have large

current carrying capacity and large reverse break down voltage.

1.8 Self assessment Q"~stions:

Long answer Questic: -:»

1. What is a re~tifler? Explain the working of a full-wave rectifier. Obtain

expression for • ~er~ge and RMS values of current and efficiency.

2. Describe the won :ir.~ of a fu!l-wave rectifier with centre tapped transformer .
.,

3. Describe the working of a full-wave rectifier and obtain expression for

efficiency.

4. Explain the circuit diagram of a bridge rectifier and explain its operation with

waveforms. Derive expressions for its efficiency and ripple factor.

A half-wave rectifier uses silicon diode with a forward resistance of 0.05 ohms and a

threshold voltage of 0.7 Volt.lt has a secondary emf of 14.4 Volts(r.m.s) with a

resistance of 0.2 ohms. For a load resistance of 15 ohms calculate

i) dc load current, ii) dc load voltage, III) voltage regulation and IV) efficiency.

Short answer questions

1. The dc output voltage is 40 Volts at full load and 41 Volts with out any load

current. calculate the load regulation factor in percent

2. If the output voltage of a centre tap full-wave rectifier is 100V. Determine the

peak inverse voltage.

3. Explain about TT - section filter.

4. Compare half and full-wave rectifiers

5. A full-wave rectifier delivers SOWto a load of 2 )Oohms. If the ripple factor is

2%, calculate the a.c. ripple voltage across the load.

6. A half wave rectifier uses a transformer of turns ratio 8:1 . If the primary

voltage is 230V (r.m.s), find (i) de output voltage,(ii) peak inverse voltage.

7. A full-wave rectifier uses a centre-tapped transformer. The ae voltagie from its
centre tap to either end is 10 sin 3141. The load resistance of the circuit is

40n and diode resistance 10n . Find Ide.Inlls• ripple factorandefficiency.
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8. An ac supply of 230V, 50Hz is applied to bridge type full-wave rectifier circuit

through a transformer of turns ratio 4:1. Assuming the diodes to be ideal and

resistance RL= 200 0, find i) dc output voltage, peak inverse vo.Itage, output
efficiency.

1.8Text and Reference Books:

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Basic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc

REFERENCE BOOKS
1. A text lab manual in Electronics by ZBAR (Tata Mc graw Hill)

2. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder

3..Electronic Devices and Circuits by Samuel Seely..__........----_ .• ----_



UNIT I LESSON 2

D.C.POWER SUPPLY WITH VARIOUS FILTERS

O~ECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To learn about the effect of filters on the performance of power supplies.

SllRUCTURE OF' THE LESSON

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Half-wave rectifier with shunt capacitor filter

2.3 Full-wave rectifier with shunt capacitor filter

2.4 Full-wave bridge rectifier with shunt capacitor filter

2.5 Half-wave rectifier with series inductance filter

2.6:Full-wave rectifier (with two diodes and) with series inductance filter

2.7 FUll-wave rectifier (with two diodes and) with L-section series inductance filter

2.8 n-section filter or capacitor input filter

2.9 Summar I

2.10 Key terminology

2.11 Self assessment .Questions

2.12 Text and Reference Books

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Whie half-wave and full-wave rectification suffice to deliver a form of DC output,

neittler produces constant-voltage DC. The ripple is 121% in the output of the half

wa~ rectifier, and 48% , in the full-wave rectifier. This large amount of ripple can not

be tolerated especially in power supplies. The unwanted ac-components of the

outJ:*,ltcan be filtered using filter circuits discussed in our first year course.

To smooth the output voltage of rectifiers, filter circuits (also know as

smopthing circuits) are used. There are the various combinations of the capacitors

and Inductors. These are low pass filters ..

The lmost common arranQfl1lents ,;Q(rfilter used are: (a) shunt capacitor b) series

inductor (c) L-section an~,n-:6ectiol'l filters.

2.2totalf-waverec,tifierwi",...,hul'\l~citor filter:

A cepacnor connected in parallel with the,. resistance serves, effectively as a

filer for ac components. The simple circuit fW'capacitor filter half-wave rectifier is

sl!'lownin Fig.2. 1. The reactance offered by capacitor Xc = 1/wC, so for dc (w = 0),
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it offers an infinite resistance. while for any frequency (ac). its value decreases

with increase in frequency. So, if the resistance due to capacitor is very small in

comparison of load resistance (i.e., 1/wC« Rl), then most of the ac or harmonic

components will bypass through capacitor and will not appear through RL• This

will improve the D.C. output.

Ac input

,
--transformer'

Fig 2.1 Half-wave rectifier with shunt capacitance filter

Vo --
Fig: 2.1a Output wave form ora half
wave rectiner with shunt capacitance

WI

During the first quarter \,;ycle of ac source voltage, the diode is forward

biased, it charges the capacitor to the peak voltage Va. Just past the peak the

diode gets reverse biased and stops conducting. It is because the source is slightly

less than Va the vohage across the capacitor. Now the voltage across the capacitor

decreases exponentially due to its discnarging thrdtfgn.tbe4ead resistance RL• The

C and RL are so chosen that the time constant (r =~1.) is'"much greater than the

period T of the input signal. Thus the capacitor will lose only.8Jsmatl·J:18rtof ch.rge,

during the time diode remains reversed biased or in the off jH>sition. Therefore the

fall in potential at the load will be small.
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During the next positive half cycle, the diode will conduct again when the

input voltage exceeds the capacitor voltage. Thus the capacitor will be recharged to

the peak voltage.

The diode conduction (current flow) will be only for a short period (9, +~) and

that too in the form of pulse and from ~ to (2lT+ 9,) the discharge of capacitor will

take place. During this discharge the source is disconnected; so, the diode acts as

an automatic switch. Thus we see that the charge lost by the capacitor during each

cycle is replenished periodically by the current pulses.

During the charging interval iIt -:= i,. + ill and since the diode switch is closed, the

supply voltage v -:-:.Vosinux , hence

. C,d,,',. ve'
I::: --fo-
h dl R

I.

.................. (2.2.1)

During the conducting interval, one can assume V,. ::-:V :.:Vosinux. therefore

r, = icv, cos ez +(Vo / R,)inux

ib ...:~o ~(I+ 0/ Rie2 )sin«(iN +;)
I.

where; z: tan -I (J)R,.C.

At (J)/ = 82, ih = 0 and we have

mCVocos8]. +(VoiR,.)sin82 ::-0 or 82, tan-I(-(J)R,C)

; = tan -I«(J)R,e) = II - tan -I (- (oR, C) = II - 8~

and i, --~(1 ~(I+ (J)1R/~C2 hin(at ~ I (iN) M 1 < ux <M 2'
t.

For the period between (J)/ to 2II+ (J)/I ' the rectifier is not conducting i.e.,

i" = 0 and solution of Eq_2_2.1becomes

mt ""M2• V(' :: Vo sin {4'2,hence we have

mCVOcos82 +(VoIR,.)sin82 =0 or 82.:::tan-I(-(J)R,.C)

; -= tan -I «(J)R,.(')::: II,- tan -I (- (J)R,.C):.-: II - 82..
and ib'~ ~~. 4(1 + (J)2R;c2)sin(~2 ...ctN) mtl <M < M?,.

I.

For the period between ox to 2ff + ta, ' the rectifier is not conducting Le.

ill = 0 and solution of Eq. 2.2.1 becomes
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~ = ~2' VI' = Yo sin 0JI2 ,hence we haveAt

At wt = wt, + 2tr, Vc = Yo sin WI" hence we have

~ ·.···(2.2.2)

This relation shows that Wt2decreases and wt, increase with wRLC i.e., the
, .

conduction angle is short for large values of capacitance. The dc voltage across

the load can be calculated-by averaging the capacitor voltage Vc over a cycle, as

V . = _1_ r'~:V sin (tJ{ d (OJI) + _1_ ("+(1)11V sin ox e -(lIA-llAl)/~/,CJ (OJI}
de 2;r J'~I 0 2;r J"'l 0

After integrating and substituting the vaJuesfrom eqs and, we get

V", -r-; i;J(I 1- (I)~R;C~}[I ...COS(ldI ~ - os, )l ............. ·····(2.2.~)

This relation shows that V,,,, =- Vo/2;r for low values of capacitance and

reaches to the peak value of the voltage for large values of capacitance. High

value of wRLC is needed for a small ripple. /

2.3 Full-wave rectifier with shunt capacitor filter

v L
Ac input-

Transformer

Fig.2.2 Full-wave rectifier with two diodes '
and with a shunt capacitance filter

. output
+

c

VOU!

L

j
o>

Wt -->
Fig.2.2a Output waveform of a full-wave
rectifier with shunt capacitance filter
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The operation of the full wave clrcuit is similar to that of the half wave circuit With the

discharge time of the capacitor running only to 7r + ax I instead 27r + ax I' The cut in

.ngle can be recalculated by the use of 1( in place of21( .

The dc voltage can be calculated by avtlraging the capacitor voltages frO':" Iax, to
f +ax I and noting that there are two such pulses per cycle.

v,,,, ~=Vo ~(J+{()2R;C2Xr-cos((~~ ·-CtJI,)J
7r

(2.3.1)

Thus the variations in Vdc by the load resistance RL are much smaller for the full

wave rectifier than for the half-wave rectifier i.e., the voltage regulation is better for

t~e full-wave circuit.

Because of complex wave forms, the output wave is taken to be a trialflgular
I

\YfIveform for nearest approximate calculations. There are made of portio:ns of

staight lines, as shown in Fig.2.2a, peak value Vo (maximum voltage at the

~pacitor). ER is the fall in voltage across the capacitor at the load. So, the avbrage

or dc value of potential for such output is given by

v'k=VO-VRI2.

TAe rms value of triangular ripple wave is given by

V;IIIs :.: VII 125·

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)
. i.

i.e., the rms value of the ripple component of the triangular wave depends on the

~k value (VR) of wave and indeoendent of slope or length of the straight lines.

~ = rate of loss of charge from capacitor = loss of charge due to a drop in

~ential (VR) divided by TI2, i.e., half period

:. lek' = 2CV/( IT~" 2C.fJr/("(as I is the frequency)

5~dc potential across the load RL is given by

V.". = Iek-R,. :=:: 2CfVHR,.

Th, ripple factor is given as

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6)
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This shows that ripple factor raises inversely as time constant RLC. Then the ripples

will be smoothed when the value of C or RL is high and shunt capacitor filter is only

suitable for low output currents.

As t,..-2CjVu or V,I'· t, /2('/.
Therefore. the output voltage

v"c -z: Vo t;/4C/. or J':k;· 1i~(1+ 1/ 4.fCR, r
This relation shows that the output potential falls linearly with the increase in direct

current and a simple capacitor filter will posses a poor regulation unless we have

high value of the capacitor C. Thus, the regulation of series inductor is better than

that of the shunt capacitor filter.
Shunt capacitor is known as a reservolr capacitor. filter capacitor or

smoothing capacitor, is placed at the DC output of the rectifier. There will still

remain an amount of AC ripple voltage and the voltage is not completely smoothed.

Sizing of the capacitor represents a tradeoff. For a given load, a larger capacitor will

reduce ripple but will cost more and will create higher peak currents in the

transformer secondary and in the supply feeding it. In extreme cases, where many

rectifiers are loaded onto a power distribution circuit, it may prove difficult for the

power distribution authority to maintain a correctly shaped sinusoidal voltage curve.

2.4 Full-wave Bridge rectifier with shunt capacitance filter
For many applications, especially with single phase AC, where the full-wave

bridge serves to convert an AC input into a DC output, the addition of a capacitor

may be important because the bridge alone supplies an output voltage of fixed

polarity but pulsating magnitude
The function of this capacitor, known as a reservoir capacitor is to lessen the

variation in (or 'smooth') the rectified AC output voltage waveform from the bridge.

One explanation of 'smoothing' is that the. capacitor provides a low impedance path

to the AC component of the output, reducing the AC voltage across, and AC current

through, the resistive load. In less technical terms, any drop in the outp8\.voltage and

current of the bridge tends to be cancelled by loss of charge in the capacitor. This

charge flows out as additional current through the load. Th!-ls the change of load

current and voltage is reduced relative to what would occur without the capacitor.

Increases of voltage correspondingly store excess charge in the capacitor, thus

moderating the change in output voltage I current.
The idealized waveforms shown above are seen for both volta~e and

current when the load on the bridge is resistive. When the load includes a smqothing.
capacitor, both the voltage and the current waveforms will be greatly changed.
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Ac input

c

I\uf' r-------------·.-------+'-,

,
- -Transformer'

.fig.2.3 FUll-wave bridge rectifier

::::1••·•••••t.iPPle .
. .Ed c

--~-----------------------
Flg.2.3(b) The effect of capacitance

on full wave rectifier output

+

While the voltage is smoothed, as described above, current will flow through the

bddge only during the time when, the input voltage is greater than the capacitor

voltage. For example, if the load draws an average current of n Amps, and the diodes

conduct for 10% of the time, the average diode current during conduction must be

10n Amps. This non-sinusoidal current leads to harmonic distortion and alpoor power

factor in the AC supply.
Ina practical circuit, when a capacitor is directly connected to the output of a bridge,

..... bridge diodes must be sized to withstand.the current surge that occurs when the

pqwer is turned on at the peak of the !i.e' voltage and the capacitor is fully

diScharged. Sometin.;~s a'sm~li series resistor is included before the capacitor to limit

this current, thOugh:i'nmost ~~piications the powe'r supply transformer's resist~nce is
, ,
already sufficient. It 'Jl< En

PMcautions to be taken in using • D~C.Power supply with shunt capacitance

'fitter: f,(,,,

The simplified circuit shown in Ag;2'.~ 'has a well deservect reputation for being

da'lgerous, because, in some' applICations, the capacitor can retain a I~thal charge
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after the AC power source is removed. If supplying a dangerous voltage, a practical

circuit should include a reliable way to safely discharge the capacitor. If the normal

load can not be guaranteed to perform this function, perhaps because it can be

disconnected, the circuit should include a bleeder resistor connected as close as

practical across the capacitor. This resistor should consume a current large enough

to discharge the capacitor in a reasonable time. but small enough to minimize

unnecessary power waste.

Because a bleeder sets a minimum current drain, the regulation of the cirCUit,

.defined as percentage voltage change from minimum to maximum load, is improved.

However in many cases the improvement is of insignificant magnitude.

The capacitor and the load resistance havea typical time constant T = RC

where C and R are the capacitance and load resistance respectively. As long as the

load resistor is large enough so that this time constant is much longer than the time

of one ripple cycle, the above configuration will produce a smoothed DC voltage

across the load.

In some designs, a series resistor at the load side of the capacitor is added. The

smoothing can then be improved by adding additional stages 'of capacitor-resistor

pairs, often done only for sub-supplies to critical high-gain circuits that tend to be

sensitive to supply voltage noise.

In a practical circuit, when a capacitor is directly connected to the output of a bridge,

the bridge diodes must be sized to withstand the current surge that occurs when the

power is turned on at the peak of the AC voltage and the capacitor is fully

discharged. Sometimes a small series resistor is included before the capacitor to limit

this current, though in most applications the power supply transformer'S resistance is

already suffICient.

2.5 Half-wave rectifier with Series induc.tance filter

A filter circuit can also be formed by connecting a choke (inductor) in series

with the load Rl. T~e inductance (l) of choke is quite high than its resistance (rl)' In

order to maintain a high value of l for a wide variation in current flow, some chokes

use an iron core with a small ait gap to prevent saturation. The inductor offers a high

series impedance Z = r/~+ (Ji L2 in path of ac or harmonic components an~

opposes any change of current passing through it. Actually an inductor stors., the

energy in the form of magnetic filed when the current raises from the average.value

and thus reduces the ripples from the output. The Fig.2.4a shows the circuit

diagrams of a half-wave with the series inductor filter.
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If v = Vo sinwt is the applied input at the diode, the output without filter will be as
I

shown by dotted curves. In the case of half-wave rectifier with series inductor. the

growth of current exists from 0 to rr/2 part of the output which isopposed by the

inductance coil and 'from rr/2 to 0 there is a fall in current which is not allowed by
the coil AI\j'C mput .

/\ /\ ... --:
________ . r-----··--·- --. i., ..f--.j--~..~~._OlltPlit

I 1~ ",
: . L
I

.__-..........-----_ .._-.
-------- 0 ~

Transformer
Fig 2.4a Half-wave rectifier with series inductance
filter

r :

t

o rr e 2rr wt-+

Fig.2.4b Wave shape of the output voltage and
current in a half-wave rectifier with series
Inductance filter

So period of the current conduction is' increased from 0 to IT to 0 to (IT+92). 92 is

, ~nown as cut-off angle and its value increase with the increase in L. Thus the gap

Of IT to 2lT part of the cycle in the output has been filled to some extent by,

introducing a series inductor in the circuit due to the induced e.m.f

2.6 full-wave rectifier (with two diodes and),with series inductance filter

In the case of full-wave rectifier, the period of conduction in the second rectifier

will start before the current in first has ceased. Thus the currents through the

,
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inductor and load resistance never drops to zero. as shown by continuous curve

in Fig.2.S(b)

Ac input
L

+

,
- - -Transformer

Fig.2.5a FUll-wave rectifier (with two diodes) with series
Inductance filter

t
ILoad

o TT e 2TT wt_.

Fig.2.5b Wave shape of the output voltage and
current in a full-wave rectifier with series
Inductance filter

de output. Fourier analysis of the output waveform for full-wave rectifier is given

by

2V.1 [. 2 2 2 -4· Iv c-' - 1· -cos (J)( •. - ··cos (1)1 .
1!.. 3 15 I

(2.6.1)

The first term is the de component of the input filter voltage.

Assume that Rs the resistance of the secondary of transformer and Rr, th~

.. dynamic forward resistance of each diode are negligible, If rLbe the resistance of

inductor (or choke) and RL is load resistance. then the (de) current through and

voltage across the load can be given as

,
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2J'~ 2V, '.,.IJ... :0: ----- •• ,:- - .... --'\[' t', <-:.. R I
If(", +R I ) ..qIt. , .. . J (2,6.2)

, 2VrR/ 21'"and J',I,' =I""R, :=--(·--R--.)-:-c +, cO.6J'lV .. ((rr, «R,,l
If rc+ I IT

As riowill always be quite small than the load resistance f:,..

" ~3),.... tJ.

2V 2VOl'J. 2J'~,_J!. .--- :-:: ~--.-. .. / . ..',
ll' !f(R,_} "

Voltage regulatio,j: when there is no load lac is zero, and (V.j.;)rw: "*' '."_2Vohr.
therefore the voltagll regulation.

II .R. ::.= ~".', ~::~,!W~=-(J'~<,)e. .:._ (1..1, )r,.
(J~,..) ,ull/,NM/ i.(~;T:'/';l'r-(iu,~'ir'J (:'..6.4)

~ the inductor (or choke) resistance is quite S'i'ult, hence the r~ulatlon factor is
alto rech,lced,which means a better reguiation.
Ripple' factor: As the amplitudes of the higher harmonic terms are very small,
hence their effects for producing ripple will also be very small, so only first ac
component, i.e., (2Volrr)(O cos 2wt) is used for caiculation of ripple factor. While
neglecting higher harmonic terms, we have consideredjhat the impedance due to
inductance at high frequencies was also high and thus there was a better filtration
for.these terms. From the elementary circuit theory we can write the altemating
current through the load resistance Rl FlS

I = 4Vo . cos(2(t)/-_(J)
.... 31r [R,2 + (2coLY ]"2 (2.6.5)

WheAt R, = (rl + Rdand • = tan-'(2wll R,), This is the angle by which the current
lags behind the alternating voltage.

Thus the eff~e or rms v.alueof ac at the output can bewritten as

. 4Vo
I rn" = 31f.F2'fR,2 i-(2coL )211/2 '

Hence ripple factor r = I' rm« /I'k

• -
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Ji. I

= 31Z" ~[I + {2wL Ik .+ RI ) r] (2.6.6)

From this equation, we have

1. If (rL+RL»>2wL, the ratio 2wU(rL+RL)can be neglected in comparison t01, So
r = ,fJ/3=0.471, it was 0.48 for without filter, so under such a condition the

filtering is poor.

2. if 2wL »(rL +RL), so t can be neglected in comparison to the ratio ( 2wLJR,)2

in the denominator, so

r ;'"Ji k + RI.) =.: 0.236 (rl. + RI.)

31Z" 2wL osl:
(2.6.7)

This shows that r can be decreased by using a choke coil with hiah inductance

and low resistance. Being w in the denominator, the higher frequencies will have

less ripple factor. The ripple factor decreases as we decrease RL or jncrease

load current.

2.7 Full-wave rectifier (with two diodes and) with L-section series inductance
filter:

The L-section or Inductor input Filter: This type of filter is the ~mt>j~ation of
Series Inductor and the shunt capacjtor filters. It gives very low.vall.:'eC?.f.rippIeS

at all loads and hence used frequently in the electronic equipments. The circuit

for full wave L-section filter is shown in Fig.2.6a

Ac input
L· o1!at'put

L

R,
. VIlMA--- c

I

- -T.ransformer!,

Fig 2.6a: Full-wave rectifier with two 'diodes with L-section filter

The Inductor L offers a high impedance to the ac or harmonic components and thus

reduces there components from the output. The shunt caoacitor bypasses the ac

,..
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components around the load. Thus the ripples in output are reduced considerably.
The dc voltage·and ripple factor may be calculated by taking the firsftwo terms in the

Fourier series representation of the output voltage of full-wave rectifier as

( 2Vo) (4~'j'v::: - ._ ..- cos2wt.
tr ., 3ll"

(2.7.1)

t
o wt-.

Fig.2.6b Wave shape of the output voltage and current in a full .
wave rectifier with series Inductance filter

It is equivalent to a de source in series with an ac source having twice the power line

frequency. It the sum of the resistances of diode, secondary of transformer, choke is

negligible and the load resistance ialRL then

VV,..... _~ ._.I•. RI .•
It

(2.7.2)

The values of Xt. and Xe at second harmonic of supply frequency (i.e., for a supply

frequency til) are 2wL and 112wC respectively. The Input impedance of '(he filter

cirCuit at the second harmonic frequency 2$A)is

Z :.::2 'col. ..._ jRI.2(0(' OR IZ.,.I:: (4a/ EC _.. I}/2O£
2 J R _ '/2W('

I. )

The second harmonic e.m.f allows the ac current in the inductor L, given as

( /) =-_ 4Vo _I =: 8wCVu . (2.7.3)
I. nil' J!i;' Z1 37l'.J2(4o/ tc - I) .

If we assume that the entire as passes through the capacitor then l; ::::II. where'le

and IL are alternating currents through C and L respectively. Thus the ac potential

across the load (ripple potential) is the pot~ntial across the capacitor and is given by

V· = (Ie t~,.,-= (lJ",,. ::-: 4Vo ...
rms 2m(' 20£ 37l'..[2(4ai u: ._1)

v' (. 4V. JRipple factor r = _!!!!!.. -= 0 , /(2Vo / tr)
V",. 3tr.fi(4a)"LC)

: 0.47 /(4w2 l.C . I) (2.7.4)
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Sine the Inductor filter has low ripple on heavy loads and the capacitor filter has low

ripple on light loads. hence it is reasonable to assume that the Inductor input filter

has suitable characteristics at all loads. For light loads (R, :.= r:f.)). the capacitor

charges to the peak voltage with the dc output Va. As RL is decreased. the diode

switches the supply voltage on to the filter and capacitor C is charged to the peak.

The dc voltage will be lowered. The diode action is as for the shunt capacitor filter. As

the load current is further increased. the discharge of the capacitor is more rapid and

the effect of the inductor is appreciable. The upper part of Fig.2.62 shows the

variation in Vdewith Ide.Here current IKindicates the point at which continuity of load

current is obtained and then filter begins to act more like an inductor filter and less a

shunt capacitor filter. because of good regulation at the higher load currents. The

lower part of Fig.2.62 shows the output current for L-section filter.

To determine IK. let us equate the current Ideand peak-second harmonic current b as

(2~~)1,,)/ R, (41 '0 I J,,)/ Z,.

It gives RL=1.5Z2• i.e., the current in the input inductor becomes continuous and the

output voltage levels off at a load having resistance equal to 1.5 time harmonic

impedance of the filter circuit. Thus the critical value of . ~ inductor input

LI<. :=: Z2 12(1) R, 13(1) :. I" 2Vo I ;rR, . 2Vo 13trwLK

The value of ripple may be further reduced by adding more stages of l-sections.

Each section reduces the ripple factor I 1(4(1):!I.C: I} The two stages l-section filter

circuit is shown in fig.2.7

D, L L

cf--
v J YOUI

RL

_.. ._----_!___-I-_;

]1'ig.2.7Full-wave rectifier with two L-section filters

Output can also be smoothed using a choke and second capacitor. The choke tends

to keep the current (rather than the voltage) more constant. Due to the relatively high

,
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cost of an effective choke compared to a resistor and capacitor this is not employed

in modem equipment.

Some early console radios created the speaker's constant field with the current from

the high voltage (liB +") power supply, which was then routed to the consuming

ci;tcuits, (permanent magnets were then too weak for good performance) to create

the speaker's constant magnetic field. The speaker field coil thus performed 2 jobs in
. .

oae: it acted as a choke, filtering the power supply, and it produced the magne~ic field

taoperate the speaker.

2~ n-section filter or capacitor input filter

F,r providing smooth output voltage, an input C1 is added to L-section filter; it forms a

n-shaped filter. A full-wave rectifier with n-section is shown in Fig.2.8 The rectifier

feeds directly into the capacitor C1. The triangular output potential wave from this

capacitor is fed into the L-section filter which will further reduce the ripple component.

Tberefore the filter is also known as capacitor input filter.

Ac input
I.

output

,, '
I--T.ransformea:~

,,
, L

RL

: D~
I

I ._ Ih~.

Vout

.Fig.2.8 Full-wave rectifier with two diodes and with n -section
capacitance input filter

C$pacitor C1 draws a charging current pulse and charged the peak value Vo of the

input voltage. It then dlscharqes through the inductor L and load RLand the inductor

serves to maintain an almost constant discharge current. During the time in which the

capacitor voltage reaches to.an appropriate. value, the second diode start conducting

and thus the capacitor is recharged. The discharge current of C1 is diffICult to

evaluate. If rL is the resistance of the inductor and Ideis the dc component of the

current in it the output potential may be assumed approximately as that from the

capacitor C, decreased by the IderLdrop in the inductor.

V", c: V(l - V/l/2 -·'''t·r,.
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:d'~ - I.,.. (rio +1/4 jCJ. ,

Using V,.. /.J.:.R:. we get
,

V :::-.-_.-. -----..'." -- - .....-.__
.'e· I ('II .1 .' • ._' I • ':l+ . I'" s=: ,i\, "1 r,' I".

(2.p.1)

. .
I . This r$lation show..;.that the r'.tgula~ionis good for higher values of P'·

We ~now that for.the filter conn~cted to a r~tifie r at the source ~ue~~'~'1 ~
importan~ ripple term .isof second harmonic frfiquency. It is.reasonabie to negl8c;t all

. . \"~!. ; ),~.,
harmonic except the second as their contributions are very smaiL ,Th~ ~ is
applied across L-C2 filtel. Generally the capacitive reactance 1/wC2 is made .-nail

, .-
compared with the load resistance RL to prevent cyclic charges in qU,tputqurrent from

. ., (.... . .' .'~t":" .\. ~

affecting the output voltage. 2wL is made large compared with 112wC2 to prQVWiea
'. '

lalge reduction in the ripple components of ~ge, Thus
"

.:.:'\ --7'\- :~ZS:::I-:-t-
~~ - - -v,- __V. \ Ed.

Flg:2.8a,:FuII wave rectifier outpufig:2.8b The effect of capacitance ,
. an fuH wave rectifier outpUt

From the theory of shunt capacitor filter, the ac-component across the ca~r p, is
the root mean square value if the tria'ngular (ipple'Wsve and is given by

VI = ·v,.. = VR 12..fi ,,"Off! tit 12 ..jj-(J)C I

The reactanCe of' C~ is made sma1lWith ~ to·load ftt.With the, use of voltage
division method, the ripple voltage across C2 or aCroSsRL is

• - ~I ' .insc~. '''VII' . 1V - J( - -- x . .' . zr: ---- .,_._--
, - 'mtIi - 2J3 j2(iiL .. .i /2aX.·~ ;-;zV3 -trl)~t.t..-;,-~t
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With Land C2 large, we have 4(t/ LC~» I. thus the ripple factor across the load

may be written as

(2.8.3)

where the reactances are calculated at the supply frequency. Since rail R, ' the

rpple increases with load current.

%.9SUMMARY

One of the important uses of filter circuits is in Rectifier circuits. Rectifier

circuits provide pure D.C. voltages and currents by rectifying the alternating voltages.

However, their output contains D.C. component and AC components. The AC

component$ are called ripple and have frequency components at the input AC

flieQuency (in India the power line freq~ncy is 50Hz) and its harmonics. As such the

lIlregutated rectifier is not fit for usins;,rt a~ a D.C. power supply. The unwanted ripple

must be removed. A capacitance placed across the rectifier circuit comes in shunt

with the input resistance of the device to which the rectifier circuit is connected to

power it. The input resistance of the device and the capacitance connected across it

form an RC filter. The value of capacitance is selected such that its reactance at the

fliJndamental frequency of the input A.C. source is zero. The AC ripple gets filtered

qut and only D.C. voltage appears across the load resistance. An inductance placed

in series with load reSistance form an LR-filter. A large value of inductance (in

Henries) is used for this. The reactance of the inductor is so large such that ripple

vOltage drops across it and will not appear at the output. As the cost of inductor is

high, sometime in low cost circuits, a resistor is used instead of an inductor.

However, a resistor drops both AC and D.C voltages. The series resistor drops

some D.C. voltage and hence the D.C. ~ltage will be less than the required value for

load. The heat generated may affect the performance of other components in the

circuit. The RC and LC-filters are used to remove these AC components. A

resistance or inducta~ usea•• ries and the capacitance will be in shunt. These

series mtiuctance,;.Qr ... ~~ is so selected such that it offers maximum

resis"'~e to A.C or rit*e ~nt. 1he shunt capacitance is so selected such

thaHt offers zero resiftBnce ,tG'·~.C. c~nents, so that the ripple component is
•

bypassed and it will not appear at the outpui: The series resistance (or inductance)

and shunt capacitance filter is called an t:.,;sectionfilter because of the appearance

I~e English alphabet ~L",
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Two L-sections are connected to form a n- section filter. It can be shown that the 1t

section filter can more effectively remove ripple than single L-section filter. The

performance of a filter to reduce ripple is measured by ripple factor, which is the ratio

of the ripple output voltage to the D.C. voltage. LC filters are costlier to fabricate than

RC filters, however very low D.C. resistance of inductances helps us in avoiding

large D.C. voltage drops which otherwise occur if we use RC filter. Further, it can be
shown that unlike RC-filter, an LC-filter ripple is independent of load resistance.

When we use LR and LC-filters, the surge voltages produced during on and off of the

circuit will be large and we have to use components which can withstand these

voltages. The iron core inductors are not suitable for higher frequencies, as losses

will be more. As load current increases, the D.C. output voltage of the filter

decreases. The variation is more in capacitance input filters (Il-fllters) when

compared to Choke input filters (LC-filters). The steadiness of output D.C.voltage is

expressed in terms of a parameter called voltage regulation which is defined as the

ratio of the change in voltage with respect to no load voltage to the output voltage at

maximum current drawn.

2.10. Key Terminology

Low-pass filter: A low -pass filter allows to pass through it frequencies below a cut

off frequency. Above this frequency, all the frequencies are heavily attenuated.

Phase angle: A sinusoidal wave changes its phase angle from 0 to 2rr radians or O·to

3600 as it completes one cycle. In the first half cycle, the phase change will be from 0

to rr.

Biasing a diode. Keeping a potential difference between anode (p-) and cathode (n-),

If the anode is more positive than cathode, a diode gets forward biased. Under this

bias, its resistance becomes very low and allows current to pass through. When the

diode is reverse biased, Le. if anode is negative with respect to cathode, no majority

carrier current passes through it. It offers very high resistance and onJy minority

carrier current, in micro or nano amperes, flows.
Peak value, average value, and rms values of a signal.

.Peak value (positive) is the maximum positive value attained b~jhe signal to a cVCIe.

A sinusoidal signal reaches positive peak and a very low n~e value ·jn a cycle~

The lowest value achieved in a negative part of the cycle is caHeG a negatiVe ~

For a sinusoidal Signal, negative and positive peaks will have same ma~. In'"

cycle. For every positive value of the sine wave there will be an e*tfy eq~
negative value, so that, the average value of a sinusoidal signal over a cycle or 211'.
zero. So instead of taking simple average, square root of the sum of squares of the
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sine function is defined, and this is called root mean square value or simply r.m.s.

value. It is the value, we get when an ac signal value is measured on a multimeter in

a.c setting.

2.11 Self assessment Questions

LOlig answer Questions
1. Explain the working of an unregulated power supply with shunt capacitor

filter.
2. What are the problems associated with such a power supply.

3. Explain the working of a choke input filter. Compare its performance with a

shunt capacitor filter.
4. What is an L- section filter. Explain the working of an unregulated power

supply with an L-section filter.

5. Explain the role of a TT filter in removing ripple in an unregulated power

supply with a TT filter.

6. Draw the circuit diagram of a f~lI-wave rectifier with 1T filter. Can we replace

the choke with a r~sistor and yet obtain the filter action?

7. Derive expressions for the ripple factor, Voc. and rectifier efficiency of a full

wave rectifier with choke input filter.
8. Derive expressions for the ripple factor, Voc.and rectifier efficiency of a full

wave rectifier with shunt capacitor filter.

9. Derive expressions for the ripple factor, Voc.and. rectifier efficiency of a full

wave rectifier with a TT filter.

Sh~rt answer questions

1. Explain about TT - section filter.

2. Write notes on various smoothing filters
3. Explain with diagrams, the changes th~t occur when a shunt capacitor is

added across a full-wave rectifier.
4. Compare a full-wave rectifier with two diodes with that of a full-wave bridge

rectifier with same type of filter.
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U~ITI LESSON 3

REGULATED D.C. POWER SUPPLIES

O~ECTIVES OF THE LESSC?N:To learn about Zener stabilized power supply and
Series regulated Transistor power supply.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

3.1 Introduction

.3.2 ~nregulated power supply:

3.3 ~egulated power supply,nZener Regulated power supply
I •

il) Series regulated power supply

ii~)Transistor shunt regulated power supply

3.4 Summary
i

3.5 Self assessment Questions
i

3.6 rext and Reference Books

~,

3.1 ,NTRODUCTION:

'In the lessons 1 and 2 of this unit, we studied about the various types of rectifiers
i

and! how their output can be made to contain only D.C. Voltage. These unregulated

po+r supplies will not give constant D.C. output if load current increases or in put

maihs voltages changes from 230V A.C. However there is need to keep the output

D.Ct voltage of a power supply constant irrespective of the above mentioned

vari~tions in load current and mains voltage. In this lesson we learn about these

tecHniques.

3.2 tHE POWER SUPPLY (UNREGULAlED)
I

The) power supply unit is an essential type of radio and electronic equipment, as it
sUPflies voltages and currents to various components of the circuit. It consists of four

unit!, namely, transformer, rectifier, flfter and vOlta'gedivider. The values of output

volt,ge and current required will determine the rating of transformer and the .type of

the rectifier to be used. The percentage of ripple voltage all()wable will determine the
~ ..< ' ...

type,of the filter circuit and it components.

, The circuit diagram of power supply unit with lt-section filte'r' i.~shown in, ',.. 3,
Fig.3.1 The voltage regulation can be calculated py measuring the voltage at no load

and idifferent loads. It can be shown that the vO~.Qe regulation will be better if an L

section filter is also added to the n section filter.. It can be seen that the ripple

peroentage varies directly as the load current and inversely as the load resistance.
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L =151-1
output

+

8:d:

RL=20k

Fig 3.1: Unregulated D.C.Power supply

Circuit components
1. Potential source: A.C. supply is generally used as potential source or the input

of the power supply unit.

2. Transformer: A step-down transformer with low resistance of its secondary

and negligible leakage reactance is used. For a full wave circuit, the

transformer secondary must have centre tap. Owing to the effect of leakage,

the secondary diode may conduct before the first ceases with an overlap of

the current of voltage.

3. Rectifier circuits: The rectifier circuit may be either of half wave or full wave

type. The latter may use either two diodes (centre tap rectifier) or four diodes

(bridge type rectifier).

4. Filter circuit: The full wave rectifier does not provide ripple free dc voltage.

The various types of filter or smoothing circuits are used, depending upon the

requirement of the output.

5. Load: A non inductive high resistance is used as a load. The output of the

power supply is taken across this load.

Characteristics of a power supply:
Jhe quality of a power supply depends on the following terms.,

a) Load regulation - The load regulation, also called load effect, is defined as the

chc;lrgein the output voltage for a change in load current from the minimum to• < . "J •

the maximum values.~o
Load regulation (L.R.) = (V no lOad - Vruilload) IV no load

% L.R. = VNJ• - V/oI, X 100.
VN1•

(3,1)
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Where VNL is the load voltage with no load current and VFL is the load voltage wnh

full load current.

b) Source regulation- the Source regulation, also called loads effect or line

regulation is the change in the load voltage for the specific range of line

voltage.

Source regulation (S.R.) = load voltage charge

%S.R = change in load voltage xl 00
norinal load voltage

c) Ripple Rejection:- The filter circuit reduces the ripples from the output of the

(3.2)

rectifier. The voltage regulators are used in regulated power supplies to

attenuate the ripple. The Ripple Rejection (RR) is usually specified in decibels.

An RR of ao dB means that the output ripple is aOdB less than the input

ripple,

i.e., output ripple is 104 times smaller than the input ripple.

d) Rectification Efficiency: - the rectification efficiency is defined as the ratio of

the de power delivered to the load to the total input ac power.

Rectification Efficiency (R.E) = Poe I PAC.. .'~

3.3 REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

The de output voltage of the power supply is not constant but

fluctuates with variations in the load. The fluctuation in the output is measured in

terms of voltage regulation which is usually expressed as:

V -v
0/ 1/ I R I ""I",," }III/I"ad X 100.:to r 0 tage egu ation =

VIllI/I"""
(3.3)

The de output voltage also varies directly as the ac input voltage to the rectifier.

Wl)en Zener diodes are used in power supplies with a series resistor, output voltage

is constant for both input or load changes and is thus called regulator. Zener diode is

therefore called voltage regulator and the whole arrangement the regulated power
supply. The voltage regulators reduce the .ripple on the output. Let us discuss in brief

both devices of regulation:

3.3.1 Voltage regulations by Zener diode: Zener diodes can regulate the voltages

from about 2 to 200 volts. Some of these diodes have a power 'dissipation 'of 50 (or

more) Watts.
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r I ~. 1 Regulated
Un regulated RL output!_DC input !

Fig 3.2 voltage regulation with Zener diode

The circuit employing a Zener diode as a voltage regulator is shown in Fig 3.2 .

It is to be noted that the Zener diode is connected in the reverse direction Le.,

reverse biased. The regulated output voltage is obtained across the Zener to which

the load RL is connected. In the reverse breakdown region of the Zener diode,

increasing the reverse voltage across the Zener increases the number of carriers

produced by the break of covalent bonds, which reduces the diode resistance.

Decreasing the reverse voltage reduces the number of carriers and thus increases

the diode resistance. . -

Let Vdc be the unregulated dc input voltage applied across the series combination of

resistor Rs and Zener diode. The regulated output voltage VOU1 is the voltage across

the load resistance RL connected across the Zener diode. The voltage across the

Zener is very close to Vout = VL Let I be the total current drawn from the supply (or

voltage input), Iz the current flowing through Zener and IL the current through the load

RL. Therefore

. 1= Iz +IL . and Iz = VL/RL.

~pplyingKirchoffs second law to the left part of the circuit eFig.3.2), we get

v." = R.J +R.J7.'

VhereRz is the dc-resistance of the Zener diode, since VI. = I,. Rz :: Iz Rz ' therefore,

Ie get

Vck= Rs{lz +lJ+I,.R,. =R.Jz +I,.(R~,;+.R,.)

= R..J z + V,.(J + Rs I R,J (3.4)

.This t*:fuation relat\!)s the current and voltage drop in the Zener diode. Let us

explain thl'voltage regulation in the Zener diode:

Equation 3.4 is the equation of.a straight line and is called the load line. For a given

load RL, the intersection of the. toad line AB with the Zener characteristic gives the

operating point P of the Zener diode (see Fig.3.3). If the load is increased (RL
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d~eased'), IL. increased and l~ decreases. For this new load, AB' will be the new

I~ line and P', the operating 'point. As is clear from the figure, though the change in~ . .

cu~rent though Zener diode is large (lz +I'z) , but change in the voltage drop across
• j ~. .'

th~ Zener is very small. The voltage drop remain almost constant at Vz (as the curve

is rlmost a vertical line). Thus the voltage drop across the Zener is independent of

fluftuations in the load resistance RL.

. Vdc/( 1+RslRL)
o B B'

I
Vz

Vdc/Rs
A

c
Fig.3.3 Characteristics of a .Zenerdiode

let us aseumemat RL remains fixed, and the fluctuations are in the input
,

voJtage Vdcis increased, I and Ia will increase. The load line thus shifts to a new

po+ition CD with the corresponding operating point at Q. Though the current through

th~ Zener increases, but the voltage drop across the Zener remains almost the same

at lVz Thus the voltage drop across the Zener is practically independent of

flu~uations in the input voltage and the Zener diodes regulate the rectifier voltages.

PqwER SUPPLY PERFORMANCE:

~rceEffect
T~ ae supply to the input of a transformer in a de power Sl:fW)lydoes.not always

re1tain constant. A ± 10% variation in th~ ac source voltage,(Vs) (alsoJtermed "fie

voftage) is not unusual. When the source voltage .varies, there is some variation jn

the output voltage from supply; this output voltaga change (t:No) due to a change in
i

th~ input is termed the source effect. In the output varies by100mV when the source
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voltage changes by + 10%. the source effect is 100 mV. an alternative way of stating

this output voltage (Vo). In this case, the term line regulation is used.

Source effect ~ ~~,for a 10%change in V,

line Regulation !~Vo .ror_!~0% c:.har!!~ei~:J_:_!_~~:.~
VOl

(3.5)

Load Effect

Power supply output voltage is also .affected by changes in load current (IL). The

output voltage decreases when IL is increased, a~d rises when IL is reduced. The'

load effect defines how the output voltage changes when the load current is

increased from zero to its specified maxim.um level (~L(max». If the load current effect is

1OOmV.as for the source effect, the load effect can also be expressed as percentage

of the output voltage. This is termed the load regulation.

Loud Effect -:;:t.\Vo for .11/(111''')

. (~Y~) for M/1IlIa,l)x 100%
Load Re gulation == _-_-'--_
_ V(I

(3.6)

The performance of a Zener diode voltage regulator may be expressed in terms of

the source and load effects, and the line and load regulations rna be calculated using.

Eqs.3.5 and 3.6. If there is an input ripple voltage, the output ripple will be severely

attenuated. The ripple rejection ratio is the ratio of the output to input ripple

amplitudes.

To assess the performance of a Zener diode voltage regulator, the ac

equivalent circuit first drawn by replacing the diode with its dynamic impedance (Zz),

as shown in Fig.3.4

Fig 3.4 A.C. Equivalent
circuit of Fig.3.3

The comPlete ac equivalent circuit is seen to be a simple voltage divider. When the

input voltage changes by ~Vs, the output voltage change is,

~v:\x 2z~ Vo ;;:_;.;...___::_
Rs +21.

(3.7)
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Equation assumes that there is no load connected to the regulator output. When a

load is present, RL appears in parallel with Zz in the ac equivalent circuit. The

equation tor the output voltage change now becomes,

~V "..¥s X (Z/. II..R!_)
o R, -I- (Z/.u R, )

(3.8)

The regulator source effect can be determined from eq 3.7 or eq, 3.8 as appropriate.

The equations can also be used for calculating ripple rejection ratio. The input ripples

amplitude (Vri) and output voltages in Eq.3.7 and Eq.3.8. Thus Eq.3.7 can be

modified to give a ripple rejection ratio equation,

R.,. -z, (3.9)

And, for a loaded regulator, Eq.3.8 gives,.

~V'" _ Zz II R, .
~Vrt _. Rs + (Zz IIRJ

To determine the load effect of the Zener diode voltage regulator, the circuit output

(3.10)

resistance nas to be calculated. The regulator Thevenin equivalent circuit in fig.

Shows that, assuming a zero source resistance, the circuit output resistance is

Ro zz: Zz II RI.

When load current changes by ~IL, the output voltage change is

~Vo = 61I,(Zz II R:.)

(3.11)

(3.12)

Improved Voltage Regulation- The performance of a Zener diode is improved with

an emitter follower. The combination of Zener diodel regulator and an emitter follower

is known as Zener follower. It has two advantages (1) less load on the Zener diode,

."d (2) lower output impedance. It thus increases the current handing capacity of a

Zener regulator

3.3.2 TRANSISTOR SERIES REGULATOR
When a low - power Zener diode is used in the Simple regulator, the load currents is

limited by the maximum diode current,

. A high power Zener used in such a circuit can supply higher levels of load current,

but much power is wasted when the load is light. The emitter follower regulator

shown in Fig.3.5 is an improvement the Simple regulator circuit because it draws a

large current from the supply only when requ,ired by the load. In Fig 3.6 the circuit is

dtawn in the form of the common collector amplifier. In Fig3.6, the circuit is shown in
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the form usually referred to as a Series Regulator. Transistor 0, is termed a ~eries

Pass transistor

v,

+

Fig.3.S Emitter followervoltage regulator

v.

v"

+

Fig.3.6 Series voltage regulator voltage
regulator

The output voltage (VO) from the Series Regulator is (Vz -VSE) , and the maximum

load current (IL(max» can be the maximum emitter current that 0, is capable of pa$sing.

For a 2N3055 transistor, IL could approach 15A. When IL is 0, the current drawn

from the supply is approximately ( Iz+ IC(min», where IC(min) is the minimum collector

current to keep 0, operational. The Zener diode circuit (R1and 0,) has to supply only

the base current of the ·transistor. The series voltage regulator is there, much more

efficient than a simple Zener diode regulator.

RegUlator wlttl1:rror Am,JUfier

.A Series Regwator using ian additional transistor as an error amplifier is shown in

Fig.3.B. The error amplifier improves. 'the line and load regulation of the circuit; the

amp6fier also makes it possible to have an output voltage greater than the Z.-ner _

diode 'voltage. Resistor R2 and diod~··0, ere the Zener diode reference source.
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.Transistor Q2 and its associated components constitute the error ampijfier that

controls the series-pass transistor (0,).

+ +
VRI

RI

R· Vo.'

+ C,

VI 14
VBI

~

Fig.3.7Series voltage regulator with error amplifier

The output voltage is divided by resistors R3 and R4, and compared to the Zener

voltage level (Vz). C, is a large value capacitor, uS'Jally50~F to 1OO~F,connected at

the output to suppress any tendency of the regulatur to oscillate.

When the circuit output voltage changes, the change is amplified by transistor

Qz and fed back to the base of 0, to correct the output voltage level. Suppose that

the circuit is designed for Vo= 12V, and that the supply voltage is Vs =18V. A suitable

Zener diode vo~ge in the case might be Vz= 6V. For this Vz level, the base voltage

~ Oz must be, VBZ= Vz+ VBE2= 6.7V. So resistors R3 and R4 are selected to give VBE2

= 6,7V and Vo= 12V. The voltage at the base of 0, is, VB' = Vz+ Vee, = 12.7Valso,

VRZ= Vs + VB1= 5.3V .The current through R, is largely the collector current of Qz. .'

Now suppose the output voltage drops slightly for some reason. When Vo

.dkreases, VB2 decreases. Because the emitter voltage of O2 is held at Vz, any

decreases in VBZ appears across the baS;8-emitterof O2. A reduction in VaE2causes'

~z to be reduced, When IC2faUs, VR1is reduced, and the voltage at the base of 0,
rises (VB1=Vs+ VR') causing the output voltage to inc~~~~e.Thus, a decrease in Vo

produces a feedback effect which causes Vo to increa~i~ck towa~Hts normal,level.

Taking the same approach, a rise in Vo above its normal level DrQ~llqes a t~dback

.effect which pushes Vodown again toward it normal level.",,· :)T1'

When the input voltage changes, the voltage across resistor Rf also changes, in
\

order to keep the output constant. This change in VR1 is produced by a change. in Icz
which itself is produced by a small change in Vo. Therefore, a supply voltage change
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.Transistor Q2 and its associated components constitute the error ampijfier that

controls the series-pass transistor (01),

+ + +
VRI

RI

R, Vo.'

+ C1

V. 14
VBI a,

Fig.3.7Series voltage regulator witb error amplifier

The output voltage is divided by reslstors R3 and R4, and compared to the Zener

voltage level (Vz). C1 is a large value capacitor, usually 50~F to 100~F, connected at

the output to suppress any tendency of the regulatur to oscillate.

When the circuit output voltage changes, the change is amplified by transistor

~ and fed back to the base of 01to correct the output voltage level. Suppose that

the circuit is designed for Vo= 12V, and that the supply voltage is Vs=18V. A suitable

Zener diode vo~ge in the case might be Vz = 6V. For this Vz level, the base voltage

of Q2must be, VB2= Vz+ VBEl= 6.7V. So resistors R3 and R4 are selected to give VBE2

= S.7V and Vo= 12V. The voltage at the base of 01 is, VS1= Vz+ VS61= 12.7Valso,

VR2= Vs + VB1= 5.3V .The current through R1 is largely the collector current of Q2. .

Now suppose the output voltage drops slightly for some reason. When Vo

.d6creases, VB2 decreases. Because the emitter voltage of O2 is held at Vz. any

decreases in VB2 appears across the bas.e-emitter of O2. A reduction in VSE2causes

Ic2 to be reduced. When IC2 falls, VR1is reduced. and the voltage at the base of 01
rises (VB1=Vs+ VR1)causing the output voltage to inc~~~~e.Thus, a decrease in Vo

produces a feedback effect which causes Vo to increa~i~ck tow~;ts nor~)evel.

Taking the same approach, a rise in Vo above its normal ;Ievel pra~ll~es a t.dback

.effect which pushes Vodown again toward it normal level,.. ~r
When the input voltage changes, the voltage across resistor R1 also cha(lgeS, in

\
order to keep the output constant. This change in VR1is produced by a change. in Ic2
which itself is produced by a small change in Yo. Therefore. a supply voltage change
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.Since path AS is parallel to the output voltage Vo across the load resistor RL we

have from the Kirchoff's voltage law

Vo = -Vz+ Vee

Vee= Va- Vz (1)

Since Zener voltage Vz is fixed, any increase or decrease in Va will have a
corresponding effect on Vee.

S,ppose Va decreases, than as is evident from equation 1, Vee will decrease.

Consequently, ls decreases, therefore, lc (= ~Ie ) will also decrease. It will lead to a

d.ecrease in I (le+lc+IL). Consequently, voltage (VR =IR) across resistor R will

d~rease. As a result, output voltage VawiJIincrease because

v; = VR+Va

Va= Vin+ VR.

Thus the output voltage Vawill remain at constant value or we get regulated voltage

adoss RL.

SUMMARY

The voltage regulation is further improved with the help of a negative feedback circuit.

The highly stable zener voltage is amplified with a non-inverting voltage feedback

amplifier to get higher output voltage. The regulated power supply usually includes

current limiting, which protects the pass transistor and rectifier diodes in the case the

load terminals are shorted accidentally. But it has the advantage of relatively large

power dissipation in the pass transistor when the terminals are shorted.

It may be noted that the Ie voltages regulators are recently being used in

regulated power supplies. Switching' regulators are also very popular nowadays

They produce large load currents with much less power dissipations in the transistor.

Low power switching regulators are also available on chips. We learn about IC

regulators in unit II.

3.4 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Emitter follower: It is a transistor amplifier where the output simply follows the

variations in the input. The. voltage gain is very nearly equal to 1 and current gain is

high. The input and out put remain in phase with each other.

Darlington pair: Darlington transistors consisting of a pair of (low power and high

power) BJTs fabricated together and packaged as a single device are available.

There are usually referred to as Power Darlingtons The 2N6039 is an npn Power

Darlington.

3.6 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS:

Long answer questions:
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1. Describe the construction and working of Zener diode. Explain its application

in voltage stabilization.

2. Describe the circuit of a Zener diode regulator and explain its working.

3. Explain the working of a transistor series regulator.

4. Explain with a circuit diagram, the principle of working of a series regulated

power supply .. What are its advantages over Zener diode regulator.

5. Define voltage regulation. Draw the circuit of a series transistor voltage

regulator.

6. Draw characteristic of Zener diode. Explain with the help of a circuit diagram

its use as a voltage regulator.

7. The supply voltage for the regulator in Fig.3.9 has 21V on no load, and V$ =
20V when IL(max) = 40mA. The output voltage is Vo= 12V. and the regulator

with a gain of 100. Calculate the source effect, load effect, line regulation,;and

load regulation for the complete power supply. Also calculate the ripple

rejection ratio in decibels.

+
+

R}r-.
__j 14

Rt

Yo

. ~----- _ ---_ .._ ..,-._----.
1"ig.3.10Series voltage regular».' with error amplifier

Short answer questions
1. Explain tl1e r(')leof Zener diode in a series transistor regulator.

2. Explain the role of series pass transistor iil a series transistor regulator.

3. Explain the role of erroramplitier in a series transistor regulator.

4. Explain how the series transistor voltage regulator handles the variations in

input supply.

5. Explain how the series transistor 'voltage regulator handles the variations in

load current

8, Calculate the voltage drop across 5!'l resistance and current passing through

the Zener diode for the circuit given below.
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50

r
Un regulated1- DC input 12V

----

Zener dio«,
5V

IkQ

Fig 3.11

7. Explain the working of a transistor series voltag~ regulator.
S. Explain the working of a transistor shunt voltag(1regulator.

I 9. A power supply has a voltage regulation of 1%. If the no load voltage is 2OV,what
is the full-load voltage?

3.8 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS:

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias
2. Basic Electronics and Linea!'Circuits - Bhargava etc
REFERENCE BOOKS
1. A text lab manual in Electronics by ZBAR (Tata Mc graw Hill)

i 2. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder,
~ . Op.Amp and linear integrated Circuits by Ramakant Gayakwad
4. e~tronic DeVices and Circuits by Samuel Se~ly.
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UNIT - I LESSON - 4

POWER AMPLIFIERS

OBJECTIVE OF THE LESSON
To explain the use of power amplifiers and their working.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

4.1 Introduction
4.2 Expression for power and efficiency of a

4.3 A direct coupled Class- A power amplifier

4.4 A transformer coupled Class-A power amplifier

4.5 Harmonic distortion

4.6 Push Pull Amplifiers - Class A

4.7 Push Pull Amplifiers - Class S.

4.8 Push Pull Amplifiers - Class AS

4.9 Summary

4.10 Key Terminology

4.11 Self assessment questions

4.12 Text and Reference books.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
In small signal amplifiers, the signal voltage and current are smaller, therefore,

the amount of power handling capacity and power efficiency have little importance.

The only requirements of small signal amplifiers are linearity and gain. When large

signal are to be amplified for the operation of devices such as speakers and motors,

the amplifier must be capable of handling large amount of power and its efficiency of

converting input dc power to output ac power must be high. Such an amplifier is

known as power amplifier. Hence the important requirements of power amplifiers are

the power efficiency of the circuit, the maximum amount of power which the circuit

can handle, and impedance matching between amplifier output and load, so that the

maximum power is transferred to the output device.

+1.~CLASS.!FICATION OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
." _ f!\s the pp~r amplifiers have to handle large signals, the input signal may drive

the collector to either the cut-off region or to saturation region. Consequently collector

current may not flow during the entire period of the input signal. The power amplifier

are classified according. to the portion "Ofthe input signal for which collector current

flows as class A, S, AS and C. In other words, this classification depends upon the
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duration of the collector current flow with respect to the input signal, which is

assumed to be a full 360°.

In class - A amplifiers, there is always collector current regardless of the time in the

cycle of the applied signal. The operating point Q is selected at the middle of the

linear region of the transistor characteristic as shown in Fig 4.1 (a). This class of

amplifiers is considered to be linear because output signal is an exact replica of the

input signal.

Out~ut signal
360 flow

,-/ Inputsignal
.," ',"

W""<>---,,'":"",."". "
" " "\..--...,.."-~"///

Vo'.
Fig.4.t (a) Operating conditions for power amplifiers class - A

"./"Input signal
./

Output signal 0
180" flow

. ,
Flg.4.1(b)Operating conditions for power amplifiers class - B

In class - B amplifiers, the collector current flows only for one half of input signal.

The operating point Q is located near the cut - off region as shown in Fig 4.1(b). In

order to get the output current for full cycle, two Class-B amplifiers are used in a

combination known as push - pull. In class - B amplifiers, the colieclar·currenHlows

only for one half of input signal. The operating point Q is located nes'r the cut - off

region as shown in Fig 4.1(b).

In class - C amplifiers, the collector current flows for less than the half cycle.

There are some amplifiers, which have operating parameters in between class-A

and Class-B amplifiers. These amplifiel! are designated as class-AB.

.,,'
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t -,,
,,-/ Input signal

Output signal
< 1800 flow

o

Fig.4.1(c)Operating conditi;:;nsfor power amplifiers class - C

4.2 Expression for Power and Efficiency of a Class -A power amplifier

Fig 4.2 shows a typical power amplifier circuit. The power p. supplied by the

battery Vcc is distributed in both load resistor RL and the transistor as PR and Po
respectively, i.e.,

------- (4.1)

u;

Fig.4.2 Power distribution in Class - A power amplifier circuit

In an amplifier circuit with the input signal, the current drawn from the battery Vee
has a wave shape having an ac signal component riding on a dc bias component.

That is, the dc voltage source in an amplifier circuit furnishes a dc plus an ac current,

which is not the case with input circuits having only' passive elements such as
:'t

resistors, capacitors and inductors. Hence the power across RL is the sum of the

powers owing·to ac and de currents i.e.

PR = PRO+ PRA

The power occurring due to ac current PRA is the only useful component in an

amplifier beCause it represents the ac output power Po i.e.,

PRA = Po

Hence --.....;.._ (4.2)
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The terms PROand Po represent the losses in the circuit. In fact, the operation of the
power amplifier is to convert as much of the dc power Ps drawn from the battery into
the ac power Po across RL. Hence, they effiCiencyof the circuit is defined as

POI%Efficiency = T} = ~ x 100
PS<dc:)

The power Ps and Po can be expressed as
Ps = Vcc· Ic, Po = Ic2(rm,).RL ------- (4.3)
where lc is the average current,drawn from the battery and IClrm,) is the r.m.s. value

of the ac current through RL• •

4.3 CLASS A DIRECT COUPLED POWER AMPUFIER- Expression for power
and emciency
The circuit of a typical class A transistor power amplifier operating in the common

emitter mode is shown in Fig.4.3. This mode of operation gives ·the largest power
gain of all the three possible confl9urations. The amplifier is directly coupled to the
load resistance RL. The transistor is biased in class A condition, so that the collector
a..arrentflows during the whole of the input signal cycle. The capactor Ce is the
amitter bypass capacitor and prevents the ac voltage from appearing across Re. C.
is the blocking capacitor. This prevents the ac input signal voltage from interacting
with the dc voltage in the base circuit.

Plg.4.3a Circuit ora typical class - A
power ampUfJerdirectly
coupled to the load resistance

'.;_'_
Ii,

Maximum collector
Dissipation curve

+-=- V,'I.:
ICQ

Icmax

Icmin

VCQVcrnaxv""

--->~ vc
Ftg.4.3bCollector characteristics with the

load line for a dir~t~upled }~'t'.!'1

class - A power amplifier.

Rg.4.3b shows the. collect9r characteristics of the transistor. The '~ii:'d line:
; corresponding to RL is drawn on the characteristics. a is the .quiescent!.~rating 'n

pOint. This is located mid way upon the load line to ensure maximum output power.
When the maximum input signal is applied, the quiescent oP.1!r:&tingpoint swings
between cut off region and saturation. At cut off, the collector voltage is a maximum
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and the collector current is a minimum. At saturation, reverse is the case, i.e., the
collector voltage is a minimum and the collector current is a maximum.

Fig.4.3c Output characte1ics and current voltage wave forms i'

In Fig.4.3c, VCmaxand Icmin,represent the collector voltage and current corresponding
to cut off condition; and VCminand Icmaxrepresent the same quantities corresponding
to the saturation.

The input dc power supplied by the collector power supply is

Pcs= Vcc lee <,
where lee is the quiescent collector current.
The ac output power is given by

Pile= VCrmalerms

------------ (4.4)

--------------- (4.5)
where Vermaand Icrmsare the r.m.s. values of ac collector voltage and current
respectively.
Assuming that the operating point swings equal distances on each side of the
quiescent point Q, the peak value of the ac voltage Vemand current lemare given by
.Jt"J:-- ..' r

(see Fig.4.3c)

\I _ Vern.. - VCm;"
vem - •

2
------------- (4.6)

I - ICmax - I,m;nCm-
2

Therefore, the ac output power is

------ ......(4.7)
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Pac = (V Cmax - V C.minX1cmax -Icmin)
8

Therefore, the collector efficiency is

n = Pac = (V Cmax - Voni" XI Cmlx -I ('liIin)
Pcs 8VcclcQ

If the collector characteristics are ideal, then VCmin = 0, and Icmax= 2lca.

VCmax = Vcc and ICmin = 0, substituting these values in Eq.(4.9), we get,

2Vc(' ICQ ." = -- = 0.25 ------------------- (4.10)
8Vcc I('Q

------------- (4.8)

----------- (4.9)

Therefore, the maximum effiCiency that can be obtained from a class-A power

amplifier when coupled directly to the load resistance, is 0.25 or 25%.

4A TRANSFORMER COUPLED CLASS-A POWER AMPLIFIER

When the transistor works into a load resistance that is different from its output

resistance, to obtain maximum power output, the load resistance is coupled to the

power amplifier by a transformer. This is shown in Fig.4.4.

Reflected load resistance R I L

Fig.4.4 Transformer coupled class - A transistor power amplifier

In this circuit, the value of the base bias resistors R1 and R2 are adjusted to give

class A operation with the expected input signal voltage. Ce is the emitter bypass

capacitor and Ce is the blocking capacitor that prevents the ac input signal voltage

from being interacted by de base bias voltage.. .
The de resistance of the transformer primary is small. This resistance serves eta

the collector load of the amplifier for de currents. Hence the load line

corresponding to this resistance will be almost vertical. This load line is the de load

line, and is shown in Fig.4.5. When the ac input signal source is connected to the

input of the amplifier, resistance in the collector circuit is formed by the reflected
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resistanceof the load RL. The load resistancereflectedto the transformerprimary
is givenby

-------------- (4.11)

where 'a' is the ratio of the numberof turns Np, in the primary to the number of
turnsNil in the secondaryand is calledthe turns ratioof the transformer.

If the resistance of the secondary windings of the transformer is RI, then
Eq.(4.11)becomes

-------(4.12)

kt Ic'=lcQ
Vcc(1)=-"-
R,:

Vc )I

Fig.4.SCollector characteristics with the de load line, and ac load line for the
transformer coupled class A power amplifier

R~ is the load resistance actually seen by the collector for ac currents. This

resistance is made equal to Vemaxllemaxby properly choosing the load line
correspondingto this resistance, It is called dc load line and is shown in Fig.4.5.

This line has a slope, -1/R'L' To locate this ac load line, the following method is

adopted.
a) Firstassumesomeconvenientvalueof the powersupplyvoltage,sayVee

b) Determinethe currentI~ = V~c and locatethe pointon the Ieaxis.
,"/ RL

c) Draw the nnejoining'(Vee,0) and (0, I'e)on the collector characteristics(the
dotted line in Fig4.5)

d) Now".draw a line through the quiescentoperatingpointQ and parallel to the
lineVeel'c- This line throughtheQ point is the desiredac load line.
When the ac Signalis appliedto the input of the amplifier,the collectorcurrent

fluctuatesand the operatingpoint movesalong the ac load line both sides of the
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Q;.point. Thus the instantaneous value of the collector voltage Ve will exceed the

collector supply voltage Vee during a part of the cycle. This is because of the fact

that the induced voltage across the transformer primary windings adds to the

supply voltage durilg palJlof the cycle.

For maximum output, the tl point is located on the dc load line to give a quiescent

(
collector current leo = ('max. Hence, when the transistor operates at maximum

2
capacity and its collector characteristics are ideal, the instantaneous collector voltage

Ve swings from Vemaxto zero.and the collector current from zero to Icmax.This gives

Vemax= 2 Vee (4.13)

and lemax= 2 lea -------------- (4.14)

Also, for ideal collector characteristics, VCmin= 0, and ICmin= 0,

The expression for the actual collector effiCiency is thr s1me as that for a

dirtlc\- coupled class - A amplifier and is given by eqn (4.9).

2Vc(' .21cQ'1 = . = 0.5 --------------------- (4.15)
8Vcc1cQ

Thub the theoretical maximum efficiency of transformer- coupled class A

power amplifier is 50%. This is twice as great as that for direct- coupled class A

amplifier.

4.6 HARMONIC DISTORTION
In the earlier sections we considered the transistor as a linear device, However, the

dyhamic transfer characteristics are not linear. This non-linearity arises because the

static output characteristics are not equidistant straight lines for constant increments

of input excitation. If the dynamic curve is non-linear over the operating range, the

wave form of the output voltage differs from that of the input signal. Distortion of this

type is called nonlinear, or amplitude distortion.

For a power amplifier with a large input swing, it is necessary to express the

dynamic transfer curve with respect to operating point by a power series of the form

Ie= G1ib+G2ib2+G3ib3+.c..... · (4.16)
Ifwe assume that the inpulwav.e is a simple cosine function of time, of the Torm,

The output current will be given by

Ie== G1 Ibmcos wt + G2 Ibmcos' wt +G3 Ibmcos wt+ ... 'j"
The above equation can be rewritten as

lc = lc + ic= lc +60 +81 cos wt + 82 cos 2wt + 63 cos 3wt + ... .... (4.19)

( 4.18)

j
_t __
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That the output wave form must be represented by a relationship of this form is

evident from an inspection of Fig.4.3c. It is observed from this figure that the

output current curve must possess zero-axis symmetry, or that the current must

be an even function of time. Expressed mathematically,

I(t) = i(-t).

Physically it means that the wave shape for every quarter cycle of the output

current curve as the operating point moves from point Q to point 1 is similar to the

shape of the curve that is obtained as the operating point moves from point 1 to

Q. Similarly, the wave shape of the current generated by the operating point as it

moves from point Q to point 2 is symmetrical with that generated as it moves from

point 2 back to point Q. These conditions are true regardless of the curvature of

the characteristics. Since ic is an even function of time the Fourier series in

Eq.4.19 representing a periodic function of this symmetry, contains only cosine

terms. The values of Fourier coefficients can be determined from the graph

pertaining to the ic- ibcharacteristic of the transistor.

The harmonic distortion is defined as

.(4.20)

Where D, (s =2,3,4, ... ) represent the distortion of the sthharmonic.

If the distortion is not negligible, the power delivered at fundamental frequency is

p. _ BI2RI,
1- 2 (4.21)

However, the total power output is,

P = (B12 + Bi + B; + ....)~ = (1 +o; +D; + ...~

Or (4.22)

Where the total distortion, or distortion factor, is defined as

D=~Di +D)'l~D; + ....

" If th~~tal distQr1i9nis 10% of fundamental, then

I '.'.'; jp=ll+(Q.l)2jP, =I.Ol~

The total power output is only 1 percent higher than the fundamental power when

the distortion is 10%. HentJe little error Is made in using only the fundamental
term P1 i~lculating the power output.

PUSH-PULt-CONNECTIONS
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The amplifier circuits of Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.S employ a single transistor as the

amplifying active device. Hence, they are called single ended power
amplifiers. There is a definite limit to the power output obtainable from single

ended amplifier. The power output can, however, be increased by using two
transistors connected in parallel. Another method of obtaining greater output

power is to connect two transistors in such a way that the collector current in one

transistor decreases when that in the other transistor increases. This type of

connection is commonly called the push-pull connection. The push-pull

connection can produce a power .output of the same order of magnitude that a

parallel connection can produce, but other additional advantages over parallel

operation, the most important one of which is the elimination of the even order

harmonic distortion. Hence, a push-pull operation is widely used when a greater

maximum power output with a prescribed. amount of harmonic distortion is

required. The push-pull connection can be used for class A, B, AB, and C

operations.

4.6 Push Pull Power Amplifier - Class A

'[1. R,

t:J

Fig.4.6 Push-pull class - ATransistor power

A push -pull circuit employs two active devices (Fig 4.6) and reqUires two~al input

signals 1800 out of phase with each other derived from a, centre-tapped input

transformer (T1). The output circuit also consists of a centre-tapped output

transformer (T2) so that the instantaneous currents ·flowing in the two devices are in

opposite directions. Hence the magnetiC fields of the two primary half windings are

opposed. Therefore, saturation of the transformer core due to the d.c. components
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and the resulting distortion -are avoided. The output current is proportional to the

difference of two primary currents and this leads to the cancellation of even harmonic

distortions terms if the two halves of the push -pull amplifier are balanced.

By class A, we mean that the ,.current flows in the output of the active device (each

transistor) for the whole of the input cycle. In Fig.3.6, resistor R1 and R2 provide the

correct amount of forward bias on the transistor bases, so that the collector current

will flow in each transistor for the whole cycle of input signals. The transistor T1

usually provides proper matching between source resistance Rs and the resistance to
,.~

the transistor bases.

In order to understand the operation of the circuit, let us suppose that the input signal

is going positive. Using the polarity dots on T1, it will mean that the base of Q1 will

become more positive, while that of Q21ess positive. Thus iC1will increase and ic2 will

decrease. The voltage induced in the secondary of T2 across RL will be proportional

to the difference in the collector current, i.e., ic1- ic2 since their magnetizing forces are'

opposlte.

Similarly, when transistor input signal goes negative, the base of Q1 will become

less positive, with a decrease in be'~9current and with a corresponding decrease in

b.The voltage across RL is again due to the difference, b- b but since b.is now

greater than ic2, the polarity of voltage induced across RL is reversed. This "pushing

and.,pulling" action in the output circuit is responsible for the decrease in harmonic by

canceling of the even harmonics, with increasing odd harmonics.

Consider an input signals (base current) of the form ib1= ibmcos wt applied to Q1.

The output current of this transistor is given by eq 4.18 and is repeated here for

convenience:

i, = Ie + Bo + B, cos WI + B2 cos 2CtJ1+ BJ cos 30Jt + ..

The corresponding input signal to Q2 is

ih2 = -ih, = Ihm cos(CtJI + 1l')

The output current of this transistor is oDtained by replacing wt by (0Jt + rc) in the

expression !.or it. Th~~_is,
1.7' .', , ,

;2 (0Jt) = i, (0Jt + 1l') ........ (4.24)

------ (4.23)

hence

i2 =1(' +Bo +B, cos (0Jt+7l')+ B2 cos2(0Jt+1l')+ ..

which is

i2 = 1(' +Bo - B, cos CtJI + B2 cos 20Jt - B3 cos 3CtJ1+ (4.25)

t
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As illustrated in Fig 4.6 , the current i1and i2 are in opposite directions through the

output -transformer primary windings. The total output current is then proportional to

the difference between the collector currents in the two transistors. That is

i= k(i, - i2) = 2k(B, cos (0/ + B) cos 3(0/ + ~ ) (4.26)

This expression shows that a push - pull circuit Viill balance out all even harmonics !n

Ule output and will leave the third - harmonic term as the principal source of

cistortion. This conclusion was reached on the assuinption that the two transistors

are identical. If their characteristics differ appreciably, the appearance of even

harmonics must be expected.

The fact that the output current contains no even harmonic terms means that the

push -pull system possesses "half-wave", or "mirror", symmetry, in addition to the

zero-axis symmetry. Half-wave symmetry requires that the bottom loop of the wave,

when shifted 1800 along the axis, will be the mirror image of the top loop. The

oondition of mirror symmetry is represented mathematically by the relation.

i«(O/)= -i«(O/ + 7r) (4.27)

If «(0/ + 7r)is substituted for ((0/) in Eq .4.26, it will be seen that Eq.4.27 is satisfied.

Advantages of a Push Pull System:

1. The magnetic saturation of the transformer core by dc does not occur

because the dc components of collector currents oppose each other in the

transformer resulting in zero dc flux in the core. It will reduce the cost

because we can use small size transformers.

2. Distortion in the output much reduced due to cancellation of all the even

harmonic components. Hence the circuit gives more output power per

transistor.

Disadvantages of a Push Pull System:

1. Power supply hum is not eliminated by push -pull circuit.

2. Two identical transistors are needed

3. In transformer, central tapping is required.

4. Entire system becomes bulky with the use of two transformers.

5. Due to stray intertwining capacitances the frequel,cy response of the 'amplifier

becomes poor.
i.

'I;,

4.7 PUSH-PULL POWER AMPLIFIER - CLASS - B·
The circuit diagram of a push-pull Class - B transistor power amplifier is shown in

Fig.4.7. The bases and the collectors of the two transistors are connected to the

opposlte ends of the center-tapped input and output transformers T1 and T2
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respectively. The transistors are biased to cut-off so that no collector currents,
except the leakage or cut-off currents, flow when the input signal is zero.

T·O
Rt.

Fig.4.7 Push-pull class - 8 Transistor power amplifier

(a)
in

l'
I c r--t---:--~

t

.1
II 0

r:overdistortion

'_-~--~t

(d

Fig.4.7.1,W}!r/~form01(8) input voltage.(b)collector current olQ. (c) collector cllrrent o(
rri'DsistorQzand (d) tbe total load current 01tbe class - B push-pullampllRer

During qne half-cyele of the input signal (Fig.4.7), the upper end of the secondary of
the input transformer T, becomes positive v.ith respect to its center, and the lower

, );.:..

end becomes negative during the next haft cycle, the lower end is positive and the
upper end is negative with respect to the center.
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Hience, during one half cycle of the input signal, the transistor 0, is forward biased
j

and conducts and the transistor O2 remains at cut-off. During the next half cycle of

the input signal, the reverse is the case; i.e., O2 conducts and 0, is cut off. Therefore

the collector current for each transistor has half sinusoidal waveform as shown in Fig

4.7.1 (b) and (c).
The total load current iL is, however, a complete sine wave [Fig 4.7.1(d)] because

the collector current for each transistor flows through each half of the primary of the

output transformer T2.

Assuming the dc resistance of the primary of the transformer T2 to be very small,

tl!le dc load line is drawn almost vertical. A collector characteristic of a transistor

operating under class - 8 conditions is shown in (Fig 4.7.2)

Ae 106<1line

de load line

Fig 4.7.2 The ac and dc load lineson a collector characteristics
of a transistor used in a push pull class - B power amplifier.

The reflected resistance across the primary of T2, if the secondary winding resistance

Rs is neglected, is given by

--------------- (4.28)

The resistance appears from the collector to collector of the two transistors. The

load impedance. R~seen by each transistor is that appearing between one end of the

transformer and the center tap. Therefore,

(
8)2 a 2

R' = - R =- RL 2 L 4 L

The ac load line corresponding to R ~is drawn on the collector qn~l~cteristi~ of a

,----(4.29)

transistor in the Fig 4.7.2. Since the amplifier operates under class-8 condition, the

voltage across a transistor is Ve = Vee when the collector lc = 0 fOflhat tranSistor.

Also for Ve = 0, lc is given by Vc~ . Therefore the ac lOad line passes through Nec,
RL
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0) and (0, Ve; ) co-ordinates. Since the collector current and voltage are half
. RL

sinusoidal for class B operation, the rel~tionship between the root mean square (rms)
and the peak values are given by

V - Vennax
Crm. - .fi ----------- (4.30)

I - I('nnax
Crm. - .fi

Hence, the output power due to one transistor is given by

And ------ (4.31)

P - V . I - Vemax lemax
8C - e rms e rms - 2

--(4.32)

As only one transistor is conducting at a time, the total output power is

(P) _ v.., lemax
« total - -----

2 ------- (4.33)

Fig 4.7.2 shows that the maximum collector voltage swing that can occur is given by
Vcmax = v ~e, hence Eq. 4.33 becomes

----- (4.34)

Eq.4.34 gives the maximum output power. Further the dc power supplied by the
transistor is given by

Pel =Vee ICaY
Where ICar the average value of half sinusoidal and is given by

--- (4.35)

I - leln ••eev- --
te

-------- (4.36)

There fore, the total power supplied by the two transistors is given by

(P) _ 2 P - 2ve~·i~~ = 2V~c·
CI total - CI - -

te 'teRt L

----- (4.37)

Finally, the maximum efficiency of the class B push-pull power amplifier is

v: nR~ te=--x--=-
2R I 2V2 4L IT

---- (4.38)

Hence, the efficiency that can be obtained with a push-pull class B operative is = or

78.5%
4. 8 PUSH·PULL AMPUBER • CLASS - AS
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The avoid the effect of cross-over distortion. the base-emitter junctions of both

transistors are slightly forward biased by the amounts. of certain voltage. so that when

en a.c. signal is applied to the base. collector current starts flowing immediately and

thus linearizes the near-origin part of curve. This is achieved by adding biasing

resistors R, and R2 in the class B push -pull circuit as in a class A push -pull

·amplifier. But now R, ~nd R2 are chosen to place the operating point much closer to

cut-off than class B operations. This stage is then. a class AS push -pull stage (fig)

but it is normally treated as class B. since the stand- by current is very small

percentaoe of the peak current. In a class AB operation the device current flows for

more than 1800 but less than 3600 of the input signal cycle. The resistance Re.
although causes some decrease in the output power by the degenerative feedback

action, but it helps to reduce the distortion considerably.

Ql

Flg.4. 8 Push-pull tlass - AS Transistor power amplifier

Advantage of Class AS Amplifiers:

1. Minimum cross over distortion.

2. Small standby current flows at zero excitation.

3. Class AB operation results in the less distortion than class B.

Disadvantage of Class AS Amplifiers

1. Getting less distortion must be paid for this improvement is a loss in

effiCiency.

2. Waste of standby power.

COMPLEMENTARY -SYMMETRY PUSH PULL AMPLlr=H!tt

Two transistors- one NPN and other PNP. having identical charactMftltics, dNhaid to

have complementary symmetry. Cunent conduction in such' transl$tOirs are

complementary to each other, te., they. conduct in opposite half cycles of the input

signal. A complementary symmetry push -pull class B power amplifier circuit that
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It transistors do not have perfect complementary symmetry, considerable

distortion in produced

4.8 SUMMARY
When large input signals are to be amplified for the operation of output device

sUCh as speakers and motors, the amplifier must be capable of handling large

amount Of power and its efficiency of converting input dc power to output ac power

must be high. Such an amplifier is known as a power amplifier. Power amplifiers are

classified on the basis of their operating point as class A, B, AB, C etc.

In class A amplifiers, there is always collector current regardless of the time in the

cycle of the applied .signals. As a result, power losses many be increased. Since the

cOllector current flows only for one half of the input signal in class B amplifier and in

order to get output power for fuJI cycle. two class B amplifiers are used in a

combination known as push-pull. Therefore, the power losses may beminimized and

simultaneously the collector efficiency also increases in class B push-pull power

amplifier:

4.10 KEY TERMINOLOGY
1. Quiescent (Q) point: The operating point in the absence of signal is called

Quiescent point or simply the Q point of the device. The particular Q point at

which the device will operate depends on the base current(IB) and Vee ..
2. Direct Coupling: To amplify all the frequencies in the Signal; signal source is

coupled to the amplifier stage directly without using DC blocking capacitors and

isolation transformers. In the same manner amplifier output is connected to the

load. Direct coupling may be used to connect to the amplifier stage to the other.

However precautions must be taken to provide level shifting so that satisfactory

biases are established at various points in the circuit. This type of coupling is

preferred in the fabrication of the integrated circuits (ICs) .

. .3. Push-Pull 'Configuration: Two transistors amplifiers are said to be connected in

push~pulJconfiguration when the amplifiers are connected such that as current in

one stage pushes forward, in the other, current pulls back. This configuration

avoids the power losses in the transformer core and results in higher effiCiency. ,
',:. !\oJ

than a two transistor parallel coupled amplifier.

4. Complimentary Symmetry Amplifier: Push pull aciic:;~!i~Tprod~~ by using one

NPN and one PNP transistor. As the current directiO~;~~ oppo~ite in them for the'
. " " .. . " - ~i~'i ,'./:

\ given input, we need not use .a driver transformer. Due to the same reason we
can avoid the output transfonner and at the same time get the push-pull action
with this arrangement In the" ~ina.ry 'Pl:lsh.pull amplifier circuit. tramaformers
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occupy major space and contribute heavily for the weight and cost.

Complimentary symmetry circuit can be very compact and cheap.

4.11 SELF-ASSESSMENT Q! ,r .'.)TIONS
Long answer questions
4.1 Describe the various classes of power amplifier in terms of the operating

point.
4.2 Define efficiency of power amplifier and compare efficiencies in case of A, B

and C classes of amplifiers.

4.3 Obtain an expression for the collector efficiency of transformer coupled class

A transistor power amplifier.
4.4 Describe a class-B push-pull power amplifier and obtain an expression for its

efficiency. How the class-B push-pull amplifier is an advantageous over the

class-A amplifier?
4.5 Classify power amplifiers as class A, class B and class AB. Discuss their

advantages and disadvantages.
4.6 Explain the second harmonic distortion in power amplifiers. How is it

eliminated in push-pull amplifiers?
4.7 A class B transformer coupled audio amplifier is fed. to 20V dc. Transformer

turns ratio is 4. If a 40 load is connected, find (i) Power dissipation rating of

each transistor. (ii) Power delivered to the load. [ Ans (i) 1.26W (ii). 3.125W]

4.8 A class B transformer coupled audio amplifier is fed to 20V dc. Output load

impedance of the amplifier is 100. The peak voltage across the load is 15V.

Find the efficiency of the amplifier [Ans 58.9%]

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Discuss class AB amplifier.
2. What are the advantages of push-pull amplifiers?
3. Write a short note on harmonic distortion.
4. Explain the cross-over distortion in class B amplifiers. How it can be eliminated?
5. A 250 loads has to be matched to an amplifier so that the reflected impedance is
10 kO. Find the turns ratio of output transformer.
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UNIT II
LESSON 5

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS I

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON: To explain the basic differential amplifier, to introduce ar

operational amplifier and to discuss the properties of the operational amplifier.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

5.1 ll3asicDifferential Amplifier

5.2 Operational amplifier

5.3 Characteristics of Ideal op-amp

5.4 Properties of practical op-amp

5.5 Open Loop of op-amp configurations

5.6 Summary of the Lesson

5.7 Key terminology

5.8 Self-assessment questions

5.9 Text and Reference Books

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The differential amplifier, also called a difference amplifier, as the name imphv .

amplifies the difference between two signals. Because of its balanced nature and symmetry,

it can amplify very small signals. It usually requires a minimum number of capacitors and

can operate without bypass and coupling capacitors. It is the basic building block of

operational amplifiers, which are most widely used in integrated circuits.

V2

Fig 5.t Schematic diagram of a differential amplifier

device VoLinear active

For a linear active device with two input signals V1 and V2 and the output

signals Vo each measured with respect to ground, we have

Vo = A (V1-V2) ----- (5.1)
where A is the voltage gain of the differential amplifier. In actual practice, the output

d~pends not only upon the difference of the two input signals but also upon the average

level. In symmetrical circuits, we talk about the in-phase signals (called common mode (eM)

signals vc) and the difference or anti-phase signals (called differential mode (OM) signals Vd)'

They are defined as
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Vc= ---------(5 .2)

The output Vocan be expressed as linear combination of the two input voltages, as

--------- (5.3)

where A1 and A2 are the voltage amplifications from input 1 and 2 respectively. From Eqs

.(S.2) and Eq.(5.3) we get

Vo= A1(vC+ .!_ Vd}+A2(vC- .!_ Vd)
2 2

= (A, + A2)vc + .!_ (A1- A2)Vd= AcVc+ ~ Vd
2

-----------( 5.4)

where Ac = A1+ A2 and ~ = .!_ ( A1- A2), are voltage gains for the signals in common mode
2

and differential modes respectively. They may be defined as

~ = (: 0) and Ac = (:0) ----------(S.S)
d v~=0 c VJ =0

Thus ~ can be measured directly by setting Vc= 0, or V2= - V1·

The Ac can be measured by setting Vd= 0, or V2= v" generally the desired signals in

differential amplifier are OM and undesired signals are eM. The figure of merit for

differential amplifier in defined as

p = [~:] --------- (S.6)

This is called the common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) and is also some times referred to

as the discrimination factor of a differential amplifier. Ideally Ac=O, and CMRR= ex: . In

practice, Ac is non-zero but very small, where as ~ is very large. The combination of Eqs.

(S.4) and (5.6) gives

VO=~Vd 11+ Ac Vc] =~Vd [l+~. 1 ]L Ad Vd Vd CMRR
I

Vo = ~ v« (since CMRR = ex:) -----------(5.7}

A basic differential amplifier ,circuit, consisting of two interlocked common emitter amplifier

stages is shown in Fig.S.2: 'T~e two stages are linked by having both emitters connected to a

constant current generator. As current through one emitter increases, current through the

other decreases.
The circuit is symmetric about the vertical dashed line and the two transistors and resistors

Rc form a bridge circuit that is balanced under zero input signal. The resistors and the

1ransistors are simultaneously fabricated in adjacent areas on a small chip. They will be' at
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the same temperature. A simultaneous change in hFE or VeE will produce equal changes in

the Vbltages at a and band Vo will not be affected.

RI
Rz

v2

VI

Fig.S.2 Basic differential amplifier

Con$ider the circuit operation with no input signals. For Vl = V2 = 0, an emitter current Ie

flow" in each BJT. Therefore lc = Ie and
VOl= V02 = V ec - Ie Re ---------------(5.8)

thus the base current Ie = ..!.L --------------(5.9)
hFE

and Ve = - la Rl- Vee -------------(5.10)

If V~ is chosen large enough to bias each BJT in the center or the linear operating region,

then Vee = Vee +2 Ie RE +V CE + Ie Re --------------(5.11)

Fig.5.3AC equivalent circuit of basic differential amplifier
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The ac equivalent circuit for use as differential amplifier is shown in Fig.5.3. Here it is

assumed hoeRc «1 or hoe«1/Rc and thus hoe is omitted in this figure. The collector

current Ie= hie lb· The voltage hreVeis neglected in comparison with the hibIbdrop across hie
Common mode voltage gain:

.Due to symmetry, each input at the base, sees a common emitter circuit, with a unbypassed

emitter resister of 2Re (th$rWiater resistor is effectively doubled, as it carries the emitter

current for both transistors). Thus we have

Z=R,+hie +2Re (1+h,.) and Zo = Re -------(5.12)

-I - h 1Current gain = A = _c = fe b = - h,. --------(5.13)
Ib Ib

. A.Z -h R
Voltage gain Av = -' _0 = fe c -------(5.14)

Z, (R) + hje + 2RE(1 + hfJ)

Since usually (1+hf.) 2Re» hieand 1+h,•= hie. The source resistance Rj «hie. Therefore

-RAv = __ C = common mode voltage gain Ac.
2RE

Differential mode voltage galn:-

Let

Fr9m the symmetry of Fig (5.2) for y,= -Y2..

lie emitter of each transistor is grounded for small signal operation i.e., Re= 0 and

Zj = 2(Rj +hie), Zo == Re,Ai == -h,.. ----------------(5.15)

A = AjZO = -hre Rc
v Z, 2(Rj +~je)

= Differential mode voltage gain AcJ.
Common mode rejection ratio:-

CMRR= Ad = -hfe Rc +(_~) = -hre Re (5.17)
At 2(Rj + hjJ 2RE (R) + h,J

----------- (5.16)

Thus we see that CMRR increases with Re as desirable.

Constant current generators
Instead of resistor Re, a constant current generator is used. It may be a JFET with its gate

tied to its source. A BJT can be used in a similar way with voltage divider bias. In both
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cases, the output current is approximately constant as long as the voltage across the device

is sufficient.

Constant current blas:-

In the differential amplifier discussed so far, the combination of Re & Vee is used to set up

the dc emitter current. We can also use constant bias to set up the dc emitter current if

desired. In fact the constant current bias is better because it provides current stabilization

and in tum, assures a stable operating point for the differential amplifier. Fig.5.4 shows the

du~I input balanced output differential amplifier using a resistive constant current bias.

Notice that the resistor Re is replaced by a constant current source transistor (Q3) circuit.

ThEldc collector current in the transistor 03 is established by resisters R1, R2 and Re and can

be determined as follows. Applying the voltage divider rule, the voltage at the base of

transistor 03 (neglecting base loading effect) is

-------«(1.13)

------------ (5.19)

---------- (5.20)

n~V
+

R, Vu

- va
FI&.5.4Differential amplifier U1D& constant current bias.
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Because two halves of the differential amplifier are symmetrical, each has half of current 'ee3.

That is 'E' = IE2 = 1;3 = VEE _ ( (:12+V~;)) . ~;E:---------------(5.22)
The collector current 1c3in transistor 03 is fixed and must be invariant because no signal is

injected into either the emitter or the base of 03. Thus the transistor 03 is a source of

constant emitter current for transistors 0, and O2 of the differential amplifier. Besides

-,s}Jpplying constant emitter current, the constant current bias also provides a very high

source resistance since the ac equivalent <?fthe dc current source is ideally an open circuit.

5.2 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

An operational amplifier is a direct-coupled high gain amplifier usually consists of one or

more differential amplifiers and usually followed by a level translator and an output stage.

The output stage is generally a push pull or push pull complementary symmetry pair. An

operational amplifier is available as a single integrated circuit package. The operational

amplifier is a versatile device that can be used to amplify dc as well as ac input signals and

was originally designed for computing such mathematical functions as addition, subtraction,

multiplication and integration. Thus the name operational amplifier stems from its original

use for doing these mathematical operations and so is abbreviated to op-amp. .With the

addition of suitable external feedback component, the modern day operational amplifier can

be used for a variety of applications. Such as ac and dc signal amplification, active filters,

oscillators, comparators, regulators and others.

Block diagram representation of a typical op-amp

Since an op-amp is a multistage amplifier. It can be represented by a block diagram shown

in Fig.5.5.

The input stage is the dual input baianced output differential amplifier. This stage

generally provides most of the voltage gain of the amplifier and also establishes the input

resistance of the eo-amp. The intermediate stage is usually another differential amplifier,

which is driven by the output of the first stage.

Non-Inverting
Input o---.-t

InvertingO- .....-l
Input '-------'

Dual input Dual input complementary
ijai,ancedSJijJpl!t. unbalancedoutput emitter follower symmetry
Differential Dlfferential usingconstant pushpull amplifier
Amplifier amplifier currentsource

Input
stage

lntermedi
ate stage

Level
shifting
~h:tof"

Output
stage Output

Fig.5.5 Block diagram of a typical op-amp
In most amplifiers, the intermediate stage is dual input unbalanced (Single ended) output.

Because direct coupling is used, the dc voltage,atthe output ottne intermediate stage is well
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above ground potential. Therefore. the level translator circuit is used after the intermediate

stage to shift the de level at the output of the intermediate stage downward to zero voltClge

with respect to ground. The final stage is usually a push pull complementary amplifier output

stage. The output stage increases the output voltage SWing and raises the current supplying

cap,bilities of the op-amp. The well designed output stage also provides low output

resistance.

Sclwtmatic symbol:

The most widely used symbol for a circuit with two inputs and one out put is shown in

Fig. 5.6

Inverting input V20-------I

.>---oYo outputNon-inverting input VI0-----1

Fig.5.6 Schematic symbol of op-amp

In Fig.5.6.

V1 = voltage at the non-inverting input (volts)

V2 = voltage at the inverting input (volts)

Vo = output voltage (voltage)

All these are measured w.r.t. ground

A. = large signal voltage gain that is specified on the data sheets for an op-arnp

For amplifier, power supply and other pin connections are omitted. Since the input

differential amplifier stage of the op-amp is designed to be operated in the differential

modla. the differential inputs are designated by the (+) and (-) notations. the (+) input is used

for non-inverting input. An ac signal (or dc voltage) applied to this input produces an in

phase (or same polarity) signal at the output. On the other hand the (-) Input is the inverimo

input because an ae Signal (or de voltage) applied to this input produces an 180 out of phase

(or opposite polarity) Signal at the output.

5.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF AN IDEAL OP-AMP
An ideal op-amp exhibits the following electrical characteristics.

(1) Infinite voltage gain Av.

(2) Infinite input resistance R;, so that. almost any signal source can drive it and there is

no loading of the preceding stage.

(3) Zero output resistance Ro, so that, output can drive an infinite number of other

devices

(4) Zero output voltage when the input voltage is zero.
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(5) Infinite bandwidth, so that, any frequency signal from 0 to ex: Hz can be amplified with

out attenuation.

(6) Infinite common mode rejection ratio so that output common mode noise voltage is

zero.

(7) Infinite slew rate so that voltage changes occur simultaneously with input voltage

changes.

There are practical op-amps that can be made to achieve some of these characteristic

using a negative feedback arrangement. In particular, the input resistance, the output

resistance, and bandwidth can be brought close to ideal values by this method.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF AN OP-AMP

Fig.S.7 shows an equivalent circuit of an op-arnp. The circuit includes important values

from the data sheets: A , Ri and Ro.
Note that A Vid is an equivalent Thevenin voltage source, and Ro is the Thevenin equivalent

resistance looking back into the output terminal of an op-amp.
Vee

Fig.S.7 Equivalent circuit of op-amp

The equivalent circuit is useful in analyzing the basic operating principles of op-amps and in

obs6IVing the effectiveness of feed back arrangement. For the circuit shown in Fig.S.7, the

output voltace is

Vo = AVid = A (V1-V2)

where A = large- signal voltage gain

Vid = difference input voltage

Vl = voltage at the non-inverting input terminal w.r.t. ground.

V2 = voltage at the inverting input terminal.w.r.t. ground.

(5.23)

Eq.(S.23) indicates that the output voltage Vo is directly proportional to the algebraic

difference between the two input voltages. In other words, the op-amp amplifies the

difference between the two input voltages; it does not amplify the input signal voltages

themselves. For this reason, the polarity of the output voltage depends upon the polarity of

the difference voltage.

5.4 Properties of practical op-amp:
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To enhance our ,understanding of op-amps, we need to define some parameters that
appear on data sheet of practical op-amp.

(') Voltage gain:
Rig.5.Bshows an idealized transfer characteristic

In th. active region, the slope of the curve is the differential mode voltage gain ~ is defined
as 1

~Vo 8AJ = -, where Vd = V1 - V2, the differential mode input. AJ is very large - 10 .
~Vd

.....-.Active region
Vt-V2___.

Negative - VEE
Saturation

Fig.5.SIdealized transfer characteristic of op-amp

To stabilize the voltage gain, negative feedback is always used. Fig 5.8 shows that the
voltage gain is virtually zero when the output is at saturation level.
(~ Input impedance R1:

It is the open loop incremental impedance looking into the two input terminals. It is
large (-M 0)

(3,) Output impedance Ro:
It is the open loop impedance across the output. It is low (- 100 0 )

(4) ): Common mode rejection ratio (CMRR):
The op-amp should ideally respond to a difference mode signal only. There will

also be an output for the common mode input. because of the nature of the input circuit

any (differential amplifier). The common mode gain Ac = ~v 0

I!yc

The ratio of these two gains is defined as common mode rejection ratio

CMRR= Adl
Ac

It is usually expressed in decibels, as 20 log 10 (CMRR) = 20 log 10 I ~ I - 20 log 10 IAcI

(5.24)
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It is having a value ·70dB to 100 dB
Op-amps are further classified into two groups: general- purpose and special purpose.

General- purpose op-amps may be used for a variety of applications such as integrator,

differentiator, summing amplifier and others. An example of a widely used general-purpose

op-amp is the 741/351. On the other hand, special purpose op-amps are used only for the

specific applications they are designed for. For example the LM 380 op-amp can be used

only for audio power applications;
The pin configuration of most widely used 741 op-amp is given below

It is the most commonly used general-purpose op-amp. It has an integrated 30pF MOS

capacitor. It has high input impedance (> MO ), low output impedance (750 0) and large

voltage gain (200,000). From here onwards, all the discussions are confined to ~741 op-

amp.
The electrical parameters of op-amp are defined in the following paragraphs ..

•
In\' ing lIP

NCOFFSET NULL

+Vcr

Non-inverting liP OUTPUT

-VEE OFFSET NULL

Fig.5.9 Pin configuration of J.LA-741op-amp

Input offset voltage: Input offset voltage is the voltage that must be applied between the

two input terminals of an op-amp to null the output as shown in Fig.5.10. In Fig.5.10, Vdc1

and Vdc2 are de voltages and R, represents the source resistance. We denote input offset

voltage by Vlj. This voltage ViOcould be positive or negative;

V io:= (Vdrl _Vd<~)

output

1Vo=OV

Fig.5.10 Defining input offset voltage VIO
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For n41C, the maximum value of VIOis 6 mV DC. The smaller the value qf ViO, the better the
input terminals are matched.

Input offset Current:

The algebraic difference between the currents into the inverting and non-inverting terminals

is referred to as input offset current 110(see Fig.5.11). In the form of an equation

110= IIB1-IB21

where Ib1isthe current into the non-inverting input Ib2is the current into the inverting input

The input offset current for the 741C is 200 nA maximum. As the matching between the

two input terminals is improved, the difference between 191and 192becomes smaller; that is,
the 110value decreases further.

+V"

3

2
-VEE

liO :=; 1181-1821

Fig.S.11 defining input offset current IiO
Input Bias current:

Input bias current 19is the average of the currents that flow into the inverting and non
inverting input terminals of the op-arnp, In equation form

I - 181 + 182
B-

2

18= 500 nA maximum for the 741C, where as 19for the precision 741C is ± 7 nA

Note: The input currents IB1and 192are actually the base currents of the fi.rst differential
amplifier stage.

Differential input resistance:

Differential i/p resistance Rj (often referred to as i/p resistance) is the equivalent resistance

that can be measured at either the inverting or non-inverting i/p terminal with the other

terminal grounded. For the 741C the i/p resistance is relatively high '2 MQ.

Input capacitance: Input capacitance Cj is the equivalent capacitance that can be

measured at either the inverting or non-inverting terminal with the other terminal grounded.

A typical value of Ci is 4.4 pF for the 741C'. This parameter is not listed in all op-amp-data
sheets.
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Offset voltage adjustment ratio: One of the features of the 741 family op-amps is an

offset voltage null capability. The 741 op-amps pins 1 and 5 marked as offset null are for

this purpose. As shown in Fig.5.11, a 10kO,potentiometer can be connected between offset

null pins 1 and 5, and the wiper of the potentiometer can be connected to the negative

supply -Vee.. By varying the potentiometer, the output offset voltage can be reduced to zero

volts. Thus the offset voltage adjustment range is the range through which .the i/p offset

voltage can be adjusted by varying the 10kO potentiometer. For the 741C, the offset voltage.
adjustment range is ±15mV. Very few op-amps have the offset voltage null capability. This

means that for most op-amps, we have to design an offset voltage compensating network In

order to reduce the o/p offset voltage to zero.
Common mode rejection ratio: The common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR)! is defined in

several essentially equivalent ways by the various manufactures. Generally it can be

defined as the ratio of the differential voltage gain Ao to the common mode voltage gain Acm.
That is

CMRR :: Ad
Acm

The differential voltage gain Ao is the same as the large signal voltage gain A, which is

specified on the data sheets; The common mode voltage gain can be determined from the

circuit.

Ii _ voem
"cm- --.

Vem

VOcm = olp common mode voltage.

vcm= ilp common mode voltage.

Acm = common mode voltage gain.
Generally the Acm is very small and Ao = A is very large; therefore the CMRR is very large.

being a large value. CMRR is most often expressed is decibels (dB) for the 741C, CMRR is

90 dB typically.
Slew rate (S.R): Slew rate is defined as ~hemaximum rate of change of output voltage per

unit of time and is expressed in volts per mIcroseconds. In equation form

S.R = dv 0 I maximum V/!!s
dt .

Slew rate indicates; how rapIdly the output of an op-arnp can change in response to changes

in the input frequency with input amplitUde constant. The slew rate changes with change in

voltage gain and is normally specified at unity (+1) gain. The slew rate of an op-amp is

fixed, therefore if the slope requirements of the olp signal are greater than the slew rate,

distortion occurs. The slew rate is one of the important factors in selecting the op-amp for an
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application. particularly at relatively high frequencies. One of the drawbacks of the 741C is

its low slew rate (0.5 VlJj.s).
5.5 OPEN-LOOP OP-AMP CONFIGURATIONS

In the case of amplifiers. the term "cpen-loop" Indicates that no connections either direct
or via another network exists between the olp and ilp terminals. That is. the olp signal is not
fedback in any form as part of the input signal and the "loop" that would have been formed

with feedback is open.
When connected In open loop configuration. the op-amp simply functions as a high gain

ampNfler. There are three open loop op-amp configurations:
1. The differential amplifier.
2. The inverting amplifier.
3. The non-inverting amplifier.

The !differentlal amplifier:
Fig.5.12 shows ~heopen loop differential amplifier In which input signals Vll1 and Vla2 are

applied to the positive and negative input terminals.

Fig.S.U Open loop differeqtial amplifier

Since the op-amp amplifies the difference between th~ two input $ignals. this
configuration is called the D,fferenti., amplifier. The op amp i, a ver$atile device because it
amplifies both ac and dc input signals. This means that Vil1 .nd v~ could be either ac or de,
voltages. The source resistance Rin1 and Rm2 are no~~,nltg~.51i~le compared to the input
resistance Rt. Therefore. the voltage drops acrois the ~~art ~ a~~um~d to be zero.
which then implies that V1 = Vin1t and V2 = V1n2. Substitutina ihese_ues of V1 and V2 in

equation for output voltage. we get

v« = A ( Vin1-Vin2)

Thus. as expected the output voltage is equal to voltage gain A times the difference between
the two input voltages. Also notice that the polarity of the output voltage is dependent on the
polarity of the input difference voltage (Vtn.1-VIn2). In open loop configurations. gain A is
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THE INVERTING AMPLIFIER

In the inverting amplifi~r, only one input is applied and that, to the inverting input terminal.

The non-inverting input terminal is grounded. Since V1 = 0 and V2 = Vln•

Fig 5.13 Inverting amplifier
The negative sign indicates that the output voltage is out of phase with respect to input by
1800 or is of opposite polarity. Thus in the. inverting amplifier the input signal is amplified by

gain A and is also inverted at the output.
THE NON-INVERTING AMPLIFIER
Fig.5.14 shows the open loop configurations of non inverting amplifier. In this configuration,
the input is applied to the non inverting input terminal and the inverting input terminal is
grounded. In the circuit shown below V1 = Vin and V2= Ov. Therefore, according to equation
Vo = AVin. This means that the output voltage is larger than the input voltage. By gain A and
is in phase with input signal. In all the three open loop configurations, any input signal that is

only slightly greater than zero drives the output to saturation level. This results from the very
high gain A of the op-amp. Thus when operated in open loop, the output of the op-amp is
either at negative saturation or positive saturation or switches between positive and negative
saturation levels. Due to this reason, the open loop configurations are not used in linear

applications.

>-..,.--0 v,=Av,

Fig.5.14Non-inverting amplifier
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5.6 SUMMARY
A differential amplifier consists of two symmetrical common emitter stages and is capable

of amplifying the difference between two input signals. Differential amplifier is capable of

amplifying ac as well as dc input signals because it employs direct coupling. For proper

operation of the differential amplifier, a transistor array and matched components must be

used. The differential amplltlercan be biased by using emitter bias (a combination of Reand

Vee). a constant current bias. The constant current bias is more preferable in differential

amplifiers because it maintains the infinite input impedance for all the desired values of

emitter currents Ie.

An ideal op-amp has infinite voltage gain, input resistance, CMRR and slew rate together

with zero output resistance and output offset voltage. The equivalent circuit of op-amp is

useful in analyzing the basic operating principles of an op-amp and in observing the effects

of feedback arrangements. The voltage transfer characteristic curve of an op-amp is the

graph of output voltage versus the differential input voltage. Differential, inverting and non

inverting amplifiers are the three open loop op-amp configurations in which the cutout signal

is not fed back in any

form as part of the input signal. When operated in the open loop; generally the op-amp's

output is either at posltive or negative saturation or switches between positive and negative

saturation levels. This action is 'undesirable in linear applications, hence, the op-amp's are

rarely used in open loop configuration for the linear applications.

5.7 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Configuration: Design of the, circuit by employing the various possible networks is called

" ,
configuration.

Decibel (dB): 11tenth of aBell; Bell is unit of power ratio

Milli volts (mV); 1/1000 of a volt

Nano Ampere (nA); 1nA = 10.9A

Pico Farad (pF); 1pF = 10.12 F

Saturation: when input voltage in the circuit exceeds a certain value, the output goes to the

maximum value is called saturation

Pot (Potentiometer): variable wire wound resistor

5.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS:

1. Explain the working of differential amplifier with a diagram.

2. Derive expressions for the common mode voltage gain and differential mode voltage

gain of a transistor differential amplifier and show that the common mode rejection

ratio increases with emitter resistance.
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4. What are the important stages of a typical operational amplifier?

6. How far IC 741 electrical t;haracteristics are nearer to the ideal chaf'A~t~ristic of op-

amp.

6. Explain the terms input offset voltage; input offset current, Input bias current.

7. Explain why op-amp is not usee' in open loop configuration for linear applications.

8. An Op amp has a CMRR value of 60 dB. Find the differential mode oAin if thp.

common mode gain is 3.
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS· II
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ground. 3). the working of inverting, non-inverting and summing amplifiers
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6.2 Effect of negative feedback on closed loop op-amp
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6.4 Inverting Amplifier

6.5 Non inverting Amplifier

6.6 Summing amplifier

6.7 Voltage follower

6.8 Current follower

6.9 Summary of the Lesson

6.10 Key terminology

6.11 Self-assessment questions

6.12 Text and Reference Books

6.1 INTRODUCTION

As the open loop gain of op-amp is very high, only very small signals (of the order of

micro-volts or less) having very low frequency may be amplified accurately without

distortion. However, Signals this small are very susceptible to noise. Besides being large

the open loop gain of the op-amp is not constant. The voltage gain varies with changes

in temperature and power supply as well as with mass production techniques. The

variations in voltage gain are relatively large in open-loop op-arnp, in particular, which

makes the open-loop op-amp unsuitable for many linear applications. In most linear

applications, the output is proportional to the input and is of the same type.

Further, the bandwidth (band of frequencies for which the gain remains constant) of
•

most open-loop op-amps is negligibly small - almost a zero. For this reason, the open

loop op-amp is impractical in ac applications. For instance, the open loop bandwidth of

the 741C is approximately 5Hz. However, in almost all ac applications a bandwidth

larger than 5Hz is needed.
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Because of the above stated reasons, the open loop op-amp is generally not.used in
linear applications. Nevertheless, in certain applications,' the open-loop op-amp is

purposely used as a nonlinear device; mat is a square ware output ts obtained by

deliberately applying a relatively large input signal. Open-loop op-arnp configurations
are most suitable in such applications.

We will be able to select as well as control the gain of the op-amp, if ,we introduce a
modification in the basic (!ircuit. This modification involves the use of fe~dback, that is,
an output signal is fed back to the input either directly or via another network. If the

si~nal fed back is of opposite polarity or out of phase by 1800with respect:to input signal,. .", . " .','

the feedback is called of Negative feedback. An amplifier with negative feedback has a

self - correcting ability against any change in output voltage caused by changes in
environmental conditions. Negative feedback is also known as degene~ativefeedback. ".

because when used it degenerates (reduces) the output voltage amplitLldeand in turn
reduces the output gain.

Suppose the signal fed back is in phase with the input signal, the feedback is called
Positive feedback. In positive feedback, the feed back signal aids the input signal. For

this reason it is also known as regenerative feedback. Positive feedback Is necessary in
oscillator circuits.

Therefore negative feedback stabilizes the gain, increases the bandwidth. and
changes the input and output resistances, when used in amplifiers. The price paid for

these improvements is reduced voltage gain. Other benefits of neg,tive feedback

include a decrease in harmonic distortion and reduction in effect of input offset voltage at

the output. Negative feedback also reduces the effect of variation in temperature and

supply voltages on the output of the op-amp
6.2 Effect of negative feedback on closed loop Op AmD parameters:

6.2.1 Closed loop voltage gain:....
As defined previouslf, theclosed loop voltaQegain

(6.1 )

However by equation Vo = A (V1-V2),

Referring to Fig.6.2,we see that
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Therefore Vo = A (V in _ RlV0 )
. Rl +RF

Rearrangingthe above equation,we get

A (R, ...RI') Yin

R. +RF +AR.
Vo =

v, A(Rl +RF)Thus AF = - = (exact) ------- (6.2)
, Yin R, +RF +ARl

Generally,A is very large (typically 105), therefore,

AR, »R,+RF and R,+R,:+AR,;: AR,

Thus ~ = V 0 = 1+ R F (ideal)
Yin R.

------- (6.3)

Eq.(6.3) is important because, it shows that the gaiD of a voltage series feedback

amplifier is determined by the ratio of the two resistors, R, and RF.For instance, if a gain

of 11 is desired, we can then choose R, = 1kO and RF= 10kO or R1= 1000 and RF=
1kO.

Another interesting result can be obtained from Eq.(6.3). As defined previously, the
gain or the feedback circuit (B) is the ratio of v, to v« Referring to Fig.6.2, the gain is

B= !t
Vo

B = R.vo = Rl _----- (6.4)
(R, +RF)vo Rl +RF

Comparing Eq.(6.3) and Eq.(6.4)we can conclude that

AF = _!_ (ideal) -.---- (6.5)
B

This means that gain of the feed back circuit is the reciprocal of the closed loop voltage
gain. In other words for given R, and RFthe'values ,ofAF and B are fixed. Besides that

Eq.6.5 is an alternative to Eq.6.3. Finally, the closed loop voltage gain AF can be

expressed In terms or open loop gain A an~ feedback circuit gain B by rearranging Eq.

(6.2) in the following manner,we get

------- (6.6) .
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Using Eq.(6.4), wo get A - A
F - l+AB --------- (6.7)

Where AF = closed loop gain

A = open loop gain
B = gain of the feed back circuit; AB = "loop gain"
6.2.2 Effect of feedback on Input resistance

A voltage series feedback amplifier with the op-amp equivalent circuit is shown In

Fig .6.3. In this circuit, Ri is the input resistance (open-loop) of the op-amp, and Rif is the
i

input resistance of the feedback amplifier. The input resistance with feedback is defined

as

-------- (6.8)

However,

A
v« = Vin

l+AB
--------- (6.9)

-------- (6.10)

= RI (1+AB) -----.;--- (6.~1)

Rm=on +

iF

Fig.6.3 Circuit for deriving input resistance with feedback,

It means, the input resistance of the op-amp with feedback is (1+AB) times that input

resistance without feedback.

6.2.3 Output resistance with feedback:
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Output resistance is the resistance determined looking back into the feedback

amplifier from the output terminal, as shown in Fig 6.4. This resistance can be obtained

by using Thevenin's theorem for dependent sources. Specifically, to find output

resistance with feed back ROF,reduce the independent source Vin to zero, apply an

external voltage va and then calculate the resulting current io in short the ROFis defined
as follows:

Writing Kirchoff's current equation at the output node N, we get
i,) =ja+ib (6.12)

Since RF+R1IIRi »Rol ia» ib therefore

-------. \.).13)

The current iocan be found by writing Kirchoff's voltage equation for the output loop

Vo - Roio- AVid = 0 -------- (6.14)

h & • V 0 +A.Bv 0t ererere 10 =
Ro

substituting the value of ioin equation, we get

-------- (6.15)

+

~F

Fig 6.4 Diagram to derive the output resistance with feedback
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This result shows that the output resistance of the voltage series feedback amplifier is

1/(1+AB) times the output resistance Ro of the op-amp. That is, the output resistance of

the op-amp with feedback is much smaller than the output resistance without feedback.
6.2.4 Balldwidth with feedback:

The bandwidth of an amplifier is defined as the band (range) of frequencies for
which the gain remains constant. Manufacturers generally specify either the gain

bandwidth product or supply open loop gain versus freauency curve for the op-amp. For
the 741 op-amp the latter is typical.

The open loop gain versus frequency curve of the 741Cop-amp is shown in Fig
,

6.5. From this curve for a gain of 200,000 the bandwidth is approximately 5Hz. In other

extreme, the bandwidth is approximately 1MHz when the gain is unity. The frequency at
which the gain equals 1 is known as Unity gain-band width. It is the maximum

frequency, the op-amps can be used for. Furthermore.. the gain bandwidth product
obtained from the open loop gain versus frequency curve of Fig.6.5 is equal to ithe unity

gain bandwidth of an op-amp. However this holds true only for those op-amps like 741,
which have just one break frequency below unity gain bandwidth.

Since the gain bandwidth product is constant, obviously the higher'the gain
the smaller the bandwidth and vice versa. As we have seen if negative feedback
is used gain A decreases to A / 1+AB. Therefore to' obtain the closed loop

bandwidth, the open loop bandwidth must be multiplied by the same factor, by
which the gain is divided, that is, by the factor (1+AB).

Voltage
gain

frequency (Hz).
Fig 6.5 Open loop gain versus frequency curve or 741c:.
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In short,

bandwidth with feed back = (band width without feedback) (1+AB)

fF= fo (HAS)

or alt~rnatively,

fF= unity gain band width/closed loop gain = U.G.S.W /AF ---------- (6.17)

--------- (6.16)

The closed loop bandwidth can also be determined from the open loop gain
versus frequency plot. To do this we locate the closed loop voltage gain value on
the gain axis and draw a parallel line through this value to the frequency axis.

Then we project the point of inter section of the line with the curve on the frequency axis
•

and read the value of the closed loop bandwidth. Using this procedure in Fig 6.5, the

bandwidth is approximately 100 KHz. for a closed loop gain of 1O.
6.3 CepNCEPT OF VIRTUAL GROUND

virtual
ground

>---'----0 Output+ v;
+
1

Fig.6.7 Op amp with negative
feedback

The branch point G has a special significance in operational amplifier. This may be

illustrated by determining the effective impedance between G and ground which is given

by the,ratio of V1 to the input current,

Za = VI = V;RF =~= Rp
t, V; - Vo 1_ Vo 1+ A

V;

According to this equation, the impedance of G with respect to ground is very low if the
gain is very large. Typical values of RF=104 nand A= 105 , so that the impedance is 0.1

I

ohms. This low impedance results from .the negative feedback voltage, which cancels

the input signals at G and tends to ke€tPthe branch point at ground potential. For this
reason, point G in op amp is called a Virtual ground. Although G is kept at ground
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potential by feedback action, no current ground exists at this point. The virtual ground G

shows immediately that the impedance viewed from the input terminals is equal to R1•

Here the term virtual ground is used to imply that al~houghthe feedback from output to

input Rf serves to keep the voltage at G at zero, no current flows into the amplifier inputs
i.e. no current flows into short.
6.4 INVERTINGAMPLIFIER: The basic inverting amplifier with an input resistor R, and
feedback resistor RF is shown in Fig 6.7a.

Virtual
ground

Output

+ Vo

.+ +
1

Fig 6.7. IDvertiilg amplifier.

The non-inverting input terminal is grounded and the input voltage is V1 and the

output voltage is Vo. Since the gain 'A' of the operational amplifier is very large, the
voltage v at the inverting input terminal is very small. In fact, the voltage v is very close

to the ground potential. That is, although the point G is not actually connected to the

ground, if is held virtually at ground potential irrespective of magnitudes or the potentials
I .

V1 and vo,the current i, flowing through resistor R~is given by i = VI - v. Assuming that
R.

the operational amplifier is ideal, having infinite input impedance, the current i will flow
through RF and not into the op-amp. Applying the Kirchoff's current law at the point G.,

we can have

----- (6.18)

Since the point 'G' is virtually ground i.e, v ~ 0
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V -v
From Eq.(6.18), we get _I = _0

R, RF

Rearranging Eq.(6.18).

--------- (6.19)

The ratio of the output voltage to the input voltage is the gain of the amplifier. Hence

the voltage gain is 'the ratio of feedback resistor RF to the input resistance R1• The

negative sign indicates that the output voltage is inverted w.r.t. the input voltoQf;!, The

input resistance (Rin) of the whole amplifier is given by the ratio of voltage v.and the

V -v
input current _I -- that is

RI

VIRin= _- ::::R1
VI -~

R,

sines v ::::0, note that Rin refers to the whole of the amr"~er not to the op-amp which has

--------- (6.20)

an Infinite input resistance

6.4.1 SCALE CHANGER

If use ratio ~I' is denoted by k, a real constant, we get Vo = -kv,. That is, input
I

voltage has been multiplied by the factor -, k' to give the output voltage scale. The circuit

shown in Fig 6.7, acts as scale changer. For such applications, precision resistors are

used to get accurate values for the scale factor 'k'

6.4.2 Phase shifter:
If the resistance RF and R, in the circuit are replaced respectively by impedances ZF

an z, which are equal in magnitude but differ in phase angle, we can write

2 =_ ~ = _ ~ exp(j¢F) = ~ ei[ll+4>F-4>d
VI ZI IZI I . exp(j¢ I) IZI I

~ = exp j [IT + 4>F - 4>11
VI

--------- (6.21)

Since I Z F I = I z, I and ein = -1, the angles 4>F and 4>, represent respectively, phase

angles of the independences ZF and Z1. The circuit is capable of shifting the phase of a
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sinusoidal input signal voltage without changing its magnitude. The amount of phase
shift can be any thing between0 and 360°.

6.5 NON- INVERTING AMPLIFIER

The circuit diagram of non-invertingamplifiet is shown in Fig.6.B.
RF

~

A +vcrl
+Vo output

+ - VEE 1
Fig 6.8 Circuit of non-inverting amplifier.

In this case, the input voltage \'. is applied to the non-inverting input terminal. The

potential of the point G is also Vl. since the op-amp gain is infinite. Then, as mentioned
before, since the input current to the op-arnp is negligible, we can write using Kirchoffs
current law at the point G.

Vo-~ =_~
RF RI

Therefore, the gain of the amplifier is

v R
_0 =1+_F
VI RI

Since the gain of the op-amp is 1 plus the ratio of the two resistors RF and R1• And also

----- (6.22)

----- (6.23)

note that the output voltage is in phasewith the input voltage:
6.6 SUMMING AMPLIFIER:

>-........---0 +
'Vo

1
Fig 6.9 An adder or summing amplifier.

,
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------ (6.24)

-------- (6.25)

i1+ i2+ + in= io

Solving Eq.(6.25) for vo,we get

---------- (6.26)

R '
If R, = R2..... = Rn= R, we obtain Vo= - _F (v1+y2+....+vnl

R
------(6.27)

Again if RF= R.we get
Vo= -[ V,+V2+..... +vnl ----(6.28)

Eq.(6.28) shows that the output voltage Vois numerically equal to the negative'sum of all
input vo,ltagesV1through vn. Hence it was n'amedas adder or summing amplifier.
6.7 OP AMP VOLTAGE FOLLOWER

DC voltage follower
The simple configuration Fig.6.10'approaches the ideal voltage folk?wer.Sir1cethe two

in~ts are tied together, then Vo= Vs and the output follows tl1einput.

LM 102

,:>---o--_.__-o' V 0

Fig 1.10 Voltage followet .

The LM102 (National semiconductor cofi)Oratlon) Is specifically desi;ned for voltage
follower usage and has vert high Input resistance, very low input current and very low
,output r.sistance.
AC VOLTAGE FOLLOWER
A circuit for an ac voltage follower Is shown In Fig 6.11 using the LM102 OPooAMP.
Thil circuit is used to provid., knpedance buffering. Thus, It can be used to connect a
Iln;le source with high internal source resistance to ~ ,load of low l"!1pedance.This load
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may be capacitive or resistive. We assume that C, and C2 represent short circuits at all
frequencies of operation of this circuit. Resistors R, and R2 are used to provide RC
coupling and allow a path for the dc input current into the non-inverting terminal. In the
absence of the boot-strapping capacitor O2• the ac signal source would see an input
resistance only R, + R2= 300KO.

LM 102

VOHIIVS

l_[_ lS0KQ
C2

I
3 j.lF

Fig 6.11 AC voltage follower

Since the LM102 is connected as a voltage follower. the voltage gain between the output
terminal and the non -inverting terminal is Av =+1. Hence in the presence of boot
strapping capaetcr C2• the input resistance becomes approximately

R=~
//I 1- Av

For typical circuit components
R,n = lOMO at f = 100Hz

And R;n = 100MO at f = 1Hz

6.8 OP AMP CURRENT:FOLLOWER
In an inverting amplifier" if the.ltlDUtresistance R, is zero then the resulting circuit in

known,as ICurrentFoliower".
Using this current follower circuit, we can measure very small currents ("'10·8A).
At the summing point 8, ,IN= I, + If,

:. Va = -INRf (I, = 0)
In a currents follower
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If Rf~
11M/'-

IN ..

1
S I,

1-b-

r r
Fig 6; 12. Current follower

6.9 SUMMARY
Open loop op amp configuration is unsuitable.for linear applications because of its

very high voltage gain as well as its variation with temperature, power supply etc.

Therefore, we can select, as well as, control the gain' of the op-amp, if we introduce a

modification in the basic circuit This modification involves the use of feedback, that is,

the output signal is fed back to the input either ~irectly or via another network. If the

signal feed-back is 1800out of phasewith respect to. the input signals. Such a type of
feedback is called negative feedback.' Negative feedback is alsc known as
degenerative feedback, becausewhen used, it reduces the output voltage and in turn

reducesthe voltage gain and stabilizesthe gain.
•On the other hand if the signal fed back is in phasewith the 'input signal such type--ot

feedback is called positive feedback. Positivefeedback is also known as regenerative

feedback, because the feedback signals aid the input signal. Positive feedback is

needed in the oscillator circuits.
There are four types of closed loop 'configurationsusing negativ~ feedback: voltage

series, voltage shunt, current series and current shunt. Further these configurationsare
labeledaccordingto whether the voltage or current is f~d back to the input in series or in
parallel. The,voltage series negative feedba~ configuration is ,generallyknown as non

inverting amplifier if the feedback and the ideal cfOled loop voltage gain of the
configuration depends only on the feedback network (components) and is independent

of the internal or open loop gainA of the op-amp.
Introduction of the negative feedback in non-inverting amplifier, increases.the input

impedance and bandwidth and decreases the output resistance; total output- offset
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voltage and the effect of varying environmental conditions on the gain. The voltage

follower is the special case of non-inverting amplifier.

Summing, scaling amplifiers can be constructed by using inverting, non-inverting and

differential configurations. The integrator and differentiator are most widely used in

signal wave shaping applications. Besides, the integrator is used in analog computers

and the differentiator is used as a rate of change detector in FM modulators.

6.10 KEY TERMINOLOGY

1. Active components: Active components can generate voltage or current or power

Example: Battery, signal generator.

2. Passive components: The components only dissipate power

Example: Resistor, capacitor.

3. Degenerative feedback: The output voltage is fed back to the input such that this

voltage is 1800 out Qf phase w.r.t. the source voltage. As a result, the effective input

voltage decreases (degenerates) and this is called degenerative feedback or negative

feedback.

6.11 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1.Mention two reasons why an open loop op-amp is unsuitable for linear applications.

2.What do you mean by feedback? List two types of feedback. Which type is used in

linear applications?

3. Describe the four negative feedback configurations. Which configuration is most

widely used?

4. Explain briefly why negative feedback is desirable in amplifier applications.

5. How does negative feedback affect the close loop voltage gain, input resistance,

output resistance and band width of voltage series feedback amplifier (closed loop

non- inverting amplifier)

6. Explain the inverting and non-inverting amplifiers?

6.12 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS

(1) Operational Amplifiers and Linear Integrated Circuit Technology by Ramakanth

A. Gaykwerl p,.~"tice Hall Inc.,

(2) Basic Electronics by DC Tayal, Himalaya Publish Co.,

(3) Semi Conductor Electronics by A K. Sharma

New Age International Pubushers

(4) Foundations of Electronics By D. Chattopadhyay, PC Rakshit, B. Saha, M.N.

Purohit, Second Edition, Wiley Eastern Ltd.,



UNIT I LESSON 7

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS • III

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON
To learn about the various applications of OP-Amp like voltage followerj• comparator,

voltage regulator, free running multivibrator , developing circuits to solve simple second

order differential equation, logarithmic amplifier, anti-log amplifier, logarithmiCmult!plier

etc..
STRUCTUREOF THE LESSON

7.1 Introduction
7.2 OP AMP Integrator
7.3 OP AMP Differentiator
7.4 Solving a second order differential equation using OP.Amp.

7.5 Logarithmic amplifiers

7.6 Anti-log amplifiers

7:7 Logarithmi~multiplier
7.8 Summary of the Lesson

7.9 Key tenninology
7.10 Self-assessmentquestions
7.11 Text and ReferenceBooks

7.1 INTRODUCTION
The variations in voltage 'gain are. relatively large in open-loop op-amp, in particular,
which' makes the open-loop op-arnp unsuitable for many linear applications. In most

linear applications, the output is proportional to the input and is of the same type.
Further the bandwidth (band of frequencies for which the gain remains constant) of

most open-loop op-arnps is negligibly small - almost a zero. For this reason, the open

loop op-arnp is impractical in AC applications. For instance the open loop bandwidth of

the 741C is approximately 5Hz. However, in almost all ac applications a bandwidth

larger than 5 Hz is needed.
Secause of the above stated reasons, the open loop.?-p-ampis generally not used in

li,near applications. Nev~,rtheless, in certain applications the open-loop op-amp i%

purposely used as a nonlinear device; that is a square ware output is obtained by
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deliberately applying a relatively large input signal. Open-loop op-amp configurations

are most suitable in such applications.
Op-amps have many applications. Some are described below

1.2 THE INTEGRATOR
A circuit in which the output voltage waveform is the integral of the input waveform is the
integrator or the integration amplifier. sucn.a circuit obtained by using a basic inverting

amplifier configuration, if the feedback resistor RF is replaced by a capacitor CF and the

relevant circuit is shown in Fig 7.1a.
.\
r

Fig.7.1(b, c) input and ideal output waveforms using sine wave and square wave

respectively

R1 CF = 1 second and. Voo = 'OV assumed.
The expression for the output voltage Vo can be obtained by writing Kirchhoff's current

equation at node V2:
i,
-+ R,

+

Fig.7.1(a) Integrator circuit.

t (s)

Vo
Vo

T/2 T 3TIl IT
ov~~~~~~~-----+

-lIcoV
-2/coV

OV~----------------~_.
t (s)

[slopel = IV/s
Fig.7.1(c)Fi&.7.1(b)
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i~= Is+ iF
Sinc~ Ie is negligibly small, i1= iF
Recalllthat the relationship between current through and voltage across the capacitor

. - C dv,
Ic- .-, dt

Therefore

V in -IV, C (d) ( ), - = F - YrVo
R. dt

How_wer,V1= V2== 0 because A is very large. Therefore

vm C d ( )- = F - -Vo
RI dt
The out put voltage can be obtained by integrating both sides w. r. t. time

I V I dj_!.!L. -dt = ICp-
01RI 0 dt

Theqefore

1v« =:- - oj t Vin dt
R1CF

Eq.(7.1) says that the output voltage is directly proportional to the negative integral of the

-----.---(7.1)

input and inversely proportional to the time constant R,CF' For example if the input is a
sine wave, the output will be a cosine wave of if input is a square wave, the output wm
be a triangular wave as shown as Fig.7.1 (b) and (c) respectively. Note that the wave

forms are drawn on the assumption that R1CF=1second and voo = OV.
For accurate integration of the input waveform, the time period of the input signal T

must be longer than or equal to R1CF. Again, the RoM is used to minimize the effect or

input bias current and the output offset voltage. The input offset voltage ViO and the pan

of tlte input current charging the capacitor produce the error voltage at the output of the

inteprator. Therefore, in the practical integrator shown in Fig.7.1(a), a resistor R, is
comected across the feedback capacitor CFto produce DC stabilization. In other words,

j •

RF~imits the low frequency gain and hence minimizes the variations is the output

vol~ge. Generally, RF == 10R1• The integrator is most commonly used in analog

co~puters and analog to .digital converters (ACC) and signal wave shaping circuits.

7.3iTHE DIFFERENTIATOR:
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Fig.7.2 shows a differel'ltiator or differentiating amplifier. As the name implies, the circuit

performs the mathematical operation of differentiation: that is the output waveform is the
derivative of the input.waveform. The differentiator may be constructed form a basic
inverting amplifier of an input resistor R, is replaced by a capacitor C,

The expression for the output voltage can be obtained from.Kirchoff's current equation
written at node V2 as follows:

ie= 18 + iF since 18 ;;:; 0,

R C dv;
Vo=- F r--

dt

Fig 7.2 Basic differentiator circuit.

Ie = IF

" d(v;n -V2)
01 =

dt

BUi v, = V2 ;;:;Ov,because A is very large, therefore

or

R C dv.,
Vo = - F 1 --

dt

Thus the output Vo is equal to the RFC, times the negative instantaneous rate of change

---- (7.2)

of the input volta9~ Vin with.time. Sinp,ethe differentiator performs the reyerse operation
of the integrators function a cosine wave input will produce a sine wave output or

triangular input will produce a square wave output. However, the differentiator of Fig
7.62 will not do this because it has some practical problems. The gain of the circuit (RF I
Xc1) increases with increase in frequency at a rate of 20 dB/decade. This makes the
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circuit unstable. Also, the input impedance XC1 decreases with increase in the
frequency, which makes the circuit very susceptible to high frequency noise. When .,.

amplified, the noise can completely over ride the differentiated output signal.
Both the stability and the high frequency noise problems can be corrected by an

addition of two components; R1 and CF as shown in Fig.7.3 this circuit is a practical

differentiator (Fig.7.3a)

.... RrC dv;n~ Vo=- ,-
dt

Fig.7.3(a) Practical differentiator .

• Ims~
Fig.7.3(b) sine wave input and resulting cosine wave output.

7.4 SOLVING A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

Consider the differential equation

d2V dV
-2-+K,-+K2V-V. =0
dt dt

where K, and K2 are positive constants. We take the initi'al"conditionsas dV =Oand. ~

....... (7.3)

V=O att=O
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To 'solve the differential equation, we assume that d2~ is available. By integrating it
dt

successivelywe ~et dV
dr and V. We rewrite the given differential equation as

d1V dV
-=-K --K?V+v'dt? I dt - ,

If we connect as shown in the diagram at the output of Op.Amp 4 we get

_ R3 dV _ R2 V + V.
IR2 dt R,

If we take R2 = K2 and R) = K, we get at point P2. R . R
I 2

- K dV - K V+ V. ,which we know is equal to d2V2 ,with which we started. ThusI dt 2 I dt

point P1 and P2 may be connected together. The solution V is obtained at the output of
amplifier 2.

IJ,LF R3
f- e-d2v V

dr2 I'PI 0_

P2

IMO
dV
dt

R2

-v,':__
Fig.7.4 Circuit for solving second order differential

equation given in Eq.(7.3])
7.5Logarithmic amplifier

A logarithmic amplifier is ~hatin whibh output voltage is proportional to the logarithm of
the input voltage. The circuit of logarithmic amplifier using a diode is shown in Fig7.8a.
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Vo

F~I7.SaLOlaritbmie amplifier

The volt-ampere characteristics of the diode II given by

I=+X{~)-I]
Where I ilthe diode current for forward voltage "r

If
ev
_' »1
'IkT

j ev,)Or I = Is, then we have i = Is ex,. 'IkT
Or ~

i) ev,10 - :-'
Is 'IkT

or , kT ,(.)
vI =!1__ log. s.

e Is

G is a virtual ground at the amplifier input. Therefore i = !Land then the output voltage
R

il

Thus, output voltage Vo responds to the logarithm of input voltagev, '

OP-AMP AS A LOGARTHMIC AMPLIFIER USING TRANSISTOFl

Fig.7.8b shows the circuit diagram' 'of the fundamental logarithmic aMPlifier

using transistor.
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+Ve

G

>---0-----0 Vo

Ie
-+ R

J

Fig.7.8b Logarithmic amplifier using transistor

In it, a grounded base transistor is placed in the feedback path. Since the

collector is held at virtual ground and base is also grounded, the transistor's voltage
current relationship becomes that of a diode and is given by,

(7.32)

Since, Ie= Iefor a grounded base transistor,

I; = Is(eql', nr -1} (7.33)

Where Is = Emitter saturation current

k = Boltzmann's cons tan t

T = Absolute Temperatire

Therefore, ~ = (eql'" 1*1" -1)
Is

(7.34)

Taking natural log on both sides, we get

V = kT I (~JI: »s. Iq s
(7.35)
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From the circuit diagram, we have

V -V V
Collector current 1(' = I H = _!_, since VH = 0

R R
\ .....

Substituting the value of 1(' in Eq.(7.34),we get

V,: = kT log, (_!i_)
q RT.'i

We know that VI:" = -Yo (from the circuit)

Let Rl, = Vrt'I' a reference voltage,

:. Output voltag~, Vo= kT loge V,
q Vrel

In the above expression, forVo,k,T and qare fixed, and Vrt'f(= R1s) are constants

(7.36)

(7.37)

Thus, the output voltage is proportional to the logarithm of the input voltage. It is why
the circuit is called logarithmic amplifier. In order that to make Eq.(7.35) holds good, it is
essential that Vref is constant. The emitter saturation current Is varies from transistor to

transistor and with temperature. Thus, a stable reference voltage Vref can not be

obtained. In order to remove the difficulty, the basic circuit it modified as shown in

Fig.7.8c

R
Vi

R

R

r
Fig.7.8c Logarithmic amplifier using transistor and

a stable reference voltage source
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The input signal is applied to A1 log-amp while a reference voltage Vref is applied to
another A2 log-amp.

The two OP-AMP Al' and A2 are integrated in close proximity on the same silicon
wafer, so that their reverse saturation currents match at all temperature i.e.,

i, = t,., '2

Let I,. = I,. = L
"1 "2 .,

For OP-AMP Al, output voltage VI = kT log, (__!j_)
q RII,\

kT I (Vre I)And For OP-AMP Al, output voltage V2 = - og, --'
q R,/:;

The two outputs form inputs top OP-AMP A3whose output is

Vo = V2 -V,

kT (V JOr Vo = -loge _1-

q Vr('f
(on Simplification)

Thus reference level is set with a single external voltage source. Its dependence on
device and temperature is removed.

The voltage Va is still dependent upon temperature and is directly proportional to

temperature is compensated by the last OP-AMP stage A4 which provides a non-

inverting gain of (I + !!....L) where
\ R 1,

R is a temperature sensitive resistance with' a
7,.

positive temperature coefficient (sensitor).

:.Output of OP-AMP,~, voltage compensated,
II

t R2 JkT (v, JVO«'omp) = 1+k. -loge V,
1(' q re I

Since RJ is a sensistor, it helps to contain the slope of the equation of Va (comp)
;f

constant at all temperature changes.
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Or (sin ce Vr~f is fixed)

The lame output with an inversion is obtained by the modified circuit using two Op

Amps. is shown in Fig.7.8(d)

-- r=

Q2
R2 Vo

A3

Vo 1
RTC

_I_..
Fig.7.Sd Logarithmic amplifier with two Op Amps

Hence, compensated output voltage, VO(mnlP) = -(1+ R2. J kT IOge(_!J_. J
R.,; q Vrc- /

7.6 OP·AMP AS AN ANTILOG AMPLIFIER

The circuit of an Antilog Amplifier is shown in Fig.7.9
The input of Vi for the antilog-amp is fed into the temperature compensating voltage

.divider RL and Ijtc and then the base of transistor Q2. The output Vo of the antilog-amp

is fed back to the inverting input of A1through the resistor R1• the.base of emitter voltage

of transistors 01 and Q2 are

kT (Vo ).~"'t-/: = -In --
- q R/"

. (7.37)
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Fig.7.9 Anti-Log Amplifier

VQ,H_1i = k;l{:';")
Since the base of transistors Q1 is tied to ground, we get

VA =V(!.H-t: =- kT In(~)
q R.I,..

OPAMP'n" •

........ , (7.38)

...................... (7.39)

The voltage at the emitter of Q2 is

V(},I:' = VIJ +VQll:'-R

......... ~..... (7.40)
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( R7' J kT (V JV - ,. V 1 refOF- --n--
1 . R2 + R1; I q RI Is

But the emitter voltage of 02 is VA, that is,

VA = VQzl:"

or

or - !L+( R1c' Jv. = In(.ILJI ••••• (7.41)
kT R2 + R1c. V"'f

Changing natural log i.e., In to log10using Eq. (7.41), we get

- 0.4343(!L)+( R7; )Y'; = 0.4343><log., (_!:2_)
W ~+~ ~~

(
V J Vo -k'V-k'V, =Ioglo _0 or --=10'r.: r;

Since V,.. is of constant magnitude, therefore,

( -k'V)Vo = V'CI 10 '

where k'= 0.4343 (..!L)( RTf )
kT . R2 + Rli

Hence an increase of input by one volt causes the output to decrease by a decade or 10
volts. Thus the circuit functions as antilog amplifier.

7.7 OP·AIIP AS A LOGARTHIllIC MULTIPLIER:

The log and antilog amplifiers can be used for the multiplication of two analog Signals.
The balic principle involved in the design of the anaf01flmultipl~r Is that the sum of the
logarithms of the numbers is equal to the logarithm' of the product of the two numbers,
te,

log,»+ 10geY;::::loge (xy )

loge V:r + loge Vy',r·loge (vxV y )
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Thus in a logarithmic multiplier, the logarithm of each input VS1 and VS2 is taken, then

two logarithms are added and finally the antilog of the sum gives the product ofthe Mo

inputs. The basic circuit diagram of logarithmic multiplier of the two analog signals is

shown in Fig.7.10

R

v~-

Fig 7.10 Logarithmic Multiplier

Thus

V; = k, log" V."I + k, log" v."z = k; log" V."I V."l

and Vo=Anti loglk, log" V."I V,"l J

= k2 10g;1kJ V; = k2 log;1(k~ k, log" V.~Iv."z )
If kJk, = 1,then we may put

7.8 SUMMARY
Summing, scaling amplifiers can be constructed by using inverting, non

inverting and differential configurations. The integrator and differentiator are most widely

used in signal wave shaping applications. Besides, the integrator is-eseo In analog

computers and the differentiator is used as a rate of change detector in FM modulators.

Logarithmic amplifiers are used to find sum of logarithmic values of tWo numbers
(represented by som~ scale9,voltages). Since log (a) + log (b) = log (ab), we get log of
(ab). By giving this .JlP.Iultto .a,,'antilog amplifier, we get the product of two numbers.

Likewise, silice Io,g:..(.) - I~·{b). = log (alb), we can perform arithmetic division of two
numbers. With these funda~tlntal bui~.g blocks analog computers were developed to

pe~orm complex. scientific calcula~Ons. Comparators are used in open loop

configuration. These form the basic ci~ to construct analog to digital converters,
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7.1 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Exponential: It is raising the number value by some power usually by Naperian base 'e',

~
Y = eX, Here x is called power or exponential.

Logarithm to the base e is an inverse operation of exponential operation.
Log (y) = x

Neperian base can be changed to the base 10 form and it is these logarithmic value we
frequently find in mathematical tables.

Loglrtthmic value of numbers: By using the logarithmic method we can represent very
large and very small numbers in'a convenient way.As per logarithmic rules Logarithm of
product of two numbers can be represented as sum of two numbers in logarithmic form.

Difference of ,two numbers in logarithmiC form is identical to log divided value of two

numbers. Anti-logarithms are also defined to convert log value of numbers into normal

numbers

7.10 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
Long answer que.tions
1. Explain the difference between the integrator and differentiator and give one

application of each.
2. Describe an analog computation circuit using Op Amp to solve simple second

order differential equation. Explain its working with a suitabfe example.

3. Draw the circuit diagrams to explain the use of Op Amp as an integrator and a

differentiator.

4. Set up a circuit for an analog computer to solve

d2 d___l_ + 22:.+ 5x = 2
dx' dx

For x as a function of time. Initial conditions are x(O)= 0,

dx (0) = 0 at t = 0
dt '

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. In what way is the voltage follower is a spec~ ca$6lof the' non-inverting

amplifier?

2. Explain comparator action of an Op Amp.
3. Explain how an Op Amp is used as an integrator?
4. Draw the Op Amp voltage regulator circuit and explain its operation,
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7.11 Text and Reference Book.·

(1) Operational Amplifiers and Linear Integrated Circuit Technology by Ramakanth
A. Gayakwad, Prentice Hall Inc.,

(2) Basic Electronics by D.C. Tayal, Himalaya Publish Co.,
(3) Semiconductor Electroni~by A K. Sharma

NewAge International Publishers
(4) Foundations of Electronics

By D. Chattopadhyay, PC RakshitJ B. Sahl, M.N. Purohit
S~cond Edition, Wiley Eastern Ltd.,



UNIT II LESSONS

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS - IV
OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To explain (i) the osciJIator principle and discuss the various types of oscillators, (ii)

the construction of square wave and triangular wave generators and (iii) the

operation of the 555 Timer as an astable multi-vibrator.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

8.1 Introduction

8.2 Oscillator principle

8.3 Working of R-C phase shift oscillator

8.4 Wien bridge oscillator .c

j;~

8.5 Square wave and triangular wave generators

8.6 The 555 timer

8.7 Summary

8.8 Key Terminology

8.9 Self assessment Questions

8.10 Text and Reference books

S.1 INTRODUCTION

In the earlier lessons, we have seen how negative feedback

provided virtual ground at the inverting input and resulted in developing various

circuits whose performance is dependent on the circuit components only. In this

lesson, we consider the effect of positive feedback on Op Amp performance. Various

types of oscillators were developed using both Negative and positive feedback and

suitable circuit elements to produce sine wave, square wave and other types of

waveforms. We learn about these aspects in this lesson. Many of the circuits are

useful in conducting prescribed experiments.

Basically the function of an oscillator is to generate alternating current or voltage

waveforms. More precisely, an oscillator is a circuit that generates a repetitive

waveform of fixed amplitude and frequency without any external input signal.

Oscillators are used in radio, television, computers, and communications. Although

there are different types of oscillators, all of them work on the same basic principle.

Oscillators are classified into two basic categories: sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal.

If the waveform generated is a sinusoidal wave, the circuit is called a Sinusoidal

oscillator and these circuits producing all other waveforms are called non

sinusoidal oscillators. Some times, the oscillators are also classified on the basis
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of frequency of the generated waveform, viz., audio frequency, radio frequen,cy and

ultra high frequency oscillators.

8.2 Oscillator principle:
An Oscillator, as such, is a ty.pe of feedback amplifier in which part of the output is

feed back to the input via a feedback circuit. If the signal feedback is of proper

magnitude and phase, the circuit produces alternating currents or voltages. To

visualize the requirement of an oscillator, consider the block diagram of Fig.8.1.

However, here the input voltage is zero (Vin = 0). Besides that. the feedback is

positive because most oscillators use positive feedback. Finally, the closed loop gain

of the amplifier is denoted by Av rather that Ar:,

Vo
Amplifier I-----r----.

Av

Feedback
Circuit B

Vr

Fig.S.1 Oscillator block diagram

In Fig.8.1,
----- (8.1)

--(8.2)

---- (8.3)

USing these relation ships" the followi~g equations are obtained

-------- (8.4)
VIII vJ-vf I-(vl/wi'}

From Eqs (8.2) and (8,3), we have

V f', -A B- - v
Vd

------ (8.5)

Substitute Eq.(8.S) in Eq.(8.4), we have

--(8.6)

However, Vin = 0, and v« '# 0 implies that

Av B = 1

Expressed in polar form
Av B = 1 and, = 0 or 3600 --(8.7)
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Eq.{8.7) gives the two requirements for oscillators:

(1) The magnitude of the loop gain AvB must be at least 1, and

(2) The total phase of the loop gain AvB must be equal to 0° or 360°. For

instance, as indicated in Fig (8.1), if the amplifier causes a phase shift

of 180°

The feedback circuit must provide an additional phase shift of 180°, so that, the total

phase shift around the loop is 360°. The waveforms shown in Fig 8.1 are sinusoidal

and are used to illustrate the circuit's action. The type of waveform generated by an

oscillator depends on the components in the circuit and hence, may be sinusoidal,

square or triangular. In addition, the frequency of the oscillation is determined by the

components in the feedback circuit.

Sine wave generators

1. RC Oscillator

2. LC Oscillator

8. Crystal Oscillator

Other waveform generators

1. Square wave oscillator

2. Triangular wave oscillator

3. Saw-tooth wave oscillator

8.3 PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR

Fig.8.2 shows a phase shift oscillator, which consists of an op-amp, as amplifying

stage and three RC cascaded networks in the feedback circuit. The feedback circuit

provides feedback voltage from the output back to the input of the amplifier. The op
amp is used in the inverting mode; therefore any signal that appears at the inverting

terminal is shifted by 1800 at the output. An additional 180° phase shift required for

oscillation is provided by the cascaded RC networks. Thus the total phase shift

around the loop is 3600 (or 00). At some speCific frequency, when the phase shift of

the cascaded RC networks is exactly 1800 and the gain of the amplifier is suffiCiently

large, the circuit will oscillate at that frequency. This frequency is called the

frequency of oscillation fo and is given by

1 0.065
fo= ---

2Jr.../6RC RC

At this frequency, the gain Avmust be at least 29. That is .

Rf = 29
R,

RF= 29 R1

-------- (8.8)

-------- (8.9)
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"o

Feedback circuit /

Fig.8.2 Phase shift oscillator and its output waveform

Then the circuit will produce a sinusoidal waveform of frequency fo. if the gain is 29

and the total phase shift around the circuit is exactly 360°. For a desired frequency Qf

OSCillator,choose a capacitor C1 and then calculate the value of R from equation

(8.8). A desired output amplitude, however, can be obtained with back-to-back

Zeners connected at the output terminal shown in Fig.8.2

ANALYSIS

IISC
Vo(s) o----f I--'r'-'-....u ....-;.:.~ t--T'--"........J

lise lise

where S = jro

Fig.8.l RC network of the phase shift oscillator

f
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Nodal equations are transformed into the s domain
Writing Kirchoff's current law (KCL) at node v,(s), we get 1,(s) = '2(s) + 13(S)

Vo(S)-V,(s) =lIsC

V,(S) [~ + 2SCJ + Vz(s)(-sC) = vo(s) (sC) --(8.10)

Writing KCL at node V2(s)

V,(S) [-se) + V2(S)[~ + 2SC] +V3(S)[-sC] = 0 --- (8.11)

Writing KCL at node V3(S)

la(s) = I,(s)

V2(S)-V3(S) = vJ(.Y)
)/.YC R

V2(S)[SC] + V3(S)[- ~ -Sc] = 0 ---(8.12)

Vz(s)= V3(S)[~C + )]

Substituting this in Eq.(8.11)

V,(s)[-sC1 + V3(S)[, +-'-] [-)- +2]:" V3(S).(-sC) = 0
sRC RsC

V,(s) = Y3(S)[- 1+(I +-'-X2 +_1_)]
RsC RsC

Substituting this in Eq.(8.10)
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---- (8.12 (a»

Next consider the op-amp part of the phase shift OSCillator,the voltage gain of the op
amp

-- (8.12 (b))

For an oscillator

AvB=+1. --- (8.13)

Therefore, using Eqs.8.12(a) and 8.12(b), we have

Since it is an inverting amplifier Av = _ R F

R,

Substituting S = jro, and equating the real and imaginary parts, respectively, we
get
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( - ~ ~J (- jro3R3C3) = - jro3R3C3 - 6 ro2R2C2+ j5roRC + 1 -----(8.14)

- 6ro2R2C2 + 1 = 0 (Real)

------- (8.14(a))

I
t= 2tr..[6RC

---------- (8. 15)

---------- (8.15 (a))

From equation 8.14(a) and 8.15(a) we have

RF = 29
RI

--------- (8.16)

SAWIEN BRIDGE OSCILLATOR

The circuit diagram for typical Wien bridge oscillator is shown in Fig.8.4. This

involves an RC bridge circuit in which a frequency adjusting network is constructed of

series combination of R, and C, connected from the output of the op-amp to the non

inverting input of the op-amp and of a parallel combination of R2and C2 from the non

inverting input of the op-amp to the ground connections. The resistances R3 and R4
form the non-inverting input of the op-amp to the ground c~nectiOJ'\S" The resistors

R3and R4 make the feedback path and determine the gain of the amplifier. The

bridge circuit causes a phase shift of 3600 between the output and input of the op-

amp.

In the circuit of Fig8.4, the voltage Vi across the parallel combination of Rand C is

fed back and is expressed as
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---- (8.17)

t
Yo output

J
1

Fig.8.4(a)Circuit configuration for Wien bridge oscillator

T
TVo

VI

Fig.8.4(b) Redrawn circuit for RJ = R2= R, and CJ = Cl = C

R-_I_
jwC

Where 21 = R"C = 1 and
R+ .....

jwC

22 (R in series with C) = R + _I_
. jwC

[
R j(~ 1v .

n 1
R+ -'we

-------- (8.18)

---------- (8.19)
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1R ---»cv = v .I
I 0 1 , 1 I

R ----+ R- + 2R.------ - -- .-
je jOJC W2C2

= Vo --------- (8.20)

In order to ,have zero phase between Viand Vo, the j-terms must be zero i.e.,

IroRe- '-- = 0'wRC '

1 1ro=-' f=--
RC' 27rRC

--- (8,21)

Substituting this frequency in equation (B.20)

------- (8.22)

Eq.B.22 shows that there is a loss of voltage gain in the feedback network by a

factor of 8. Therefore, the amplifier should have minimum voltage gain as 3 for

oscillations.

The input voltage V1 at the inverting point of the op-amp may be written as

------ (B.23)

Equating Eq.(B.22) and (8.23), we get

------- (8.24)
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the flip-flop, with output going low. The discharge transistor also goes low, causing

the capacitor to remain at near OV until triggered again. FigS.9d shows the input

trigger signal and the resulting output waveform for the 555 timer operated as

monostable multivibrator or one-shot. Time periods for this circuit can range from

microseconds to many seconds, making the IC useful for a range of applications.

8.7 SUMMARY

Basically, the function of an oscillator is to generate alternating current or voltage

waveforms. The oscillators are classified with two basic categories: sinusoidal and

non-sinusoidal. If the waveform generate. looks like a sine or cosine wave, tne

circuit is called a Sinusoidal oscillator and the circuits producing all other waveforms

are called Non-sinusoidal oscillators.

There are two requirements for oscillations:

1. The magnitude of loop gain Av B must be greater than or equal to 1.

2. The total phase shift of the loop gain must be 0° or 360°.

The Phase shift and Wien bridge are the most commonly used sinusoidal oscillators

for frequencies below 100kHz. In all these oscillators the frequency of oscillation is a

function of the RC time constant.

For frequencies above 100kHz, tunable oscillators like Hartley, Colpitt's oscillators

and crystal oscillators are preferable .. The theory regarding these oscillators is

a~ilable in standard text books and is left as an exercise to the students. For

information on this topic students may refer to books mentioned under reference.

Square wave outputs are generated when the op-amp is forced to operate in the

saturated regions, that is, the output of the op-amp is forced to swing repetitively

between positive saturation +Vsat (= Vee) and -Vsat (= -VEE) resulting in the square

wave output. One way to obtain the triangular wave is to integrate the square wave.

Therefore, the triangular wave generator can be formed by using a comparator and

integrator.

Signetics NE I SE 555 is a monolithic timing circuit, that can produce accurate and

highly stable time delays or oscillations. Thus the 555 may be used as either a

mono-stable or an astable multi-vibrator. This device can be used in such

applications as waveform generators, digital logic probes, integrated transmitters,

burglar alarms, toxic gas alarms and electronic eyes.

8.8 KEY TERMINOLPGY

1. Crystal oscillator: A crystal oscillator is also a resonance frequency oscillator

in which a piezo electric crystal is used as tuned I resonant circuit because
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Monostable operation

The IC555 timer is connected for monostable operation as shown in Fig.a.9c As the

name indicates, this circuit has one stable state. i.e. it will be either in on-state or off

state unless acted upon by external trigger pulse. Application of a trigger pulse

makes the circuit change from its stable state to move into an unstable state for a

period determined by the time constant of RC circuit and the fall back to its original

stable state. The transition from stable to unstable state and falling from unstable to

stable state is very fast and we observe a rectangular pulse at the output, for every
trigger pulse given to pin no.2

8

+ Vee

3 Output
555

5

Fig.8.9cMonostable multivibrator

When the trigger input goes negative, it triggers the one shot, with output pin 3 then

going high for a period

Thigh = 1.1 RC

Hi

ilTrigger
input

Input triggers timer
On negative edge

:1 1_____ ....:_.::..:.:..J Thigh '-._------

(:11 RC)
Fig.8.9d Waveforms

Referring back to Fig.a.ab, the negative edge of the trigger input causes comparator

2 to trigger the flip-flop, with the output at pin 3 going high. Capacitor charges toward

Vee through R. During the char~g .interval, the output remains high. When the

output

voltage across capacitor reaches the threshold level of 2Vce/3 , comparator 1 triggers
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8 4

+ Vee=+ SV

5

Fig.8.9(a)The 555astable multi-vibrator circuit

Capacitor voltage
213 V,'C

Fig 8.9(b) The 555astable multi-vibrator output voltage wave
form and voltage across the capacitor.

2 ISimilarly, the time during which the capacitor discharges from Va;:to Va;: is
3 3

equal to' the time, the output is low and is given by

tcs = 0.69 Rae ---(8.31)

Thus the total time period of the output waveform is

T = tc + tcs = 0.69 (RA+2Ra) e ----(8.32)

This, in tum gives the frequency of oscillation as

------ (8.33)

Eq.(8.33). indicates then the frequency fo is independent of the supply voltage Vee.
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Pin 7: Discharge. This pin is connected internally to the collector of transistor Ql.

When the output is high, Q1 is off and acts as an open circuit to the external capacitor

C connected across it. On the other hand, when the output is low, Q1 is saturated

and acts as a short circuit, shorting out the external capacitor C to ground

Pin 8: +Va;. The supply voltage of +5V to +18V is applied to this pin with respect to

ground (pin 1)

8.6.2 THE 555 AS AN ASTABLE MULTI-VIBRATOR

An astable multi-vibrator, often called a Free running multl~vlbrator, is a

rectangular wave generating circuit. The time during which output is either high or

low is determined by the two resistors and a capacitor, which are externally

connected to the timer 555.

ASTABLE OPERATION

Fig.8.9(a) shows the 555 timer connected as an astable multi-vibrator. Initially,

when the output is high, capacitor C starts charging toward Va; through RA and Re.

However as soon as voltage across the capacitor equals ~ Va;, comparator 1 triggers
3

the flip-flop, and the output switches low [see fig 8.9(b)]. Now capacitor C starts
1

discharging through RB and transistor. When the voltage across C equals -Vee,
3

comparator 2's output triggers the flip-flop and the output goes high. Then the cycle

repeats. The output voltage and capacitor voltage waveforms are shown in Fig.

8.9(b).

As shown in this figure, the capacitor C is periodically charged and discharged

2 1
between - Va; and - Vr;; respectively.

3 3

1 2
The time during which the capacitor charges from - Veeto - Vr;; is equal to the

3 3

time the output is high and is given by

tc = 0.69 (RA + RB)C ---- (8.30)

where RA and Re are is ohms and C is in Farads.
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Before proceeding with the operations of 555 Timer as an astable multi

vibrator, it is important to examine its pin functions. The pin number is used in the

following di~cussion refer to the 8 pin mini DIP and 8-pin metal can packages

Pin 1: Ground. All voltages are measured with respect to this terminal.

Pin 2: Trigger. The output of the timer depends on the amplitude of the external

trigger pulse applied to this pin. The output is low if the voltage at this pin is greater

that 2/3 Vcr:;.However, when a negative going pulse of amplitude larger that 1/3 Vcr:;

applied to this pin, the comparator2 output goes low, which in turn switches the

output of the timer high. The output remains high as long as the trigger terminal is

held at a low voltage.

Pin 3: There are two ways a load can be connected to the output terminal: either

between pin 3 and ground (pin 1) or between pin 3 and supply voltage +Va;;(pin 8).

When the output is low, the load current flows through the load connected between 3

and +Vcr:;into the output terminal and is called the sink current. However, the current

through the grounded load is zero when the output is low. For this reason, the load

connected between 3 and +Vcr:;is called normally on load, and that connected

between pin 3 and ground normally off load and that connected between pin 3 and

ground is called the normally off load.

Pin 4: Reset. The 555 timer can be reset (disabled) by applying a negative pulse to

this pin. When the reset function is not in use, the reset terminal should be connected

to +Vrx;to avoid any possibility offalse triggering.

Pin 6: Control voltage. An external voltage applied to this terminal changes the

threshold as well as the trigger voltage. In other words, by imposing a voltage on this

pin or by connecting a pot between this pin and ground, the pulse width of the

w,veform can be varied. When not used, the control pin should be bypassed to

ground with a O.01IlF capacitor to prevent noise problems.

Pin 6: Threshold. This is the non-inverting input terminal of comparator 1, which

monitors the voltage across the external capacitor. When the voltage at this point is

2: threshold voltage ~ Vcr:;,the output of comparator 1 goes high, which ;n tum
3

switches the output of the timer low.
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•Ground +Vcc

Trigger Discharge

555
Output Threshold

Reset Control voltage

Fig.8.8(a) 555 timer connecting diagram

8 Vee ControlVoltage

COlTlparator I

Comparator 2 I--+---+--CI 2
Triger

OulDut stalle

GND

J
Output

Fig.8.8(b) Block diagra.m

The important features of the 555 Timer are

(1) It operates on +5 to +15v supply voltage in both free running (astable) and one

shot (mono stable) modes; (2) It has an adjustable duty cycle; timing is from micro

seconds through hours; (8) It has high current outp~:lR tan source or sink 200 rnA;
(4) The output can drive TTL and has a temperature' stabilitY of 50 parts per million

(ppm) per degree Celsius change in temperature.
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the left end of R. Because of the virtual ground, the input current is constant and is

given by lin = V,,, .
R

This constant current flows into the capacitor and increases its charge given
byQ=CV.

V=Q
C

This means the capacitor voltage V increases linearly with the polarity show in Fig.-
S.7a. Because of the phase inversion of the OP AMP, the output voltage is a

From which ................... (S.29)

negative ramp, as shown in Fig.S.7c. At the end of the pulse period, the input voltage

returns to zero, and charging current stops. Because the capacitor holds its charge,
I

the output remains constant at negative level.

To get a formula for the output voltage, divide both sides of Eq.(S.29) by T. Thus

V QfT-=--
T C

Since a CO"'1stantcurrent I is flowing into the capacitor Q = I and hence
T

V 1-=-
T C

(OR)

This is voltage across the capacitor with the polarity shown in Fig.S.7a. Because of

the phase inversion, v""1 = -V.

8.6 THE 555 TIMER

8.1.1 The 666 Timer and Its pin configurations: Signetic corporation introduced

this device as the SE I NE555 in early 1970 for the first time . It is one of the most

versatile linear integrated circuit. The applications of 555 timer includes mono-stable

and astable multi-vibrators, de-de converters, digital logic probes, waveform

generators, analog frequency meters and tachometers, temperature measurement

and control, infrared transmitters, burglar or toxic gas alarm, voltage regulators,

electronic eyes and many others. The 555 is a monolithic timing circuit that can

produce accurate and highly stable time delays or oscillation. In other words, the

timer baSically operates in one of the two modes: either as a mono stable multi

vibrator (one shot) or as an astable (free running) multi-vibrator. The device is

available as an S pin metal can, as an 8-pin mini DIP or a 14-pi!1 DIP. Fig.(S.S)

shows that the pin connection diagram and the block diagram of the SEINE 555

timer. The SE 555 is designed for the operating temperature range of -55 to +1250c.

while NE 555 operates over a temperature range of 0 to +70°c.
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Therefore, high slew rate op-amps should be used for the generation of relatively

higher frequencies.

Voltage

+V.. ,= +Vc.+-......,
Vi"

VII

time

-V..,= -Va;
T~

Fig 8.6 (b) Its output waveforM.

RAMP GENERATOR
An integrator circuit performs the mathematical operation called integration. Its

common application is to use a constant input voltage to produce a ramp of output

voltage. (A voltage that changes linearly with time). With an OP AMP, we can build

an integrator; a circuit that produces a ramp output from a rectangular input Fig.8.7a

>---o---oVout= -V

-Vee

Fig 8.7 (a) Ramp generator

Fig 8.7(c)

shows an OP AMP integrator. Its input is a Iypical rectangular pulse shown in
Fig8.7b. Here Vin represents a constant voltage during pulse time T and is applied to
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I
fo= --

2RC

8.12 OPAMP CIRCUITS III

---- (B.2B),

Eq.(B.2B) shows that the smaller the RC time constant, the higher the output

frequency fo and vice versa. As in the sine wave oscillator, the highest frequency
~

square wave generated is also set;by t~e slew rate of the op-amp. In practice, each

inverting and non-inverting terminal needs a series resistor R. to prevent excessive

differential current flow because the input of the op-arnp is subjected to large

differential voltage. R. should have a value of 100 Kn or higher.

8.5.2 TRIANGULAR WAVE GENERATOR Recall that the output waveform of the

integrator is triangular if its input is a square wave. It means that a triangular wav~

'generator can be formed by Simply connecting an integrator to the square wave

generator of Fig. B.S. The resultant circuit is shown in Fig.B.6(a). The circuit requires

a dual op-amp, two capacitors and at least five resistors. The frequency of the

square wave and triangular wave is the same. For fixed R" R2 and C values, the

frequency of the square wo . a, as well as triangular wave, depends on the resistance

R. As R is increased or decreased, the frequency of the triangular wave will decrease

or increase accordingly. Although the amplitude of the square wave is constant;

(±V.. ), the amplitude of the triangular wave decreases with an increase in its

frequency, and vice versa.

The input of integrator A2 is a square wave, while its output is a triangular wave,

however, the output of A2 to be triangular wave requires that 5R3C2> TI2, where T is

the time period of the square wave input. As a general rule, R3C2should be equal to

T. To obtain a stable triangular wave, it may also be necessary to shunt the capacitor

C2with the resistor R4 = 1OR3~and connect an offset voltage compensating network
3 •

at the non-inverting terminal of A2.Js .lWithany other oscillator, the frequency of the

triangular wave generator is limited by slew rate of the op-amp.

V' .. JL..fL
~= lOR,

..----Wl-....._-....,
c

R2

Fig 8.6(a) Triangular Wave Generator circuit ~
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For example, suppose that the output offset voltage V001 is positive and that,

therefore voltage V1 is also positive. Since initially the capacitor C acts as a short

circuit, the gain of the amplifier is.very large (A).

Hence VI drives the output of the op-amp to its positive saturation + Vsat with the

output voltage of the op-amp as +Vsal' the capacitor C2 starts charging toward +Vsal

through the resistor. R. However, as soon as the voltage V2 across the capacitor is

slightly more positive than v,. the output of op-amp is forced to switch to a negative

saturation, -Vsal. With the op-amps output voltage as negative saturation, -Vsat the

voltage V1 across Rl is also negative,

since V1 = R t (V)
R R

-sal
1+ 2

--------- (8.25)

Thus the net differential voltage Vid = VI -V2 is negative, which holds the output of

the op-amp in negative saturation. The output remains in negative saturation until

the capacitor C discharges and then recharges to a negative voltage slightly higher

than the -V1 (see Fig 8.5(b)]. Now. as soon as th;; ':'.apacitor voltage V2 becomes

more negative than -V1, the net differential voltage VWj becomes positive and hence

drives the output of the op-amp back to its positive saturation +Vsal. This completes

one cycle. With output at +Vsar• ancl"oItage V1, at the non-inverting input is

-------(8.26)

The time period T of the output waveform is given by

-------- (B.27(a»

or fo= (2Rl +R2)
2RCIn -R:-2-

------ (8.27(b»

Eq.B.27(b) mdicatee that the frequency of the output fa is not only a function of the

RC time constant but also of the relationship between R1and R2. For example, if R2

= 1.16 R1, Eq.8.27(b) becomes

•
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Hence, for a stable operation of the osciUator: R3 is selected slightly larger than

2R4so that the maximum gain requirement is fulfilled.

8.5 SQUARE WAVe. AND TRIANGULAR WAVE GENERATORS

8.5.1 Square Wave Generator

In contrast to sine wave OSCillator,SQuarewave outputs are generated when the

op-arnp is forced to operate in the saturated regions, that is, the output of the op-arnp

is forced to swing repetitively between positive saturation + Vsal (= + Vee) and

negative saturation "Vsal (= ~ VEE), resulting in the square wave output. Such a

circuit is shown in Fig.8.S. This square wave generator is also called a free-running
multi-vibrator.

Output Voltageacross
voltagev" I capacitorV,

R
+V"",: Vu:

T~

iVsatl; fo = _!_ = _1- ifR2= 1.16R,
T 2RC

Fig 8.5(a) Square wave generator (b) Wave form of output
voltage. Vo and capacitor voltageVl of the square wave generator.

Assume that the voltage across the capacitor C is zero volts at the instant the dc

supply voltages +Vcc and -VEE are applied. This means that the voltage at the

inverting terminal is zero initially. At the same instant, however, the voltage V1at the

non~inverting terminal is very small finite value, that is a function of the output offset

voltage VooT and the values' of R1and R2 resistors. Thus the differential input voltage

Vietis equal to the voltage V1 at the non~inverting terminal. Although very small,

voltage v1will start to drive the op-amp into saturation.
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= Vo ------ (8.20)

1R --.0:£
v = v .I
I 0 I , I I

R ---- + R- + 2R.------- - -- .-
jC jaC (J/C2

In order to have zero phase between Viand vo, the j-terms must be zero i.e.,

I(1)RC- ._- = o·
(J)RC '

1 I(1)=_. f=--
RC' 27rRC

---- (8.21)

Substituting this frequency in equation (8.20)

1
Vi = )"Vo -------- (8.22)

Eq.8.22 shows that there is a loss of voltage gain in the feedback network by a

factor of 8. Therefore, the amplifier should have minimum voltage gain as 3 for

oscillations.

The input voltage V1 at the inverting point of the op-amp may bewritten as

-------- (8.23)

Equating Eq.(8.22) and (8.23), we get

----- (8.24)
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properly cut crystal shows the characteristic of a resonant circuit. The crystal

oscillator possesses excellent frequency stability.

2. Radio frequencies: The frequency of electromagnetic radiation with' in the

range 1000kHz - 1000MHz.

3. Saw-tooth wave: A wave form in which the shape resembles the teeth of a

saw. The voltage builds slowly and linearly up to a peak value (maximum)

and when falls almost instantaneously to zero or valley (minimum) value in

each cycle.
4. Potentiometer: A variable wire wound resistor with three leads, the value of

resistor varies between extreme lead and wiper.

5. Wien bridge: This involves an RC bridge circuit in which a frequency adjusting

network is constructed of a series combination of Rand C connected from the

output of the op-arnp to the non-inverting input of the co-amp and of a parallel

combination of Rand C from the non inverting input of the op-amp to the

ground connection.
6. Dual in line package: In the dual - in - line package (DIP) the chip is

mounted inside a plastic or ceramic case.

7. Metal can type: The chip is encapsulated in a metal or plastic case. The

metal can is best suited for power amplifiers because metal is a good heat

conductor and consequently has better dissipation capability than the 1Iat

pack or dual- in -line package.

8. Flip-Flop: The most important memory element is the Flip - Flop which is

made up of an assembly of logic gates. It can store one bit of binary data

(logiC 1 or 0)

8.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Lo~ Answer Questions:
1) Describe the phase shift oscillator and obtain an expression for frequency of

oscillations.
2) Derive an expression for the frequency of oscillation for Wien bridge oscillator.

How is the minimum gain requirement fulfilled in this oscillator?

3) What are the important features or of the 555 Timer?

4) Explain the operation of 555 timer as an astable multi-vibrator.

Short answer Questions

1. Define an oscillator.

2) Why is the positive feedback required for oscillators?

3) What are the two conditions for oscillators?
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4) How are oscillators classified?
5) Explain the frequency stability and its significance.
6) What are the two basic modes in which the 555 Timer operates?
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UNIT II LESSON 9

OP AMP CIRCUITS AND Ie VOLTAGE REGULATORS

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To learn about some more important applications of OP AMPs and

Integrated Circuit fixed and variable D.C. voltage regulators

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

9.1 Introduction

9.2 Comparator

9.3 Schmitt trigger

9.4 Op Amp voltage regulator

9.5 IC Voltage regulators

9.6 Adjustable voltage IC regulators

9.7 Summary

9.B Key Terminology

9.9 Self assessment questions

9.10 Text and reference books

'.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous lessons of this unit, we studied some applications of Op

Amp. We learn some more in this unit. Many more are left uncovered due to lack of

space. Although IC voltage regulators are not in the syllabus, these are included in

practical paper. So these aspects are also included in this lesson. A course in

Undergraduate course in analog electronics cannot be considered as complete

without learning some more applications like Active filters, PLLs, VCOs etc.

Unfortunately they are not included in the syllabus and the students have to learn

modem topics like these and switching voltage regulators etc to face the

competition.

1.2THE COMPARATOR
An important application of the OP-AMP is comparator. OP-AMP are useful is

comparing the magnitudes of two signals. .If one signal is applied to the inverting

input and the other to the non-inverting input, the output of the amplifier is zero only

when the two signals are equal and the output is saturated either positively or

negatively when the inputs are unequal.
Basically the circuit is shown in Fig9.1a its action is demonstrated by the

transfer curve of Fig.9.1b
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Input

-I _
- Reference

l
(a)

OP AMP CiRCUITS ....

Vo

Input (mV) •

(b)

Fig. 9.1 a) Comparator and b) its transfer characteristic

When the input' signal is slightly greater than the reference voltage, the output

swings to saturation. When the input s,gnal is slightly less than the reference voltage,

the output swings to saturation on the other side and output voltage reverses. The

amplifier is driven to saturation in each direction.

A faster operating circuit which keeps the circuit out of the saturation condition by

use of directional feedback is the zero crossing detector (Fig.9.2). Depending on the

input voltage polarity, the amplifier has large feedback through one diode or the other

and remains in the linear operating region.

Input

Current

Relative

Vo

1
Fig.9.2Comparator as zero crossing detector

If the input of an OP-AMP comparator is sine wave, the output is a square wave. If a

zero-crossing detector is used, a symmetrical square wave results as shown in

figure. The comparator may be used as timing marker generator from a sine wave,

phase meter, amplitude distribution analyzer and pulse time modulation.

9.3 SCHMITT TRIGGER

By employing positive (regenerative) voltage-series

feedback, as is done in figure and for the astable and monostable multivibrators, the

gain may be increased greatly. Consequently the output excursion takes place in a
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time intervalduringwhich the input is changingby much less than 2 mV theoretically.
if the loopgain -j3Av is adjustedto be unity.then thegainwith feedbackAv f becomes
infinite. Such an idealized situation results in an abrupt (Zero rise time) transition
between the extreme value of output voltage. If a loop gain in excess of unity is
chosen, the output waveform continues to be virtually discontinuous at the
comparison voltage. However, the circuit now exhibits a phenomenon called~., .

hysteresiS,backlash,which is explainedbelow.

2
Vo
o

Fig 9.1 Schmitt trigger

The regenerativecomparatorof Fig.9.1 is comriOnly referredto as a "Schmitttrigger
" (after the inventor of a vacuum-tubeversion of this circuit). The input voltage is
applied to the inverting terminal 2 and the feedback voltage to the non-inverting

terminal1. The feedbackfactor isp = R2 I(R·, + Rz}. ForR2=1000, R1=100K,andAv_

a -5,000,the loopgain is

- PAv = 0.1 x 5,000 = 49.5» )
10.1

Assume that V, < VI' so that Vo = +Vo(+5V} Then using superposition, we find

from figure that

_ R,Vu R2VO - v:
VI - + = I

R, +Rz R, +R2

If v, is now increased, then Vo remains constant at VQ, and VI = VI = constant

..... (9.1)

untilVI = VI . At this threshold, critical, or triggeringvoltage, the output regeneratively

switches to Vo = -Vo and remains at this value as long as Vi > VI· This transfer
. I

characteristicis indicatedin Fig.9.2.

The voltageat the non-invertingtenninal for v, > VI is

_ R,Vu R2VO - V
VI - + = 2R, +R2 R, + R2

(9.2)
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Vo V
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. 0

I
1~I

I
I V,I ~
I "!I I -Vo, I
I I

V,

Fig.b
IV....r IVo I

Fig.c

(

I I

I"

"
V~~ YI.....

Fig.d

,..9.2 The transfer characteristic for
For b) increasing VI c) decreasing Vi d)
the composite input-output curve.

For the parameter values given in figure and with Vo= 5V,

V, = 0.99+0.05 = 1,04Y

V2 = 0.99 - O.OS= O.94Y

Note that V2 < V;, and the difference between theses two values is called the

hysteresis VH.

2R2VOVH=V;-V2= =O.lOV
R, +R2

If we now decrease v, ' then the output remains at -Vo until v, equals the voltage at

..... (9.3)

terminal 1 or until v, = V2• At this voltage a regenerative transition takes place and,

as indicated in fig, the output retums to +Vo almost instantaneously. The complete
transfer function is indicated in figure. where the shaded portions may be traversed in

either direction, but the .$Olidsegments can only be obtained if Vi varies as indicated

by the arrows: Note that because of the hysteresis, the circuit triggers at a higher
voltage for increaSing than for decreasing signals.

We note above that transfer gain increases from 5,000 toward infinity as the
loop,gain increases from zero to unity, and that there is no hystereSiS as long as _
PAys 1. However, adjusting the gain preCisely to unity is not feasible. The DIFF AMP
parameters and, hence the gain Av, are variable over the signal excursion. Hence, an
adjustment which ensures that the maximum loop gain is unity would result in voltage
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ranges where this amplification is less than unity, with a consequent I~ in speed of

response of the circuit. Furthermore, the circuit may not be stable enough to 10Qaintain

a loop gain of precisely unity for a long period of time without frequent readjustm&...t,

In,practice, therefore, a loop gain in excess of unity is chosen and a small amount of

hy,steresis is tolerated. In most cases, a small value of VH is not a matter of concern.

. -ln other applications, a large backlash range will not allow the circuit to function

properly. Thus. if the peak-to peak signal were smaller than VH, then the Schmitt

cill:uit, having responded at a threshold voltage by a transition in one direction, would

never reset itself. In other words, once the output has jumped to say Vo, it would

remain at this level and never return to - Vo.
The most important use made of the Schmitt trigger is to convert a very slowly

varying input voltage into an output having an abrupt (almost discontinuous)

waveform, occurring at a precise value of input voltage. This' regenerative

comparative comparator may be used in all the application listed in sec. For example,

the use of the Schmitt trigger as a squaring circuit is illustrated in fig. The input signal

is arbitrary except that it has a large enough excursion to carry the input beyo'ld the

limits of the hysteresis range VH. The output is square ~~ ve as shown, the amplitude

of which is mdependent of the peak-to peak value of the input waveform. The output

has,much faster leading and trailing edges than does the input.

Fig.9.3 Responseof the Schmitt trigger to
an arbitrary input signal

9.4 OP-AMP AS VOLTAGE REGULATOR
In regulators, voltage Vo should be independent of input voltage variations an~/

the load current variations. If Vref is fixed then output voltage Vo in circuit shown ih
Fig.9.4.

If Vretis fixed and if Ri = Rf then Vo = 2Vref. If Vref= 5 volt then output Vo =10V i.e.,

output fixed at 10V and variation in the unregulated power supplies +V and -V are

absorbed in the OP-AMP and output is constant. Output can be varied by varying R"
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Ri or Vrer. Regul:rror circuit with Zener diode is shown in Fig9.4b, Vre, has replaced by

a regulah,I;'Zener diode Vz. Zener diode should be operating only in breakdown

rec'vn. The value of Vz should be less than the output voltage.

t
+v

V", 1 5V
-v

Fig 9.4(a)Op Amp voltage regulator

IfVz= 5V then input to non-inverting terminal is 5V. Hence, output will be

V, =(1+ i,)Vz =2Vz =IOV ..... (9.4)

+v:

t RF

t ~

I"0 Vo>
U
0
"0

~ -
:;
bI)

~
C v?~

"V 0* ::

Fig.9.4(b)Op Amp - Zener voltage regulator
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Thus Zener diode is properly over load giving a fixed voltage Vz to the non-inverting

terminal. Hence output is fixed at 2Vz, eliminating any variation in output due to

supplies (± V) and load currents IL•

V. = (1+ !1_)vo R ret,
(9:5)

Maximum current that can be supplied by an OP-AMP is only 5 rnA. But

regulation for higher IL variation can be obtained by using a "Pass Transistor".

It is a power transistor whose current rating is mA, for example transistor

2N3055
9.6 VOLTAGE REGULATORS

A voltage regulator is a circuit that supplies a constant voltage regardless of

changes in load currents. Although voltage regulators can be designed using op

amps, it is quicker and easier to use Ie (Integrated circuit) voltage regulators.

Further more, Ie voltage regulators are versatile and relatively inexpensive and are

available with features such as a programmable output, current/voltage boosting,

internal short circuit current limiting, thermal shutdown, and floating outputs for high

voltage applications. Ie voltage regulators are of the following types.

i) Fixed output voltage regulators: positive and I or negative output voltage

ii) Adjustable output voltage regulators: positive or negative output voltage.

iii) Switching regulators

iv) Special regulators:

Except for the switching regulators, all other types of regulators are called

Linear regulators. The impedance of a linear regulator's active element may be

continuously vaned to supply a desired current to the load. On the other hand, in

the switching regulator, a switch is turned 'on and off at a rate such that the

regulator delivers the desired average current in periodic pulses to the load.

Because the switching element dissipates negligible power in either on or off

state, the switching regulator is more efficient than the linear regulator. In

addition, most loads cannot accept the average current in periodic pulses.

Therefore, most practical regulators are of the linear type.

Voltage regulators are commonly used for on-card regulator and laboratory

type power supplies. Voltage regulators especially the switching type, are used

as control circuits in pulse width modulator (PWM), push-pull bridges, and series

type switch mode supplies. Almost all power supplies use some type of voltage

regulator Ie because, voltage regulators are simple to use, reliable, low cost and

above all, available in variety of voltage and current ratings. A vast number of
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voltage regulators are available, data sheets and application notes provided by

the manufpc;(urers contain information on the design and lise of these devices.

9.S.1(c:I) Fixed voltage regulators: 78xx Series of positive voltage regulators

with seven voltage options: The 7800 series consists of three terminal positive

voltage regulators with seven voltage options are shown in Table 9.1

These ICs are designed as fixed voltage regulators with adequate heat sinking

and can deliver output currents in excess of one ampere (1A). Although these

devices do not require external components, such components can be used to

obtain adjustable voltage and currents. These les also have internal thermal

overload protection and internal short ~ircuit current limiting.

Metal package
(TO·3 type)
Pinl -Input
Pin2 - Output
Case: Ground

Plastic package
(TO·220 type)
Pin I- Input
Pin2 - Ground
Pin3- output'

2 :

Fig.9.S (a)The 7800series regulators (b) Package types

Proper operation requires a common ground between input and output voltages.

In addition, the difference between input and output voltages (Vjn - Vo), called

drop-out voltage, must be typically 2.0V even during the low point on the input

ripple voltage. Further more, the capacitor C, is required if the regulator is located

an appreciable distance from the power supply filter. Even through Co is not

needed, it may be used to improve the transient response of the regulator.

Output Maximum

Device Voltage(V) input
Type voltage(V)

7805 5.0 35

7806 6.0 35

7808 8.0 35

7812 12.0 35

7815 15.0 35

7818 18.0 35

7824 24.0 40

Table 9.1 The 7800 series regulators (a)
voltage options
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Typical performance parameter for voltage regulators is line regulation, load

regulation, temperature stability and ripple rejection. Line or input regulation is

defined as the change in the output voltage for a change in the input voltage and

is usually expressed in milli volts or as a percentage of v; Temperature stability,

or average temperature coefficient of output voltage (TeVo) is the change irr

output voltage per unit change in temperature and is expressed in either milli
voltsJ<!cor parts per million (ppm)fc.

Inp~1

V.. 1
c,

0.331.11' '-------+-------1 Ovl uf

2

9. 6 The 7800series regulators (c) Standard application
• XX - These two numbers in type number indicate output voltage

Ripple rejection is the measure of a regulator's ability to reject ripple voltages. It

is usually expressed in decibels. The smaller the values of line regulation, load

regulation and temperature stability, the better the regulator.

The 7800 regulators can also be used as current sources. A typical

connection diagram of the 7805c as a O.5A current source is shown in Fig.9.?

The current supplied to the load is given by the equation

VIL = _R + 10
R

Where 10 = quiescent current (amperes)

= 4.3 mA typically for the 7805C

---------- (9.6)

Fig 9.7.The 780se as a O.SAcurrent source.
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Referring to Fig.9.S, VR = V23 = 5Vand R = 100;

Therefore, lc == 0.5 A

The output voltage Vowith respect to ground is

Vo = VR + VL --- (9.7)

where VL = t RL, the load resistance RL - 100, hence, VL = 5V, therefore Vo =
10V, since the dropout voltage for the 7805c is 2V, the minimum input voltage
required is given by the equation

Vrn = Vo+ Dropout voltage ; Vtn = 10 + 2 = 12V

9.6.1(b)Series of negative voltage regulator with mine voltage options

Device Output Maximum
Type Voltage (v) input

voltage (v)
7902 - 2.0 - 35
7905 - 5.0 - 35
7905.2 - 5.2 - 35
7906 - 6.0 - 35
7908 - 8.0 - 35
7912 - 12.0 - 35
7915 - 15.0 - 35
7918 - 18.0 - 35
7924 - 24.0 - 40

Table 9.2 The 7900 series voltage
regulators (a) Voltage options

In short, a current source circuit using a voltage regulator can be designed for a

desired value of load current (IL)simply by selecting an appropriate value for R.

Ground

Metal package
(TO-3 type)

Bottom view

TO-3 steel metal can

Plastic package
(TO-3 type)
Pin: I Ground

2 Input
3 out put

I
(Heat sink surface conneeted to pin 2)

Fig 9.8 The 7900 series regulators (b) Package types
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The 7900 series of fixed output negative voltage regulators are

complements to the 7800 series devices. Further, these negative voltage regulators

are available with the same seven voltage options as the 7800 devices and besides,

two extra voltage options, - 2V and -5.2V, are also available in the negative 7900

series as shown in fig 9.8(a), the package types in which the 7900 series voltage

regulators available are shown in Fig 9.8(b).

9.6 ADJUSTABLE VOLTAGE REGULATORS

The many manufactures that use fixeq voltage regulators like the 7800 and

7900 series, in their line of products had to stock and hold an inventory quantities

of each voltage in order to always have on hand a specific device for a particular

system. Adjustable voltage regulators provided the answers to the excessive

inventory and production costs because a single device satisfies many voltage

requirements from 1.2 up to 57V. In addition, they have the following

performance and relative advantages over the fixed types.

i) Improved system performance by having line and load regulators of a factor

of 10 or better

ii) Improved over load protection allows greater output current over operating

temperature range.

iii) Improved system reliability with each device being subjected to 100%

thermal limit burn-in.

9:6(A) ADJUSTABLE POSITIVE VOLTAGE REGULATORS

The LM317 are a popular series adjustable three-terminal positive voltage

regulators. The different grades of regulators in the series are available with

output voltage of 1.2 to 57V and the output current from 0.1 to 1.5 A as shown in

Table 9.3. The LM 317 series regulators are available in standard transistor

packages that are easily mounted and handled Fig.9.9(a). The three terminals

are V'N, VOUT and adjustment (ADJ). Fig.9.9(b) shows a typical connection

diagram for the LM 317 regulator. From this diagram it is obvious that the LM

317 requires only two external resistors to set the routput voltage. When

configured as shown in Ftg.9.9 (b), the LM 317 develops a nominal 1.25V,

referred to as the reference voltage VREF , between the output and adjustment

terminal.

This reference voltage is impressed across resistor R, and. since the voltage is

constant, the current 11 is also constant for a given value of R1. Because resistor

R1 sets current I" it is called the current set or program resistor. In addition to the

current I" the current IADJ from the adjustment terminal also flows through the
output set resistor R2.
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The LM 317 is designed such that IADJ is very small and constant with line and

load changes. The maximum value of adjustment pin current IADJ is 100)JA.

Device Available Output v;max Ripple Package
Vo(V) Current (A) (V) rejection (dB)

LM317 1.2 to 37 1.5 40 80 T0-39
LM317 H 1.2 to 37 0.5 40 80 To-39
LM317 HV 1.2 to 57 1.5 60 80 T0-3
LM317 HVH 1.2 to 37 0.5 40 80 T0-39
LM317 L 1.2 to 37 0.10 40 65 T0-92
LM317 M 1.2 to 37 0.50 40 80 To-202

Table 9.3 LM317 typical ratings.

Thus, referring to fig 9.9(b), the output voltage Vo is

--(9.8)

Adjustment I I
I I
I I

ro' "---_ ..

o

ADJ~
ADJ

Bottom view V..n

T0-3 steel metal can TO-110
Plastic

Front View
TO-220

Plastic Package

0-----1

Fig. 9.9(a) LM 317 standard package types.

v,= I.2SV ( 1+ ~:l
--...---~

LM 317

R~
3M

Fig 9.9 (b) LM 317A typical connection diagram.
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where 11= V REF; Rl = Current (11) set resistor R2 = output (Vo) set resistor
R,

IAOJ = adjustment pin current.
Substituting the value of 11 in Eq.(9.8) and rearranging, we get

v,= VREF(I + ~: ) + IADJ R2 -------- (9.9)

Where VREF= 1.25V = reference voltage between the output and adjustment

terminals. However, the current IAOJ is very small (100I-lA) and constant. Therefore,

the voltage drop across R2 due to IAOJ is also very small and can be neglected. In

short

v,= 125( 1+ :: )

Eq.(9.10) indicates that the output voltage Vo is a function of R2 for a given value of

------- (9.10)

Rl and can be varied by adjusting the value of R2• The current set resister Rl is

usually 2400, and to active good load regulation it should be tied directly to the

output of the regulator rather than near the load.

1.7 SUMMARY
When large input signals are to be amplified for the operation of output device

such as speakers and motors, the amplifier must be capable of handling large

amount of power and its efficiency of converting input dc power to output ac power

must be high. Such an amplifier is known as a power amplifier. Power amplifiers are

classified on the basis of their operating point as class A, B, AB, C etc.

In class A amplifiers, there is always collector current regardless of the time in the

cycle of the applied signals. As a result, power losses many be increased. Since the

collector current flows only for one half of the input signal in class B amplifier and in

order to get output power for full cycle, two class B amplifiers are used in a

combination known as push-pull. Therefore, the power losses may be minimized and

Simultaneously the collector efficiency also increases in class B push-pull power

amplifier:
A voltage regulator is a circuit that supplies a constant voltage regardless of

changes in load currents. Monolithic voltage regulators are available on a variety of

different output voltage ratings and also quicker and easier to use. The 7800 is a

fixed positive voltage regulator series with seven voltage options while the 7900 is a

fixed negative voltage regulator series with nine voltage options. Adjustable voltage
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regulator such as the LM 317 is more popular because of its versatility, performance

and reliability.
For adjustable negative voltage regulators see reference Text book.

9.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY
1. Quiescent (Q) point: The operating point in the absence of signal is called

Quiescent point or simply the Q point of the device. The particular Q point at

which the device will operate depends on the base current(ls) and VeE ..
2. Direct Coupling: To amplify all the frequencies in the signal, signal source is

coupled to the amplifier stage directly without using DC blocking capacitors

and isolation transformers. In the same manner amplifier output is connected

to the load. Direct coupling may be used to connect to the amplifier stage to

the other. However precautions must be taken to provide level shifting so that

satisfactory biases are established at various points in the circuit. This type of

coupling is preferred in the fabrication of the integrated circuits(ICs).

3. Push·Pu" Configuration: Two transistors amplifiers are said to be

connected in push-pull configuration when the amplifiers are connected such

that as current in one stage pushes forward, in the other, current pulls back.

This configuration avoids the power losses in the transformer core and results

in higher efficiency than a two transistor parallel coupled amplifier.

4. Regulation: Keeping the output voltage of the DC Power supply constant,

irrespective of the variation of the supply voltage and load current is called

regulation.

5. Ripple: After rectification of the AC signal using a full-wave rectifier to obtain

a DC voltage we find that the output is not a pure DC, but contains a small

amount of AC voltage which has to be removed by filtering or by incorporating

the regulation circuit.

9.9 SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1. Describe the various classes of power amplifier in terms of these

operating point.
2. Define efficiency of power amplifier and compare efficiencies in case of A,

Sand C classes of amplifiers.

3. Obtain an expression for the collector efficiency of transformer coupled

class-A transistor power amplifier.

4. Describe a class-8 push-pull power amplifier and obtain an expression for

its efficiency. How the dass-B pusn-puu amplifier is an advantageous
over the class-A amplifier?

,
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5. What do you mean by voltage regulator? List four different types of
voltage regulators.

6. What are the advantagesof adjustable voltage regulator over the fixed
voltageregulators?

9.10 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS
1. Operational Amplifiers and linear Integrated Circuit Technology by

RamakanthA. GaykwadPrentice Hall Inc.,
2. BasicElectronicsbyDCTayal,HimalayaPublishCo.,
3. SemiConductorElectronicsbyA K. Sharma

NewAge IntemationalPublishers
4. Foundationsof Electronics

ByD. Chattopadhyay,PC Rakshit,B. Saha,M.N.Purohit
SecondEdition.,--WileyEastemLtd.,



UNIT III LESSON 10

AMPLITUDE MODULATION AND DETECTION

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

In this lesson, we study about the

(i) Processes of amplitude modulation

(ii) Types of amplitude modulation

(iii) Process of detection of AM waves

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

10.1. Introduction.

10.2. Need for modulation.

10.3. Amplitude modulation.

10.4 Mathematical analysis of an AM. wave.

10.5 Generation of AM. waves

10.6 Demodulation of AM. waves.

10.7 Summary

10.8 Key terminology

10.9 Self assessment questions

10.10 Text and reference books

10.1 INTRODUCTION

For successful transmission and reception of intelligence (code, voice, music etc)

by the use of radio waves, two processes are essential. They are ( i ) Modulation ( ii )

Demodulation or detection. To modulate means to regulate or adjust. Speech and music

etc. are sent thousands of kilometers away by a radio transmitter. Similarly, a scene in

front of a television camera is also sent many kilometers away to viewers. In such
cases, the carrier is the high frequency radio wave. The intelligence i.e. video, sound

and other data is impressed on the carrier wave and is carried along with it to the

destination.
Modulation is the process of combining the low frequency signal with a very high

t frequency radio wave called carrier wave (c.w.). The resultant wave is called
modulated carrier wave. This job is done at the transmitting station.

. During modulation some characteristic of the carrier wave is varied in time with the

modulating signal. Accordingly, there are three types of sine wave modulations known

as Amplitude Modulation, Frequency Modulation and PhaseModulation.
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The A.M. wave contains three frequency components, a carrier frequency (fc), one

component 'above' the carrier frequency (fc + fs) and the other component .!below' the
carrier frequency (fc - fs) where 'fc' and 'fs' are the carrier and signal frequencies

respectively. At the receiver the signal is extracted from the modulated carrier. This

process is called A.M. detection or demodulation.

10.2 NEED FOR MODULATION
Sometimes, beginners question the necessity of modulation is using a carrier

wave to carry the low frequency signal from one place to another. Why not transmit

the signals directly and save lot of difficulty? Unfort,unately,there are many hurdles

in the process of such direct transmission of audio frequency signals. These are
(i) Voice, data and video signals have low frequencies. These waves have

relatively short range,
(ii) If everybody transmits these low frequency signals directly, mutual

interference will render all of them ineffective.
(iii) Size of antennas required for their efficient radiation would be large, i.e.,

about 75Km!
Hence, the solution lies in modulation, which enables a low frequency signal to travel

very large distances through space with the help of a high frequency carrier wavf! (fc).

These carrier waves need reasonably sized antennas and care is taken to select the

carrier frequencies to avoid interference with other transmitters operating in the same

area.
10.3 AMPLITUDE MODULATION

Definition: When the amplitude of high frequency carrier wave is changed in

accordance with the instantaneous value of the amplitude of the signal, it is called
Amplitude modulation. However, the frequency of the modulated wave remains the
same I.e at carrier frequency. The following Fig.10.1 shows the principle of amplitude

modulation. Fig 10.1(a) shows the audio electrical signal whereas Fig.10.1(b) shows a

carrier wave. Fig.10.1(c) shows the amplitude modulated (AM) wave.

SIGNAL
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~--- ------ -- ---- -------- -
Ec•~ Ec•

... U-l ..

CARRIER A M WA VE

Fig 10.t Amplitude Modulation

Note that the amplitudes of both positive and negative half cycles of carrier wave are
changed in accordance with the signal. Amplitude modulation is done by, an electronic

circuit called modulator.

Modulation factor
An important consideration in AM. is to describe the depth of modulation, i.e the.

extent to which the amplitude of carrier wave is changed by the signal. This is described

by a factor called Modulation index, which may be defined as under.

Definition of Modulation Index/factor
The ratio of change of carrier wave amplitude due to modulation to the amplitude of

un- modulated carrier wave is called the Modulation factor m.

10.4 Mathematical analysis of A.M. Wave:

A carrier wave may be represented by ee= Eecos roet, where

ee = instantaneous voltage of carrier

Ee= amplitude of carrier
roc= 2nfe = angular velocity of carrier of frequency 'fe'.

The modulating signal can be represented by

es = Escos rost (10.1)
where e, is the instantaneous value of modulating signal. Esis its amplitude.

(Os =2nfs = angular velocity of signal frequency 'fs'.
In amplitude modulation, the amplitude Ec of the carrier wave is varied in

accordance with the instantaneous value of the signal as shown in Fig.10.1.

The amplitude of modulated signal can be represented by

E= Ec +ka E m cos rost (10.2)
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where k, is called Coefficient of modulation
The carrier wave amplitude is varied at signal frequency fs. Therefore

e = Ee.(1+ m cos wat) cos wet. (10.3)

where m= kaEs/Ec is called modulation index or modulation factor

The expression for A.M. wave can be expanded as

e = Ee. cos wet+ m .Ee. cos wat. cos Wet.

= Ee. cos wet+ m . ~. {2 cos wst. cos Wet}
2

= Ee. Coswet+ m . ~ {cos (We+Wa)t+ cos (we-Ws)t}
2

E mEt ) mfi, "( )= e. cos wet+. --. cos (We+Ws.t + --. cos We-Ws t.2 . 2

The following points may be noted from the equation of Amplitude modulated

(10.4)

wave.
The A.M. wave is equivalent to the summation of three sinusoidal waves: one having

amplitude Eeand frequency 'fe',tlilellsecondhavin, amplitude mEc and frequency (fe+ fs)
2

and the third having amplitude mEc and frequency (fe- fs).
2

The A.M. wave contains three frequencies. They are fe, fe + fs and (fe-fs).Thus, the

process of amplitude modulation does not change the original carrier frequency but

produces two new frequencies (fc + fa) and (fe - fs), which are called side band

frequencies. The sum of carrier frequency and signal frequency i.e.,(fe +fs) is called

Upper Side Band (USB) frequency. The Lower Side Band (LSB) frequency is (fe- fa)Le.,

the difference between carrier andsignal frequencies. The amplitudes of the side bands

are equal and proportional to depth of modulation. It can be shown that the maximum
power in each side band occurs when m = 1 and is equal to one fourth of carrier power.

Upper and Lower Sidebands
In the above discussion, it was assumed that the modulating signal was composed of

one frequency component only. However, in at broadeasting station, the modulating
signal is the human voice (or music), which comains waves with a frequency range of
20-4000 Hz. Each of these waves have its own LSE: and USF. When combined

together, they give rise ~ an Upper-side band (USB) and a Lower-side band (lSB) as

shown in Fig.10.2. ~
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CW

USBLSB

,~ 'Ii ,~ Il

fc - fS(min) fc + f5(min) fc + fs(ma.)

,... Channel wic;lt.h....,-.,.
Fig.tO.l

The USB, in fact, contains aU sum components of the signal and carrier frequency

whereas LSB contains their difference components. The channel width (or bandwidth) is

given by the difference betMen extreme frequencies Le., between maximum frequency

of USB and minimum frequency of LStJ. As seen
Channel width = 2 x maximum frequency of modulating signal = 2 x f.(max).

Importance of modulation Index
Modulation index, m is used to describe the depth of modulation. It tells about the

extent to which the amplitude of the carrier wave has been changed by the signal.

Hence, the ration of change of amplitude of carrier wave to the amplitude of normal

carrier wave is calle4d the modulation index. m

The modulation index indeed is a number lying between 0 and 1. It is often expressed as

a percentage and then called percentage modulation. Modulation index, m plays an
important role in determining the strength and quality of signal transmitted. When the
carrier wave is modulated to a small degree (for m«1), the amount of carrier amplitude
variation is small. As a result the audio signal becomes stronger and clear. But if m>1,
~Ef carrier wave is over modulated and distortion occurs during reception. Therefore,,
modulation indeed 'm' is an importan~,~onsiderationin amplitude modulation and that its

value should always lie betweeo..9and 1

Power In an amplitude modulated wave
The power carried by a signal is proportional to the square of its amplitude. Equation

of A.M. wave suggests that it has three components of amplitudes of with rms values
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s; mEc mE('~ , r;; , and i;.The total power of the modulated carrier is given by
..;2 2..;2 2..;2

P [
E; m2E; m2 E,~] D E; (1 m2 J.cc-+--+-- orr,·OC- +-128 8 12 2

ButE; /2 represents the power of the carrier components

. m2
We maywrite Pr = Pc: (1+2"")
Power in the side bands = PT- Pc = pc(m212)
Power in each side band = Pc(m2/4)
RMS power in each sideband = Pc rms(m2/2)
If R is the load resistance, 1m is the current when carrier is modulated and lc the current

when unmodulated, then

Ex..,ple: An audio signal given by 15 sin 2n (2000 t) amplitude-modulates a sinusoidal

carrier wave 60 sin 2TI (100,000) t. Assuming ka=1 determine a) modulation index, (b)

percent modulation, (c) frequencies of signal and carrier, (d) frequency spectrum of the

modulated wave.
Solution. Here carrier amplitude, A :: 60 and modulating signal amplitude B = 15.

Therefore

a) Modulation index m = B = ~ = 0.25. A 60

b) b) Percent modulation, M = m x 100" 0.25)c tee)'= 25"

c) f. = 2000 Hz

f~= 100,000 Hz

--by inspection of the 'given equation
--by inspection of the given' aquation

d) The three .frequencies present in the·modulated carrier wave are
(i) 100,000 Hz = 100 kHz,(ii) 120,000 or 120·kHz (iii) 80,000 or 80kHz
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Experimentally by measuring the maximum and minimum value of the modulated carrier
amplitude one can determine the depth of modulation from the relation

m = (Emax- Emin)I (Emax+ Emin)

From this relation we see that, when Emax= Emin.m = 0 or there is no modulation and
when

Emin= 0 there is 100 % modulation. In commercial radio broadcasting the depth of
modulation is maintained around 40%.

10.5 GENERATION OF A.M. WAVe

Amplitude modulation is produced by combining the carrier and the signal

frequencies using a non-linear device. Diodes are non-linear devices but they are not
used as they do not offer any gain. Transistors behave as non-linear elements and offer

gain as such they are suitable for this applications. Fig 10.3 shows a simple amplitude -

modulated amplifier.

W*
Carrier

Cm

Fig.lO.3 An amplitude-modulated amplifier.

The supply Veein combination with the resistors R" R2, Re& REsets the quiescent point

for the transistor. The carrier ec is the input to the CE amplifier. The circuit amplifies the
carrier by a factor Av where Av is the voltage gain, so that the amplifier output is Av ee.

The modulating signal em IS applied in emitter circuit and hence forTJ'lsa part of the
biasing. It produces variation in emitter current at modulating frequency, which in tum

produces variations in base emitter resistance and gain Av. Thus, the amplitude of the
•

carrier varies in accordance with the strength of the signal there b1 producing
Amplitude modulated output across 'RL'.
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Fornis of amplitude modulation:
We know now that one carrier and two side bands are produced in A.M. generation. It

is not necessary to transmit all these signals to enable the receiver to reconstruct the

original signal. Accordingly, we may attenuate or aftogether remove the carrier or any

one of the side bands with out affecting the communication process. The advantag~s

are (i) Less transmitted power and (ii) Small bandwidth required.
The different suppressed component systems are: (a) DSB-SC.(b) SSB-~C (C) SSB-SC,

(a)DSB-SC: It stands for double side band suppressed; carrier system. Here carrier

component is suppressed there by saving enormous amount of power.
(b)SSB-TC: It stands for single side band transmitted carrier system. In this case one

sideband is suppressed but the other sideband and carrier are transmitted ..
(c) SSB-SC: It stands for single side band suppressed carrier system. It suppresses

one side band and the carrier and transmits only the remaining side bond,
Out of the above three systems, the SSB-SC (or eimply' SSB) is more preferable

because of its advantage over other.'

Generation of SSB-SC or SSB systems
The SSB-SC or simply SSB is generated mainly through the following three methods:

(1) Filter method.

(2) Phase cancellation (shift) method.

(3) The third method.
1. Filter method: In this method, DSB-SC signal is generated by, the balanced

moqylator. T.his signal is allowed to pass through side band fllters.. which are narrow

band pass filters that only allow to pass the desired side band of frequencies. The filter

may be a LC, mechanical or a crystal filter. All these filters have the disadvantage that

. their operating frequency is below the usual transmitting frequencies. Thus a balanced

mixer and crystal oscillator are used to provide up conversion to the final transmitter

frequency.
2. Pha.e shift method: In this method, two balanced. modulators and two phase

shifting networks are used. One of the balanced.modulatorJeceives the carrier voltage

shifted by 90° and the modulating volta"e signaLwhile the otlulr balanc;eQ.•mcdulator
receives the carrier voltage and the m09ulating, voltage shifted by 90°, T~ o.utputof

both modulators consists of sidebands only. The signal is applied directl¥. to the

modulator M1• therefore the modulator puts out two side bands, each one is shifted in

phase by 90°,' The signal is shifted 90° before it is applied to the rnceulatcr; therefore,
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the modulator also.puts two side bands, but in this case the upper and lower side bands
and shifted by +900 and -900 respectively. The two lower side bands, which are out of

phase, when combined in the adder cancel each other. The upper side hands, which

are in phase add directly in the adder. Thus SSB in which lower sideband is removed is
produced. The block diagram of this method is shown in the Fig.10.4

Audio input Balanced
0 .. modulatorr

Mi

~
t

Carrier ~Ir
A.F. 90° Phase l Adder J90° Phase shifter
shifter

I I ~~Carrier ....
source I _:t_

Balanced
modulator

M2

SSB
Output

Fig 10.4 SSB - SC transmitter using phase shift.

The output of first balanced modulator M1

V1= 2 Ve.m, cos roet. sin rom.t .

The output from the balanced modulator M2

V2= 2 Vem. co sin roet. cos rom. t
The summing amplifier, the resultant output

, V= V1+ V2= 2 Ve.m, sin (roc+ rom)t

---------- (10.5)

---- (10.6)

------ (10.7)

(By adding Eqs.(10.5) and (10.6))

Thus the output contains only upper side band, similarly, the output with lower side
band can be obtained by passing the signal carrier directly to balanced modulator M1

and each through 900 phase shifting networks to the modulator M2.

The third method:-
This method has th.e •.bility to, generate SSB at any frequency and the low audio

frequencies. It neither ref~ses a ,fiJtf'rcircuit nor a wide band, audio phase shift network.

The circuit is identical to #lat of the phase shift method, but the way in which voltages

are fed to the two balanced modulators has been changed. Due to this reason, this

method is called Modified ph•• e .hlft method the block diagram of the method is
shown in the following Fig.10.5.
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Audio

input

Balanced
modulator

M

Balanced
modulator

M,

Fig 10.5 Third method for SSB generation.

10.6 DEMODULATION OF A.M. WAVES

Definition of Demodulation:
The process of recovering the audio signal from the modulated wave is known as

demogulation or detection.
At the broadcasting station, modulation is done to transmit the audio signal over

larger distances to a receiver. When the modulated wave is picked up by the radio

receiver, it is necessary to recover the audio signal from it. This process is

accomplished in the radio receiver and is caUeddemodulation.

Necessity of Demodulation:
We know that an AM. wave consists of carrier and side band frequencies. The audio

signal is in side-band frequencies, which are radio frequencies. If the modulated wave

after amplification is directly fed to the speaker, no sound will be heard because of the

inerti, of the diaphragm as it is not able to respond to such high frequencies.

Essentials of demodulation:
For a modulated wave to be audible, it is necessary to change the nature of

modulated wave. This is done by a circuit called detector.A detector circuit performs the

following two functions
It rectifies the modulated wave.
It separates the audio signal from the carrier.

The demodulation can be accomplished wi.th the help of a diode detector.

A.M. Diode detector:
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Diode detection is also known as envelope detection or linear detection.
In appearance it looks like an ordinary half wave rectifier circuit with capacitor input. As

shown in the below fig--

It is called envelope detection because it recovers the A.F. signal envelope from the
composite signal. Similarly, diode detector is called linear detector because its output is

proportional to the voltage of the input signal.

AM 0

Fig.IO.6 Simple detector of
Amplitude Modulated Wave

Circuit Action:
This circuit involves the rectification of the signal, .and filtering the r.f. and dc

components. The signal is rectified by diode '0'. The rectified wave is shown at A in the
Fig.10.6 The combination C1 - R1 removes the high frequency component and provide

the signal super posed over a dc component. The dc component is eliminated by

capacitor 'C2' to give the output.

10.7 SUMMARY
During modulation some characteristic- of the carrier wave is varied in time with the
modulating signal. Accordingly there are three types of sine -wave modulations known

as amplitude Modulation, Frequency Modulation and Phase M~ulation. When the
amplitude of high frequency carrier wave is changed in accordance with the

instantaneous v~ll,Ieof the amplitude of the signal, it is called amplitude modulation. The
~, , ..' .

precees of amplitude modulation does not change the original carrier frequency but
,produces two new frequencies (fc + fl) and (fc - fl). which are called side band
I

,frequencies.
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Power contained in a modulated carrier = Pr = Pc~(1+ ~ ).where Pc is the power of

unmodulated carrier. The process of recovering the audio signal from the modulated
wave is known as demodulation or detection.
10.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Modulation: Process of combining low frequency signal with a high frequency radio

wave (carrier wave).
Balanced modulator: A modulation circuit which cancels but the product term does

not cancel.
10.9 SELF - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Draw the circuit diagram of amplitude modulator and explain its working.
2. Define modulation, define amplitude and frequency modulations and explains

about them.
3. Explain how the Amplitude modulated waves are generated. Give the necessary

diagrams.
4. With neat diagram and waveform, explain how the Amplitude modulated waves

are detected.
5. Give the analysis of an AM wave. What are side bands? Explain Them.
6. Explain a method for the generation of SSB modulation.

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS
1. Discuss the need for modulation in radio and TV Transmissions.
2. What are sidebands produced in AM Wave. Explain them.
3. Distinguish between Amplitude and frequency modulation.
4. Write in detail about AM diode detector..-
5. Explain now a SSB modulated system can be detected.

,.... ..,;"" n\lArinariinn If thA rtAoth of modulation IS oecreasec 10 ~V70, U~l~II'IIIIO
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8. Draw the circuit diagram of a diode detector and discuss its working.

9. Explain the need for modulption.
10. Show that an AM wave contains a carrier and two side bands for every

modulating frequency.

10.10 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Electronic Communications by Kennedy
3. Principles of Digital Electronics by Malvino and Leach
4. Basic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc
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1. A text lab manual in Electronics by ZBAR (Tata Mc graw Hill)

2. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder
3. Modern Electronics Communications by Gray and Miller

4. Digital Electronics byWilliam H.Gothman
5. Op.Amp and linear integrated Circuits by Ramakant Gayakwad

6. Electronic Devices and Circuits by Samuel Seely.
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FREQUENCY MODULATION AND DETECTION
OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

In this chapter, we study about the
(i) Processes of frequency modulation
(ii) Frequency modulation circuits
(iii) Process of detection of FMwaves

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON
11.1 Frequency modulation.

11.2 Analysis of F.M~waves
"11.3 Production of F.M. waves.

11.4 F.M. Detection.
11.5 Foster-Seeley discriminator.

11.6 Electromagnetic spectrum

11.7 Summary
11.8 Key terminology

11.9 Self assessment questions

11.10 Text and Reference books

INTRODUCTION
Amplitude modulated signals are influenced by noise. Most noise appears as

.additional amplitude modulation on the signal. The effect of noise is minimized in

frequency modulation. Even though AM is preferred to establish radio stations, the need
. .
for number of stations limit the bandwidth allowed for transmitting AM signals The

commercial broadcasting uses only 5KHz on either side so that the total bandwidth of
AM is limited to 10KHz. This naturally removes the high frequency notes in voice or

music. For high fidelity, the bandwidth has to be more and in FM the entire audio

frequency region can be used for modulation. This will enable the listeners to appreciate

the music much better than in AM. So, nowadays, more FM stations are coming up. In

broadcasting TV signals, both amplitude and frequency modulation are used. So, in this

lessonwe learn the details of production and detection of FM waves.
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Definition: When the frequency of carrier wave is changed in accordance with the
instantaneous value of Signal, it is called Frequency Modulation.

In frequency modulation, only the frequency of the carrier wave is changed in
accordance with the signal. However, the amplitude of the modulated wave remains the

same i.e. carrier wave amplitude. The amount of change in frequency is determined by

the amplitude of the modulating signal whereas rate of change is determined by the
frequency of the modulating signal as shown in Fig.11.1.

In FM, information or intelligence is carried as variations in carrier frequency.

0.5
O~--~----~~----~----~~-----T----~

t

Modulating signal

Carrier- fo

H fo L fo H fo L

iceter iii cetter i
Center

High Low High Low

Fig 1101

Mathematical expression for F.M. wave:
The unmodulated carrier is given by

ec = Ec cos 2nfc t

The modulating signal frequency is given-by

em = Em cos 2n fm t

-----(11.1 )

----(11.2)
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The mpdulated carrier frequency 'f swings around the resting frequency fo. Thus

F=fc+kEmcos an fmt

f f: fc+ llf cos zfl fmt ---(11.3)

He':1C8,equation for the frequency-modulated wave becomes

e =A sin 2nft

= A sin {2n (fo+ II f .cos 2n fmt) t}

= A sin <pt

d I

(J)= _.!J!. 0' rp = Jaxil
dt 0

.. e = A sin (2n fot + 4f .sin 2n fmt)
1m

---(11.4)

.. lmax = Ie + kEmmlX

.. Fmin= fc - kEmmax

. . The modulation index p = AIr:
The equation for the frequency-modulated wave is given by

e = Ec cos (2n fc t + ~ sin 2n fmt)

e= Ec cos(roct+ mf sin romt) since ro= 2nf

e= Ec {cos(root)costrn, cosromt)- sin(roct)sin(mf cosromt)}

The costm, cosromt) and sin(mf cosromt)terms have to be expanded into infinite

trigonometric series involving sine and cosine terms of harmonics of rom.When the

relevant series are substituted in Eq.(11.4) , it can be shown that an FM wave comprises

of an infinite number of side frequencies on both sides of the carrier frequency. The
frequencies of these components are fc +fm,fc+2fm,fc+3fm•etc. The amplitudes of these

components depend on the modulation index. The amplitudes are negligible when the

separatiOn between the carrier frequency and the side-band frequencies becomes

sufficiently large. Therefore. in practice only a limited number of side frequency pairs are

present. Also, as in AM the information is carried by side.frequency components. Hence
the bandwidth needed for transmission or reception in case of FM is 2nfmwhere n is the

number of pairs of side frequencies. The totaJpower in an FM wave remains constant

and does not depend on the depth of modulation.
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Thus, analysis of FM wave shows that unlike the AM wave, which has two side'

frequencies for each modulating frequency, it has an infinite number of side frequencies.
However, it can be shown that even though the modulating frequency changes froni 0.1

to 10kHz, or by a factor 100:1, the bandwidth occupied by the spectrum alters very little,
from 140kHz to 170kHz

GENERATION OF F.M. WAVES

The methods used for FM generation can be grouped into two types. They are
(i) Direct method (ii) Indirect method

Direct method: In this method, the carrier frequency is directly modulated or varies in

accordance with the input modulating signal such as (a) reactance modulator and (b)
varactor diode.

Indirect method: The modulating signal is first integrated and then allowed to phase

modulate a carrier. It is called indirect method because phase modulator is used for
frequency modulation.

REACTANCE MODULATOR

In frequency modulation, the frequency deviation must be made proportional to

the amplitude of the modulating signal. In the earlier methods, it was done by varying
capacitance or inductance in the oscillator tuned circuits. A more modern technique is to

insert a reactance circuit across the tuned oscillator circuit. In general series RC and RL

circuits are used as reactance circuits. Phase technique can be used for the
determination whether the particular circuit acts as capacitive or inductive. Fig.11.2

shows a typical reactance modulator.

Here RF oscillator is connected to produce carrier waves. The capacitance C is

chosen so that its reactance at the oscillator frequency is much greater than R2 in.

parallel with 'R,'. Thus the current flowing through 'C' leads the voltage applied between

C and ground by 90°. The base current therefore leads the carrier voltage by 90°. The

. collector current is in phase with the base current and therefore in phase with the current

which passes through 'C'. The total current is leading the carrier voltage by 90°. Thus
the entire circuit appears as a capacitor.. \

The effective or equivalent capacitence of the reactance modulator is given by

Ceq = h fe R 2C (11.5)
hie + R2

The audio signal varies the "perating point, which varies hreof the transistor, and thus

the equivalent capacitance of the transistor reactor modulator according to the Eq.(1.1.5).
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The effective capacitance C eq is controlled by hie. Then the oscillator frequency across

the tuned circuit

Carrier
input

Modulating
input

Modulated
Output

Fig 11.2Transistor reaetance FMModulator

f= 1
21rJL(C +Ceq)

where L = Inductance and C = capacitance

COMPARISON OF AM AND FM

TABLE 11.1

------- (11.6)

AMPLITUDE MODULATION

The amplitude of AM signal varies
depending on modulation index

Bandwidth requirement is small
compared to FM.
Transmitters are simple and less
costly.

Area of reception is large.

It is very noisy when compared to
FM.

Most of the power contained in the
AM carrier is not useful.

FREQUENCY MODULATION

The amplitude of FM signal is
constant and independent of
depth of modulation
Bandwidth of FM is nearly 15
times that of AM
Transmitters are complex and
expensive.

Area of reception is small since it
is limited to line of sight.

Noise can be easily minimized.
Amplitude variations do not carry
information and hence noise can
be easily eliminated by using a
limiter.
Full transmitted power is useful.
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F.M. DETECTION
We know that an F.M. signal contains information in the form of frequency variation of

the carrier signal. A simple method of converting frequency variations to voltage

variations depends on the principle that reactance of the inductor or capacitor varies with
the frequency. Thus the amplitude of current in the inductor or capacitor varies with the
frequency of FM signal. As the frequency variations of FM signal depe}ld on the

amplitude of the AF signal, the current variations in the inductor or capacitor correspond

to the AF signal. These amplitude variations in current, when made to flow through a
resistor they will produce corresponding voltage variations across the resistor. There are

various types of circuits used for FM demodulations. They are Phase discriminator or
frequency discriminator, Ratio detector and Quadrature Detector

A circuit that gives an output voltage whose amplitude is proportional to the
frequency of the input Signal can be used to decode or detect FM Signals. Such circuits
are called Frequency Discriminators.

Now, let us discuss in detail about the functioning of Foster-Seeley discriminator.
FOSTER - SEELEY DISCRIMINATOR

The phase shift between Primary and Secondary voltages of a tuned transformer is a

function of frequency and the Foster-Seeley discriminator utilizes this frequency phase

dependence for the recovery of the modulating Signal. The following Fig~113 shows the
basic arrangement for the Foster-Seeley discriminator.

III

+

Yo

Fig 11.3(a) Basic Foster - Seeley Discriminator.

The primary voltage is tightly coupled through capacitor 'C3' and the RFC to the center

cap on the secondary. The coupling is tight enough that practically all the primary
voltage appears between the centre top and ground.
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-
Fig 11.3(b) Voltage generator equivalent circuit

11.6 alectromagnetic spectrum
Elementa of Electromagnetic theory

(I) Electromagnetic waves (EM -Waves) are generated by charged particles, e.g.

electrons, in constant motion. The wave can propagate through free space, i.e.,

it does not need any medium for its propagation.

• (b) A charged particle has one electric field (E - field).
(0) A change in the E - field generate a magnetic field (H - field)

."

A change in the H - field causes a further change in E - field.
(d) The E - and H - fields are perpendicular to each other and to the propagation

direction.

~~---s--: ','
I I I
\ I ,,.... ~ ......._--_.... - (9 ,"

- ..----.. ",
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I
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-------. H - field F1Ill.4(a)
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y

Fig 1l.4(b)

Referring to Fig.t 1.4(b) the wavelen~ Ao is defined as the distance between two

successive points in the propagation direction having the same phase. The EM-wave

can also propagate in transmission lines, for instance in a co-axial cable or a wave-guide

and is then associated with voltages and currents in the conductors. With suitable
antenna arrangement, the wave will radiate into free space.

60

~~ m
-n quencv

Hz ~..

10 -13 -
Cosmic radiation

I- 1021
pm 10 -12 - Y - radiation I- 1020

10 -II 1019
JO -10 -

X -rays I- 1018
nm 10-9 - I- 1017

10 -8 - UV - radiation I- 1016
10 -, 1015

10 -6 VIsible li2bt 1014Jlm
10 -5 - Infrared light I- 1013
10-4 - Far infrared light I- 1012
10 -3 1011mm mm -wavescm 10 -2 1010

dm 10-1 - Microwaves TV UHF I- 109 GHz
m 1 J08

10 - TV VHF I- JO'
102 .;_

HF -106 MHz
km 103-

Radio-waves MF - 105
LF -104104 - VLF

105 - 1-103 kHz

OOkm 106 AC 102 50 H10' - 1-10

Wavelength A. F

z

Table 11.2 Electromagnetic spectrum
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Table 11.2 gives an idea about electromagnetic waves. Starting from very low

frequency waves to y-rays different types of waves come under this category. The waves

below 100kHz frequency behave more like electrical waves and need a conductor as a

carrier. Above this frequency, and up to 300MHz, transmission lines with special,
properties are required. Up to this frequency we deal with voltages and currents to
describe the signal motion. Above this frequency onwards, the signal behaves more like

a wave and electric and magnetic fields are used to describe its propagation. The

wavelength of these waves will be in centimeter region and are usually called
microwaves. These require special transmission lines called wave guides. Above

300GHz the guided wave communication is not used and transmission through free
space takes place. Recent trend in' communication is to use visible light for

communication and fibre optical guides are being used.

11.7 SUMMARY
1. In frequency modulation the frequency of the carrier wave is modulated as a function

of the instantaneous value of the modulating signal. Un like amplitude modulation there

will be infinite number of sideband in the spectrum of F.M "~ave.However, the bandwidth

converges to 150kHz.
2. Several direct and indirect methods are available to produce FM waves.

3. F.Mwaves are detected by using Foster-Seeley disoriminator circuit.

11.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Modulation: Process of combining low frequency signal with a high frequency radio

wave (carrier wave).
Balanced modulator: A modulation circuit which cancels but the product term does not

cancel.
Phase modulation: Just as amplitude and frequency are changed as a function of

instantaneous value of modulating signal, phase can also be changed like that. The

.resulting modulation is called Phase modulation. At a given modulating frequency, the

F'M and PM waves look alike. The difference can be noticed only with change in

modulating frequency. In a practical FM generator, both the types of modulations take
place simultaneously and these two modulations put, together are called Angle

Modulation.
11.9 SELF - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Long answer questions
1. Derive an expression for a Frequency modulated wave.
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2. Discuss the principles involved in the production and detection of FMwave.
3. How can we detect an FM wave using Foster- Seeley discriminator? Explain with

neat diagrams.

Short answer questions
1. Distinguish between Amplitude and frequency modulation.

2. Explain the working of reactance modulator
3. What are the advantages of frequency modulation?

4. Compare Frequency modulation and amplitude modulation

11.10 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS

TEXTBOOKS

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Electronic Communications by Kennedy
3. Basic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc
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1.A text lab manual in Electronics by ZBAR (Tata Mc graw Hill)

2. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder
3. Modem Electronics Communications by Gray and Miller

4. Op. Amp and linear integrated Circuits by Ramakant Gayakwad

6. Electronic communications by Dennis Roddy and John Colllen (PHI).
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RADIO BROADCASTING, RECEPTION AND MICROWAVES

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON
To identify the areas where Radio waves and Microwaves are applied, to

understand the prinCiples involved in radio broadcasting and reception , to

understand the working of Super heterodyne receiver, to understand the

properties of microwaves and to learn some applications.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

12.1 Introduction

12.2Radio wave propagation

12.3Radio broadcasting Reception of broadcasted information

12.4Super-heterodyne receiver

12.5Microwaves

12.5 Applications of Microwaves

'12.7 Summary

12.8Key word terminology

12.9Self assessment questions

12.10Text and Reference Books

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Radio communications use electromagnetic waves propagated through the

earth's atmosphere or space to carry information over long distances without the use

of wires. Radio waves with frequencies ranging from about 100 Hz to above 300GHz

have been used for communications purposes. More recently, radiation in and near

the visible range have also been used. Although the electric and magnetic fields

exist simultaneously, in practice antennas are designed to work through one or other

of these fields. To describe radio wave propagation, sinusoidal or co-sinusoidal

variations will be assumed unless stated otherwrse. In this lesson, we learn simple

aspects of Radio wave and Microwave communications.
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Table 12.1Radio spectrum

Frequency Wave Typical
Frequency band lengthrange ranae

applications

Very Low Frequency 10 -30 kHz 30 -IOkm Long - range direct

(VLF) I communication

30 - 300 kHz 10 - I km Marine, navigational
Low Frequency(LF) aids

Medium Frequency(MF 300kHz- 3MHz I km-IOOm Broadcasting, marine

High Frequency(HF) 3 - 30 MHz 100m -10m All types of

Very High Frequency
communication

30-300 MHz 10-lm
(VHF) TV, FM, radar, short-

Ultra - High Frequency 300MHz-3GHz 1m - IOcm wave, air navigation

(UHF)

Super - High Frequency Radar, microwave
3 - 300Hz 10 - lcm relays, short distance

(SHF) communications Radar,
radio relay, navigation
satellite communication

Extremely Experimental

High Frequency (EHF 30-300GHz Icm-Imm

12.2RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

Above 100 kHz, the I,lIdio waves prefer to travel without wires. In this process,

they get $C8ttered by buUAings, hills and other obstacles. At higher frequencies, they

travel more Uke~.Ugt1trays.Jt means unless the receiving antenna must be in the line

of sight of the transmitte9 ray. The earth's curvature affects the radio signal

reception. For short wave communi9Stion, ionosphere is used as a reflector for radioc.:

waves. There are several ionic laY~11in the icmosphereand each has its cut-off...
frequency. The conditions in the ionosphere changes with day and night. It is called
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Diurnal variation. Seasonal, cosmic ray incidence and sun spot activity also affect

the propagation of radio waves through ionosphere. With the introduction of

communication satellites, the present day TV, cellular and internet communication is

taking place through satellite communication channels. Table 12.1 gives the use of

various bands of radiofrequencies.

12.2.1 Propagation In electromagnetic waves In free space:-

Mode of propagation:- Consider fitst an average power PT assumed to be radiated

equally in all directions. This will spread out spherically as it JI10vesaway from the

source. At distance 'd', the power density in the wave (power per unit area of wave

front) will be

P
PdI= _T-2 watt I metre2

4n d
---- (12.1)

This is so because 4nd2 is the surface area of the sphere of radius 'd', centered on

the source.

POI= IsotropiCPower density .
It is known that all practical antennas have directional characteristics. The

directivity gain is the ratio of actual power density along the main axis of radiation of

the antenna to that which would be produced by an isotropic antenna at the same

distance fed with the same input power.

Let GT = Maximum directivity gain of the transmitting antenna

Then, the power density along the direction of maximum radiation will be,

--- (12.2)

A receiving antenna can be positioned in such way that it collects, maximum

power from the wave. When so positioned,

Let PR = Power delivered by antenna to the load (receiver) under matched

conditions.

Then P = P Ii __= PT G T • Ii _
R 0 net! 4n d2 net!

where A." = Affective area of the antenna

It can be shown that for any antenna;

A A,2
_!!L =_
G R 4n

Here ').' is the wavelength of the wave being radiated.

Let G,. • Max. Directivity gain of the receiving antenna.

---- (12.2.3)

--- (12.4)

13-
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Then ~: = GT• GR • (4~ r ---------(12.5)

This is the fundamental equation for free space transmission. Usually, it is

expressed in terms of frequency 'f in MHz, and distance 'd' in kilometers.

We know that At = c --------- (12.6)

Substituting Eq.(12.6) in Eq.(12.5), we get,

------- (12.7)

By expressing power ratios in decibels, Eq.(12.7) becomes

( ~) = (GT)dB . (GR)dB - (32.5 + 20 log 10d + 20 log 10f) --------- (12.8)
PT dH

The third in parenthesis on RHS of Eq.(12.8) is the loss in dB, resulting from the

spreading of the wave as its propagates outward from the source. It is the known as

the transmission path Loss L.

Thus l = (32.5 + 20 log 10d+ 20 log 10f) dB ----- (12.9)

Where'd' is in Km and 'f is in MHz

Then Eq.(12.8) becomes

------ (12.10)

12.2.2 Factors involved in the propagating radio waves:-

There are a number of mechanisms by which radio waves may travel from a

transmitting to a receiving antenna. The more important of these are designed by the

terms.

(i) ground waves, (ii) Sky waves, and (iii) Space wave or tropospheric waves.

The ground wave (also sometimes called Surface wave) can exist when the

transmitting and receiving antennas are close to the surface of the earth when
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vertically polarized. This wave, supported at its lower edge by the presence of

ground is of practical importance at broadcasting and lower frequencies.

The sky wave represents energy that reaches the receiving antenna as a result of a

bending of the wave path introduced by ionization in the upper atmosphere. This

ionized region is called the ionosphere. This begins about 80 Kms above the earth's

surface and is useful for very long distance radio communication.

The space wave represents energy that travels from the transmitting to receiving

antenna in the earth's Troposphere, Troposphere is the portion of the earth's

abnosphere in the first ten miles adjacent to the earth's surface. A space ~ve

consists of two components.

1. A ray that travels directly from transmitter to receiver and

2. A ray that reaches the receiver as a'result of reflection from the surface of the

earth.
Space wave energy may reach the receiver (i) as a result of reflection or refraction

due to the variations in the electrical characteristics of the troposphere .and (ii) by

difraction around the curvature of the earth, hills etc.

Radio transmission at frequencies above about 30MHz is normally the range of

space wave propagation.

Ex:- (a) Television, (b) F.M. (c) Radar use the frequencies in the rays g space wave

propagation.

12.2.3 THE GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION
In ground wave propagation, the electromagnetic waves travel along the curved

surface of the earth from transmitter to receiver. In fact, they depend on the earth for

a portion of their transmitting medium.

Gro nd - reflected

Direct wave --+ wave

Earth's

Fig12.4Direct and ground - reflected waves.

These waves are influenced by the electricat Characteristics of the ground, over

which they travel. They are strongly absorbed by dry land. As the moisture and sea

_- ------
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water have greater conductivity, the ground waves are much less absorbed. The

Table 12.1 shows the radio frequency spectrum.

The attenuation of ground wav=s depends on their direction of polarization also.

These waves are always vertically polarized because the horizontal component of

electric field is short circuited by the earth. But, the vertical component travels along

the surface of the earth because of the electrical discontinuity between ground and

atmosphere. As the wave travel along the. ground, it'induces charges in the ground.

These charges travel along with the Wave and have induced currents. As the earth

has definite resistance the flow of induced current results in power loss, this causes

absorption of energy from E.M. waves.

Ground waves get attenuated in another way also. As the wave travels over

the ground, the wave front tilts, more and more towards the surface due to diffraction

effects. This increases the horizontal component of electric field at the cost of

vertical component. This causes greater attenuation.

The absorption of ground waves increases with frequency. Therefore, ground

wave propagation is useful only at low frequencies.

Ground waves are useful in communication for the frequencies below 500KHz

and over distances up to 1500 Kms. Amplitude modulated radio broadcasts in the
•

medium frequency band are transmitted mainly via the ground wave. But at higher

frequencies the ground waves are absorbed. So, these cannot be used beyond few

Kilometers around the transmitter. Ground wave transmission makes the reception

extremely reliable and not subject to the seasons atmospheric conditions.

12.2.4 SPACE OR TROPOSPHERIC WAVES

The space or tropospheric wave is that which travels from transmitting antenna to

receiving antenna through the earth's troposphere. That is through the portion of the

earth's atmosphere with in the first 15 Kms over the surface of the earth. The space

wave is usually made up of two components. They are

Transmitting
antenna--.

Line - of - sight or
interference zone

Diffraction or
shadow zone

Fig 12.5Interference and shadow zones.
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a) The direct or line-of-.sightwave from the transmitting to receiving antenna.

b) The ground reflected wave traveling from the transmitting to the receiving

antenna after reflection from the ground. These two components are shown

in the Fig.12.S

c) The phase of the ground reflected wave changes by 1800 after reflection from

the ground. The strength of the signal received' at the receiving end depends on

the phase relationship between the direct and reflected waves.

If the path length of the direct and reflected waves differ by nA, where 'n' is an

integer and 'A' the wavelength, then the total path difference between the two

: waves becomes (n + .!_ )1... Here, the additional path difference A. is because of
2 2

reflection. Therefore, the two waves reaching the.receiving antenna will have

opposite phases and will cancel each other. If the path lengths of the direct and

reflected components differ by, half-integral multiple of A the total path difference

will become an integral multiple of 'A'. Then the two waves arrive in phase and

reinforce each other. Thus by varying the height of the receiving antenna, the

path difference between the two waves can be changed, The signal strength

can be increased or decreased. This phenomenon is referred to as selective

fading.
The space wave does not undergo continuous aosorpnon by the surface of

the earth. It can therefore cover large distances than the ground wave. The

region beyond the line of sight is called Diffraction zone or Shadow zone. The

signal in the shadow zone is also increased due to a phenomenon known as

duct propagation.
The region outside the shadow zone where the line of sight propagation is

possible is called the interference zone. In this region the two waves interfere

to give the resultant field.

12.2.5 RADIO HORIZON
The maximum distance over which the space wave can be transmitted is

called the effective horizon or radio horizdrt:'* It is greater than the optical

horizon. Optical horizon is the straight-line distance between the two points.

The radio horizon of an antenna depends on its hEf!9htabove the ground. It is~ .• '

given by, an empirical relation.

dt = 4.Jh, where

cit = Radio horizon of the transmitting antenna of height hI.

Similarly, dr = 4 .Jh,. where
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dr = Radio horizon of the receiving antenna of height 'h, '

Therefore the maximum limiting distance between the two antennas = d = d,+ d,

= 4 (fh, + .Jh:).
12.2.6 SKY WAVES

A sky wave is that which arrives at a receiving antenna after reflection from
the ionized layers of the earth's upper atmosphere known as ionosphere.

The short wave communication around the world takes place by the sky

waves, via successive reflections at the earth's surface and the ionosphere. The

transmission by this mode of propag~tion depends on the properties of

ionosphere. It is subject to fading with seasons, day and night and atmospheric

conditions. It is the primary means of propagation over a wide range of

frequencies extending up to about 30MHz.

Transmitting

antenna

Sky wave

Fig.12.6 Around the world communication by means of sky waves.

TERMS RELATED TO SKY WAVE COMMUNICATION

I) SKIP DISTANCE

Let a radio wave with a frequency higher than the critical frequency of layer

be incident on it at various angles. The situation is illustrate(j in the Fig.12.7

It is found from the figure that as the angle of incidence decreases, the
distance between transmitting and receiving points on the earth's surface

diminishes and. then mcreases, Compared to the other rays, ray 2 moves
• ( c-

through a longer horizontal distance in the layer. For the ray to be received on

the earth's surface, there is ~ minimum distance between the transmitting and

receiving points for a given frequency. This minimum distance is known as skip
distance.
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Skip distance

Fig.12.7Ray trajectories in the ionosphere for
different angels of incidence

In the above figure, ray 3 is received at skip distance. Skip distance for a given

frequency increases with increasing height of the layer. The skip distance is

minimum at noon and increases at other times.

II) MAXIMUMUSABLEFREQUENCY
The frequency of radio wave for which a given distance on the earth's surface

is equal to the skip distance is called as Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF).

The MUF has diurnal variation. It is maximum at noon and falls on either side of

the noon hour. For sky wave communication between two points the optimum

frequency of the wave istaken to be about 85% of the MUF.

III) SIt-4GLEANDMULTIHOPTRANSMISSIONS
If a radio wave launched by a transmitter arrives at the receiver after its

reflection from the ionosphere the transmission is referred to as a single hop

transmission and the path of the wave is called single hOD path.
Transmission using multiple reflections at the ionosphere is referred to as

multi-hop transmission.

IV) FADING
The fluctuation of the received signal existing over short period of the order of

a minute or less is called as fadlna. Fading is an undesirable phenomenon in

,any communication system. It is one of the problems of radio wave

communication using ionosphere reflection.

12.3PRINCIPLESOF RADIOBROADCASTINGAND RECEPTION:
Radio communication Is a very popular way of communicating information.

The radio waves are electromagnetic and Ire produced due to the escape of

electrical energy into free space. They have a frequency range of few Hertz to 10'
Hertz. They travel with the velocity of light and consist of electric and magnetic fields

)--
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at right angles to each other. In a simple form of basic elements of radio
communicationare shownin Fig.12.8a.

ANTENNA ANTENNA

TRANSMITTER E.MWAVES
MICROPHONE

SPEAKER
Fig.12.8a Wireleu Communication system.,.

Speech or music, usually called audio Information that is mechanical in
nature and a microphoneconverts into electrical form. These electrical signals are
weak. So these are subjectedto amplificationand modulationprocess before being.
transmitted. The high power modulated carrier generated by the transmitter is
radiatedinto space by meansof a transmittingantenna.The transmittedradiowaves
travel through free space and reach a receiving antenna. A receiving antenna
receivesthesesignalsand feeds themto a chainof amplifiersas the receivedsignals
will be very veryweak. After sufficientamplification,the modulatedwave is detected
to extractaudio informationfrom it. The detectedaudio signal is again fed to a series
of voltageand poweramplifiersbeforegiving it to a speaker.Speaker is a transducer
that convertselectricalenergy into soundenergytherebyreproducingthe transmitted
information. By tuning the receiving system to the frequency of the transmitting
system we can hear the transmitted audio. With minor modifications, the same
processis used for receivingvideosignalsalso.

ANTENNA

Crystal controlled R.F. power
I-+- R.F.bufTer r.- Frequency r+- ~mplifierMaster oscillator Amplifier multiplier .

•
microphone

~
Audio

~ modulator I--amplifier

Fig.12.8b Radio frequency transmitter
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Transmitter: The block diagram of an AM transmitter is shown in Fig 12.8b. The
individual blocks are described as follows:

1) Crystal controlled master oscillator: It operates the transmitter at the desired

frequency. Since the power output of this oscillator is small it subjected to
amplification.

2) R.F. Buffer amplifier: It isolates the master oscillator from the succeeding

stages so that loading effect does not take plaCe.

3) Frequency multiplier. It is used to multiply the crystal oscillator frequency to

the required value.

The other items are already known to us and so are not discussed here.
Receiver:

ANTENNA

Selection circuit
R.F.bufTer
Amplifier

Detector
Audio power
Amplifier

SPEAKER

Fig 12.ScReceiver

The individual blocks are described below:

1) Selection circuit:

It is a series resonant circuit. By varying the capacitance of the circuit, desired

carrier is selected and the other carriers that may be coming from the antenna

ar~ rejected.

The other units were already discussed by us and so are not discussed here.

12.4 Super heterodyne receiver:

The shortcomings of a radio receiver were overcome by the invention of super

heterodyne receiver.

Principle of super - heterodyning: In this type of 1'811!11!1 receiver the selected radio

frequency is converted to a fixed lower value called intermediate frequency (IF). This

is achieved by a special electroniC circuit called mixer circuit. .There is a local

oscillator in the radio receiver itself. This oscillator produces high frequency waves.

The selected radio frequency is mixed with the high frequency wave by the mixer

circuit. In this process, beats are' produced and the mixer produces a frequency

equal to the difference between local oscillator and radio wave frequency. The circuit

is so designed that oscillator always produces a frequency 455KHz above the
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selected & R.F. Therefore the mixer always produces an IF of 455KHz regardless of

the station to which the receiver is tuned. The production of mixed IF is the salient

feature of a super heterodyne circuit. At this fixed IF, the amplifier circuit operates

with a maximum stability, selectivity and sensitivity. As the conversion of incoming

RF to IF is achieved by heterodyning or beating the local oscillator against R.F.,
therefore this circuit is called super heterodyne circuit.

Stages of super heterodyne receiver

The following Fig.12.9 shows the block diagram of a super hetero dyne receiver.

It consists of 5 stages. There are 1) RF amplifier stage 2) Mixer stage 3) IF amplfler

stage 4) Detector stage 5)AF amplifier stage

Receiving aerial

455kHz

A.F.
AMPLIFIE

I
I,, ,, ,

,,' " ;a5SCI LATOR, '
I '
I '

/~~ ~~~ ' C3 L3

Fig 12.9

RF amplifier stage: This stage uses a tuned parallel circuit L1 C1 with a variable

capacitor 'C1'. The radio waves from various broadcasting stations are intercepted

by.the receiving aerial and are coupled to this stage. This stage selects the desired

radio wave and raises the strength of the wave to the desired level.

Mixer stage: The amplified output of RF amplifier is fed to the mixer stage.

Hence it is combined with the output of local oscillator. The two frequencies beat

together and produce an intermediate frequency (IF).

IF = Oscillator frequency - Radio frequency.

= 455 KHz (always)

IF amplifier stage: The output of mixer is always 455 KHz and is fed to fixed tuned, ,

IF amp1ifiers. "These amplifiers are tuned to one frequency and give nice
amplification.

Detector stage: The output from the last IF amplifier stage is coupled to the input of
the detector stage. Here, the audio sfgnal is extracted from the Input.

AM amplifier stage: The audio signal output of the detector stage Is fed to
multistage audio amplifier. Here, the signal is amplified until it is suffiCiently strong to
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drive the speaker. The speaker converts the audio signal into sound waves
corresponding to the original sound of the broadcasting station.
Advantages of super heterodyne circuit

The super heterodyne principle has the following advantages.
High RF Amplification, Improved selectivity and low cost.
12.6 MICROWAVES

Microwaves are a part of the electromagnetic spectrum, i.e., radio waves, in the

frequency band between 300MHz and 30 GHz
Referring to Table 12.1, the frequency of microwaves is placed in between radio

frequencies and light wave frequencies. From .this,we can conclude that terms and
theories from both these fields are used to describe microwaves. Further, the
wavelength is in the same magnitude as the physical dimensions of the components.
This compares with altemating currents, where a wavelength is 6000Km

Properties of microwaves:
1, Microwaves exhibit all the properties of optical waves like reflection, refraction,

diffraction, and polarization.
2. Since microwaves have very small wave length, these waves are not reflected by

the ionosphere. There are some bands of frequen(;les. Microwaves whose
frequencies fall in this region propagate into space with out attenuation. These
bands are called microwave windows., .

3. Microwaves are absorbed by some molecules by resonance phenomena.
4. Microwaves produce thermal effects like any other form of energy.
12.6 APPLICATIONS OF MICROWAVES

There are a number of areas where microwave techniques are used for practical

applications. Some of them are
i) In aviations surveillance and navigation, microwave radars system~ are

being used. In meteorology, radars are used in weather forecasting.
Shipyards and airports use radar for navigation and to pilot traffIC.

R) Telecommunications use microwaves to convey telephone and TV signals
between continents via satellites and modem communications systems use

microwave links.
iii) Microwave radiation is used for heating materials in industrial appljcations

and in food processing.
iv) .Radio astronomy reveals existence of g!stant galaxies with microwaves and

space-vehicles land and dock using m~ve navigational aids.
v) Microwaves are used in measuring moisture contents in food, paper etc.
vi) Automatic door openers and bugler alarms often use microwaves.
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vii) Microwaves are also used for speed control, short distance measurement,

short distance directed communications e.g, in dirty and smoky areas.

viii) Microwaves have also scientific and medical applications.

12.7 SUMMARY

There are three modes of propagation for the radio waves.

1) Ground wave or surface waVe, 2) Tropospheric wave or space wave, 3) sky

wave. The choice of mode of propagation depends on the frequency of radio

waves. Ground wave travels along the surface of the earth. So it can follow

the earth curvature. It is vertically polarized. The attenuation of ground wave

increases with frequency.

2) Space wave propagates through the earth's troposphere and consists of two

components. 1) Direct or line of sight wave and the ground reflected wave.

The strength of a signal at a point depends on the interference of the two

components.

A sky wave is that which arrives at a receiving antenna after reflection from

the ionosphere. It is used for short wave communication.

12.8 KEY TERMINOLOGY

Microwave region: That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum lying between

the far infrared and conventional RF portion. Commonly regarded as extending

from 1,000 megacycles to 300,000 megacycles.

Cut-off frequency: The lowest frequency at which loss-less waveguide will

propagate energy in some particular mode without attenuation.

Attenuation: Decrease in magnitude of current, voltage, or power of a signal in

transmission between points.
"Attenuation constant: For a traveling plane wave of a given frequency, the rate

of exponential decrease of the amplitude of a field component in the direction of

propagation. Expressed in Neperes or db per unit length.

1) Vidicon 2) Orthicon 3) interlaced scannin,.*4) raster 5) Troposphere 6)

Ionosphere 7) Sky wave 8) Ground wave 9) Skip distance 10) Radio horizon

12.9 SELF ASS,ESSMENT QUESTIONS

Long answer questions

1. Give the block diagram of a super heterodyne receiver and explain the

function of each block.

2. . Explain the principle of super heterodyne reception.

3. Explain the principle of radio transmission and reception.
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4. Draw the block diagram of a super heterodyne receiver and explain the

function of each block.

5. Name the various regions in the electromagnetic spectrum and mention the

use of various frequency regions.

6. Describe the AM detector sectio.., a super heterodyne receiver.

Short answer questions

1. Explain the principle of super heterodyne reception.

2. Mention the properties of microwaves

3. Mention the applications of microwaves.

4. Draw the block diagram of radio transmitter.

5. Discuss the effect of earth curvature on space wave propagation.

6. What is meant by fading
7. Describe Automatic volume control in a super heterodyne receiver .

. 12.10 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS

1. Microwave Engineering - Rajeswari Chatte~ee
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2. Microwave Principles - Herbert. J. Reich
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3. Microwave Propagation and Techniques - D.C. Sarkar - S. Chand &

Company Ltd.
4. Foundation for Microwave Engineering - Collin, R.E., Mc Graw - Hill, New

York.
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UNIT IV LESSON 13

NUMBER SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON: To learn about various binary related number
systems.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

13.1 Introduction

13.2 Decimal number system

13.3 Binary number system

13.3.1 Converting binary to decimal and vice versa

13.3.2 Binary addition and subtraction (1s and 2s compliment

methods)

13.4 Hexadecimal number system

13.4.1 Converting binary to hexadecimal and vice versa, converting

hexadecimal to decimal

13.5 Octal number system

13.5.1 C .erslon of octal number to decimal number

13.5.2 Conversion of a decimal number to octal

13.6 Binary coded decimal (8421)

13.7 Binary codes

13.7.1 ASCII code

13.7.2 Gray code

13.8 Taking care in number representation

13.13 Summary:

13.10 Key word terminology

13.11 Self assessment questions.

13.12. Text and reference books

13.1 INTRODUCTION

A computer understands information composed of only zeros and ones.

Therefore, instructions and data are processed by the computer in the from of zeros

and ones. We are familiar with decimal number system in which digits are

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7.8, and 9. The decimal number system is convenient for the

programmer. The computer uses binary ditJits for its operation. In the binary system

there are only two digits 0 and 1. The programmer feeds instructions and data in

alphabets and decimal digits. But, for the operation of the computer these are

converted to binary bits. This lesson deals with the conversion of binary numbers to
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decimal numbers and vice versa. It also deals with hexadecimal and octal systems.
Computer circuitry is usually designed to process hexadecimal and octal numbers.
13.2 DECIMAL NUMBER SYSTEM

We use decimal number system in everyday work. There are ten digits 0 to 9. The
base of the decimal number system is 10. The following example will explain the .
base and value of the digit of a decimal number.

Example:
6784 = 6000+700+80+4

= 6 x 103 + 7 X 102+ 8 x101+ 4 x 100
The value of each digit depends on its position in the number as described below:
The value of the 1st digit of the number from the right side

=181 digit +100

The value of the 2nddigit of the number from the right side
=.2nddigit + 101

The value of the 3rd digit of the number from the right side
=3rd digit

The value of the 4thdigit of the number from the right side
=4thdigit +100

The value of the nthdigit of the number from the right side
= nthdigit + 10n-l=nthdigit x (base)?".

13.3 BINARY NUMBER SYSTEM
It the binary number systems there are only two digits 0 and 1. The binary digits

are called bits. The base of the binary number system is 2. In the decimal system,
there is no difficulty in representing numbers up to 9. For ten there is no symbol or
digit and hence 10 is written. Again, after 99 we have to write 100. Similarly, in binary
system zero is represented by 0 and one by 1. After this, there is no digit for two.
Therefore, two is written as 10 and three as 11. For four, we have to write 100. In this
way, we proceed further. Thus we see that a binary number becomes very long and
cumbersome. The following example will illustrate the base and weight of each digit

in binary number.
Example:

1110 = 1 X 23 + 1 X 22+ 1 X 21+ 0 x 20
= 8 + 4 + 2 + 0 = 14(decimal number)

The weight of each bit of a number depends on -its position as described belaw :
The value of the 111 bit of the number from the tight side

=111bit x 2°
The value of the 2ndbit of the number from the right side
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= 2ndbit x 2'
The value of the 3rdbit of the number from the right side

=3rdbit x 22
The value of the 4thbit of the number from the right side

=4thb'rt x103
The value of the nthbit of the number from the right side

= nthbit x 2n-,= ~~hdigit x (base)?",

Thus we see that rules for decimal and binary numbers are exactly same. The value
of a digit in number depends on the base and its relative position in the number.
Table shows the binary representation of decimal numbers

Decimal Binary Decimal Binary
number number number number

0 0 9 1001
1 1 10 1010
2 10 11 1011
3 11 12 1100
4 100 13 1101
5 101 14 1110
6 110 15 1111
7 111 16 10000
8 1000

13.3.1 CONVERSION OF BINARY NUMBER TO DECIMAL NUMBER
For the evaluation of a binary number we must know the relative position of each

bit. For this purpose we count the poslnen of binary bits from the right side as shown
below:
Binary number = 1 1 1 0 1
Bit position = 5 4 3 2 1
The value of the nth= nthbit x 2n-,

. The values of all bits are added to give the value qf the binary number.
111()1(binary number) = 1 X24+ 1 X 23 + 1 X 22+ 0 X2'+ 1 x 2°

= 16 + 8 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 213(decimal number)
In the decimal number svstem the 11tplace from the right side is for 1, 2nd for 10s,

3rdfor 1005, 41t1for 10005, and so on. Similarly, in the binary number system the 11t
place is for 1, 2nd for 2, 3rc!for 4, 4111 for 8, 5th for 16 and so on. Binary numbers are
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long, cumbersome and difficult to understand for us, but for computers they are

simple. 0 and 1 are represented in terms of OFF (0) and ON (1) or pulse and no

pulse (0) or LOW (0) and HIGH (1).

CONVERSION OF DECIMAL NUMBER TO BINARY NUMBER

We have seen that a binary number weight of bits from the right side are

1,2,4,8,16 and so on. This concept can be utilized for the conversion of a decimal

number to binary number. A procedure is to be developed to examine which

multiples of 2 are present in the decimal number. For example, 12 (decimal number)

has one 8 and one 4. It has no 2 and 1. In other words, it has zero 2 and zero 1. Its
binary equivalent is 1100. Based on this concept for decimal to binary conversion,

the decimal number is divided by 2 successively. At each stage, the quotient and

remainder are noted down. The quotient of one stage is divided by 2 at the next

stage. The procedure is repeated till the quotient becomes zero. If the remalnder of

the 1st stage is R1, remainder of the 2nd stage is R2, and so on, the binary number is

given by

Binary Number = RiRi-1Ri-2 R3,R2, R1

Where Ri = remainder of the ~h stage.
The following examples will illustrate the converston of decimal numbers to binary

numbers:

Example 1: Find the binary equivalent of the decimal number 39.

Quotient Remainder Remark

Divide 39 by 2 19 1(LSB) There is one 1

Divide 19 by 2 9 1 There is one 2

(It is equivalent to division by 4)

Divide 9 by 2 4 1 There is one 4

(It is equivalent to division by 8)

Divide 4 by 2 2 0 There is zero 8

(It is equivalent to division by 16)

Divide 2 by 2 1 0 There is zero 16

(It is equiva,lent to division by 16)

Divide 1 by 2 0 1(MSB) There is one 32
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(It is equivalent to division by 32)
The binary number is 100111.
The last remainder is MSB and 1It remainder LSB.
Check: The decimal equivalent of the above binary number is given by
100111 = 1 x25 + 0 X 24+ 0 X 23 + 1 X 22+ 1 X 21+ 1 x 2°

= 32 +0 + 0 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 39 (decimal)

Example 2: Convert the decimal number 25 to its binary equivalent.
The division and remainder can be written in a simpler form as shown below:

2 25 remainder

2 l(LSB)

2 0

2 0

2 1

0 l(MSB)

The Binary number = 11001.
Check : 11001=1 x 24+ 1 X 23 + 0 X 22+ 0 X 21+ 1 x 2°

= 16 + 8 + 0 + 0 + 1= 25 (decimal).
The equivalent binary number is 11001. If there is a mixed number, for instance 25.7,
first convert 25 into binary equivalent as above, and then proceed as follows to
convert 0.7 into its binary equivalent:

Product Fraction

U II

Carry
1
o

0.7 x 2 = 1.4 = 0.4
0.4 x 2 = 0.8 = 0.8
0.8 x 2 = 1.6 = 0.6
0.6 x 2 = 1.2 = 0.2
0.2 x 2 = 0.4 = 0.4
0.4 x 2 = 0.8 =0~8
0.8 x 2 = 1.6 =0.6
0.6 x 2 = 1.2 =0.2

and a carry of

" 1
1
o
o
1
1

U II

"
"
«

« U

The equivalent binary number is 11001. 10110011. If necessary this process can be

continued further where greater accuracy is desired.
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Example 3: Conversion of 1010.10h into decimal

Binary Number is 1 0 0

~ ~ ~ ~

1

~

Place values

Hence decimal equivalent of the given binary number is

1x23 + Ox22 ... 1x21 + 0x2° + 1x2-1 + Ox2-2 + 1x2-3

= 8 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 0.5 + 0 + 0 .125

= 10.62510.

13.3.2 BINARY ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION (18 and 2s COMPLIMENTS
METHODS):

Table.2 shows the rules for binary addition. When 1 is added to 1, the sum is 10

(binary) = 2(decimal).

Table.2 Binary Addition Table

.A B A+B

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 10

Example 1:
1 1 0 1 (13 decimal)

+0 0 0 1 (+1 decimal)

1 1 1 0 (14 decimal)

VVhen 1 is added to 1, there is a carry = 1. This carry is added to the sum of the

adjacent bits.

; Example 2:
o 0 1 1

+0 1 1 1

(3 decimal)

(+7 decimal)

1 0 1 0 (10 decimal)

BINARY SUBTRACTION
The following examples will illustrate binary subtraction:
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Table 2 Binary Subtraction Table
Minuend A Subtrahend B Difference D Borrow B

0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 1- 0 0

The following examples will illustrate ~ry subtraction:
Example 1:

Borrow!

1 1 0 1 (13 decimal)

(-3 decimal)-0 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 (10 decimal)
When 1 is subtracted from 0, there is a borrow from the adjacent bit.
Example 2:

1 1 0 1
-0 1 1 0

(13 decimal)

(-6 decimal)
o 1 1 1 (7 decimal)

Conversion of a decimal number to Hexa decimal

For converting a decimal number into its equivalent Hexa number, the
fOllowing steps are followed.

+ The integer part of the decimal number is progressively divided by 16 and the

remainders after each division are noted until the quotient becomes zero.
+ The remainders are written in the reverse order.

+ For the conversion of fractional part, the fraction is progressively multiplied by 16

and the carry is recorded until the fractional part of the multiplication becomes
zero .

.:. Now the carries are noted in the forward order.

Ex: Conversion of 685.1510 into Binary,

Integer part of given number is 685
16 685

16 42 ----0

16 2 ---- A
16 0 -----2

Hence the Hexa equivalent to
the integer part of the given
decimal number is 2AD18
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Fractional part of given number is 0.15.

Fraction Fraction X 16 Carry

0.15 2.40 2

0.40 6.40 6

0.40 6.40 6

NMUMBER SYSTEMS

1
Hence Hexa equivalent to the fraction part of given decimal number is

0.26616

:. Hexa equivalent of given decimal number is (2AD.266-)18.

1'S COMPLEMENT TO A BINARY NUMBER
1's complement to a binary number can be obtained by complementing all its

bits (i.e) replacing O's by 1's vice versa.

Ex: - 1's complement of 10101102 is --

Binary Number is I 0 I 0

~ ~ ~ ~

1

~

I ' s complement is 0 o o

1 0

~ ~

o
2'S COMPLEMENT TO A BINARY NUMBER

2's complement to a binary number can be obtained by adding 1 to the 1's

complement of the binary number.

Ex: 2's complement of 10101112 is--
Binary Number is I 0 1 0

~ ~ ~ ~

I

~

I' s complement is 0 o o

I I

~ ~

o 0

2's complement to the given binary = 1's complement + 1
= (0101000)2 + 1

= 010100h

2'S COMPLIMENT METHOD OF SUBTRACTION
The following steps are followed for subtraction for binary numbers using 2's

complement method .
•:. Compute 2's complement to the minued .

•:. Add this 2's complement to the minued .
•:. If carry exists, remove it and the remaining sum gives the result. In this case the

result is positive.
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.:. If there is no carry, again compute 2's complement to the sum in step2 and put a

negative sign. In this case result is negative.

Ex: Subtract 1011012 from 11100102.
1's complement of subtrahend --- 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

+1

2's complement of subtrahend
Minued -------.----

1010011
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 ( Add)

Sum -- - - - - - - - - 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
Ignoring the carry result is 1 0 0 0 1 0 12
:. (1 1 1 0 0 1 0)2 - ( 1 0 1 1 0 1 )2 = 1.00 0 1 0 12

Ex: Subtract 1 1 1 12from 1 0 0 O2.
1's complement of subtrahend ---- 0000

+1

2's complement of subtrahend -
Minued

o 001
1 00 0 ( Add)

1001Sum

Since carry doesn't exist,
1's complement of sum 0110

+1

2's complement of sum ----- o 11 1

.. (1 0 0 0)2 - (1 1 1 1)2 = - 1112.

13.4 HEXADECIMAL NUMBER SYSTEM
The hexadecimal number system is widely used' with computers and other digital

systems. The base of is 16. The digits from 0 to 9 are same as those of the decimal

number system 16. In the hexadecimal system 10 is represented by A, 11 ,by B, 12

by C, 13 by D, 14 by E, and 15 by F. The decimal number 16 is represented by 10 in

the hexadecimal system; 17 by 11 ; 18 by 12; 32 by 20; 33 by_21and so on.

A hexadecimal digit is represented by four binary bits. For example, 6 is

represented by 0110, B is represented by 1011 and F is represented by1111. If there

are two or more than 'two digits in' a hexadeCimal nurflber, each hexadecimal digit is .

represented by four binary bits. For example, 98 is represented by 1001 1000; 5C by

01011100; 3AFB by00111010 11111011.
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Decimal Hexa Decimal Binary
Number Number equivalent of

Hexa Decimal
Number

0 0 0000

1 1 0001

2 2 0010

3 3 0011

4 4 0100

5 5 0101

6 6 0110

7 7 0111

a a 1000

9 9 1001

10 A 1010

The hexadecimal system utilizes the full capacity of four binary bits. The BCD system

does not utilize the full capacity of four binary bits which represent a decimal digit. In

the hexadecimal system an a-bit word can represent up to 11111111 or 255

(decimal) whereas in BCD only up to 10011001 or 99 (decimal). Thus the hardware

cost in the hexadecimal system is reduced. The BCD system has the advantage of

simplicity in getting the output in the decimal system.

Example: Convert 110111100010 to Hexadecimal

Decimal Hexa Decimal Binary equivalent of Hexa Decimal
Number Number Number

10 A 1010

11 B 1011

12 C 1100

13 D 1101

14 E 1110

15 F 1111

16 10 0001 0000

17 11 0001 0001

20 14 0001 0100

21
,15 0001 0101

32 20 0010 0000

100 64 0110 0100
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We rewrite the number as 1101 1110 0010. We separated the number into three

four-bit groups keeping their positional value as it is. Now we replace each group its

hexadecimal equivalent following the conversion given in Table. The resulting

hexadecimal number is DE2H

13.4.1 Conversion of a hexadecimal number to decimal:

The decimal equivalent of a Hexa number can be obtained as a sum of

various Hexa digits multiplied by their respective place values.

EXAMPLE 1: - Conversion of 15BC.251s into decimal
Hexa Number is 1 5 B C 2

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Place values

Hence decimal equivalent of the given Hexa number is

1X163 +, 5X162 + BX161 + CX16° + 2X16·1 + 5X16·2 + 1X16·3

= 40136 + 1280 + 176 + 12 '+ 0.125 + 0.01135 + 0.00024

= ,5564.1447410•

EXAMPLE 2

Convert the hexadecimal number 5A9 to its decimal equivalent.

9 is the 1at digit from right; its weight is 9 x 16°

A is the 2nddigit from right; its weight is 13 x 161

5 is the 3rd digit from right; its weight is 5 x 162

5A9 (hex)= 5 x 162 + A x161 + 9 x 16°

=5x256+10x16+9

= 1280 + 160 +9 = 1449 (decimal).

EXAMPLE 3

Convert the hexadecimal number 5A9 to its binary equivalent.

We replace the individual hexadecimal number by its binary equivalent and place

them in their respective posluons.

Binary equivalent of 9 is 1001

Binary equivalent of A is 1010

Binary equivalent of 5 is 0101

The binary equivalent of 5A9 is 0101 10101001

= 1280 + 160 + 9 = 1449 (decimal).

EXAMPLE 4

Convert the hexadecimal number 12 Hto its lbil'.lII4tequivalent.
We replace the individual hexadecImal number by its binary equivalent and place

them in their respective posit!ons.
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Binary equivalent of 2 is 0010
Binary equivalent of 1 is 0001
The binary equivalent of 12H is 0001 0010

Verification:
Decimal equivalent of 12His 1 x 16 + 2 = 18 (decimal)
Decimal equivalent of 00010010 is (ignoring the three leading zeros)
1 x 24+ 0 X 23 + 0 X 22+ 1 X 2'+ 0 x 2° = 16+0+0+2+0 =18

13.5OCTALNUMBERSYSTEM
The base of the octal number system is 8. The digits are 0 to 7

same as those for the decimal number system. The number 8 of the decimal number
system is represented by 10, 9 by 11 and so on. Table shows the octal

representation of decimal number.

[Decimal Octal Decimal Octal

.umber number number number

0 0 9 11

1 1 10 12

2 2 11 13

3 3 12 14

4 4 13 15

5 5 14 16

6 6 15 17

7 7 16 20

8 10

13.5.1Conversion of Octal number to Decimal number
The following examples illustrate the conversion of octal number to decimal number:
Example1: convert the octal number 23 to equivalent decimal number.

23 (octal) = 2 X 8' + 3 X 8°
=2x8+3x1
= 1ft3 = 19 (deCimal).

Example2: convert the octal number 645 to equivalent decimal number.
645 (octal) = 6 X 82 ..... X 8' + 5 X 8°

=6x64+4x8+5x1
:I: 384 + 32 + 5 = 421(decimal).

Conversion of a decimal number to Octal:
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Binary equivalent of 2 is 0010

Binary equivalent of 1 is 0001

The binary equivalent of 12H is

Verification:
Decimal equivalent of 12His 1 x 16 + 2 = 18 (decimal)

Decimal equivalent of 00010010 is (ignoring the three leading zeros)

1 x 24+ 0 X 23 + 0 X 22+ 1 X 2'+ 0 x 2° = 16+0+0+2+0 =18

0001 0010

13.6 OCTAL NUMBER SYSTEM
The base of the octal number system is 8. The digits are 0 to 7

same as those for the decimal number system. The number 8 of the decimal number

system is represented by 10, 9 by 11 and so on. Table shows the octal

representation of decimal number.

lDecimal Octal Decimal Octal

.umber number number number

0 0 9 11

1 1 10 12

2 2 11 13

3 3 12 14

4 4 13 15

5 5 14 16

6 6 15 17

7 7 16 20

8 10

13.6.1 Conversion of Octal number to Decimal number
The following examples illustrate the conversion of octal number to decimal number:

Example1: convert the octal number 23 to eq~ivalent decimal number,

23 (octal) = 2 X 8' + 3 X 8°

=2x8+3x1

= 1~3 = 19 (decimal).

Example2: convert the octal number 645 to equivalent decimal number.

645 (octal) = 6 X 82 ... .4 X 8' + 5 X 8°

=6x64+4x8+5x1

:I::: 384 + 32 + 5 = 421(decimal).

Conversion of a decimal number to Octal:
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For the conversion of a decimal number to an octal number, the

technique of successive division by a can be used. The following examples will
illustrate the technique.

Example1: Convert 61(decimal) to its equivalent octal number.

8~

sLz_
o

remainder

5 (least significant digit)

7 (most significant digit)

The Octal Number = 75

13.5.2 Conversion of a decimal number to Octal

The decimal equivalent of an octal can be obtained as a sum of various octa
digits multiplied by their respective place values.

Ex1: - Conversion of 1567.2518 into decimal

Octal Number is 5 6 7 2 5

~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ l
Place values' 83 82 81 8° 8-1 8-2 8-3

Hence decimal equivalent of the given Octal is

1Xa3 + 5Xa2 + 6Xa' + 7Xao + 2Xa-1 + 5Xa-2 + 1X8-3

= 512 + 320 + 48 + 7 + 0.25 + 0.078125 + 0.001135
= 887.330210.

13.6 BCD (Binary Coded Decimal): A nibble is a string of 4 bits. Binary-coded _

decimal (BCD) numbers express each decimal digit as a nibble. For instance,
decimal 2,945 converts to BCD number as follows:

2 9 4 5

~ ~, ~ ~
0010 lOt)) 0100 0101

As you see, each decimal digit is 'coded as'nibble.
Here's another example: 9.863;0 converts 1ikethis:

9 R {) 3

~ ~ ~ ~
1001 1000 0110 0011
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Therefore, 1001 1000 0110 0011 is the BCD equivalent of 9,86310.

The reverse conversion is similar. For instance, 0010 10000111 010Oconverts as

follows: 0010 1000 0111 0100

~ ~ ~ ~
2 8 7 4

It is called the 8-4-2-1 code because the weight in the four bit group, reading from left

to right are 8,4,2,and 1, same as that for binary numbers.
BCD codes very convenient and useful code for input and output operations un

digital circuits.
In this code, each decimal digit is represented as a four bit binary number. In

BCD arithmetic binary addition rules apply to individual digits. When ever the digit

value becomes greater than 9, a carry is forwarded to the next digit just as in decimal

addition. To facilitate this, 8085 has Decimal Adjust Accumulator instruction .. Asingle

BCD digit appears as OS, 06 etc. These are called unpacked BCD. Usually in a 8 bit

register two BCD digits can be packed as in 68.

BCD (Binary coded Decimal) A code used to represent decimal numbers.

Weighed codes: The BCD code is sometimes refenc.tdto as 8421 code because the

weights of the digital positions from left to right are 8,4,2 and 1.. There are many

other weighed codes such as the 7421,6311,5421, and so on.

13.7 BINARY CODES
A number system containing the only digits 1 and 0 is called binary

number system. A pattern of numbers can be used as a code which has a special

meaning. An organization may use straight binary with 8 bits or the 256 binary words

to represent 256 different codes. Another organization may use these 256 words to

represent entirely different purpose. 8085 and 6502 processors use 01 instruction

code, but, it will be understood by them differently. If several organizations use the se

binary words for similar purpose, it may be possible that they end up with same

assignment of code. It may lead to copy write problems, losing secret information etc.

To avoid this several types of binary codes were developed. Here a binary. code is

manipulated in a particular way to generate another binary number. It is used to

·codify information. The transmission of information takes place using this coded

information. Reverse process defined. will restore the original information to the

genuine user. This will protect secrecy of information. For Engineering and Scientific

application common understanding is necessary and for such purposes standard

codes were developed. We now consider some standard codes. Like BCD, ASCII,

GRAY, EBCDIC, Excess 3 etc.
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We have already gone through the BCD (Binary coded decimal) and we consider the
other codes now.

13.7.1 THE ASCII CODE

To get information into and out of a computer, we need to use numbers, letters,

and other symbols. This implies some kind of alphanumeric code for the input unit of

a computer. At one time, every manufacturer had a different code, which led to all

kinds of confusion. Eventually, industry settled on an input-output code known as the

"American Standard Code for Information Interchange (abbreviated ASCII). This

code allows manufactures to standardize input hardware such as keyboards,
printers, video displays, and so on.

X3X2X1XO X6X5X4

010 011 100 101 110 111

0000 SP 0 @ p P
0001 , I A Q a q
0010 .. 2 8 R b r,
0011 # 1 C S C 5
0100 $ 4 D T d t
0101 % 5 E U e u
0110 & 6 F V f v
0111 ,

7 G W 9 w
1000 ( 8 H X h x
1001 ) 9 I Y i Y
1010 * J Z j z
1011 + , K k
1100 , '< L I
1101 - • = M m
1110 > N n
1111 I > 0 0

The ASCII (pronounced ask'-ee) code is a 7-bit code whose format (arrangement)
is

Xa Xs ~ X3 X2 Xl Xo
Where each X is a 1. For instance, the letter A is coded as

1000001
Sometimes, a spaces is inserted for easier reading
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1000001
Table shows the ASCII code. Read the table the same as a graph. For

instance. the letter A has an Xe X5X. of 100 and an X3X2X1Xoof 0001. Therefore.
its ASCII code is

1000001(A)
lfable includes the ASCII code for lowercase letters. The letter a is coded as

1100001 (a)
More examples are

1100010 (b)
1100011 (c)

1100100 (d):'

And soon.

~so look at the punctuation and mathematical symbols. Some examples are
1100100 ($)

0101011 (+)

0111011 (=)

In.table SP stands for space (blank). Hitting the spece bar of an ASCII keyboard
Sends this into a computer:

0100000 (space)

ASCII: (American Standard Code for Information Interchange): A binary code

used for communication purpose. Special 6 bit. seven bit and eight bit codes are

developed. As it is used to represent numbers and characters and typewriter symbols

It is called a Character code. This code allows manufacturers to standardize

computer hardware such as keyboards. printe~s.and video displays.

EBCDIC: (Extended binary coded Decimal Interchange Code). It is the standard

binary code for large computers. As it is used to represent numbers and characters
and typewriter symbols It is called $ 9haracter code

Excess-3 code is an important 4-bit cotte sometimes used with binary-coded decimal

numbers .. To convert decimal numbers in to excess-3 code add 3 to each decimal

digit. and then convert the sum to a BCD number code.

13.7.2 GRAY CODE

This code is often used in digital systems because only one bit in the code group

changes when going from one number to the next. For example. in going from 7 to 8

binary number changes from 0111 to 1000 (a" the four bits change values) while

Gray code changes from 0100 to 1100 ( only the first bit from left changes from 0 to 1.
the other three bits remain the same). Similarly, 1100 represents 8 and 1101
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represents 9 in Gray code. These two consecutive numbers also differ only in one bit

(fourth from left)
It is not suited for arithmetic operation but is often employed for AID converters and

location of angles on a rotating shaft.
In order to convert binary numbers to Gray code numbers, following procedure is

adopted.
• The first Gray digit is the same as the first (msb) binary digit.

• The next Gray digit is the sum of first two bits in mod-2 addition· i.e., the

carry, if any ignored.
• This process of mod-2 addition is represented by adding second bit to third

and so on until entire Gray -code number is obtained.
The Gray code: Each Gray code number differs from the preceding number by a

single bit. It was developed for Engineering application.

To convert a Gray code in to Binary the following procedure is adopted.

We see how a binary code can be converted to Gray code and vice versa.

Consider the 8 bit binary number. We convert it to Gray code. 07 bit of bint:!ry

number is copied to 07 t"; ..,fGray Code .. The 06 bit is exclusive ORed with 07 bit

and is taken as 06 bit of Gray code. The 05 bit is likewise Ex-ORed with its previous

bit(06) and is taken as 05 bit of Gray code. This procedure is repeated for the other

bits of binary number to form corresponding Gray code.

07 06 Os 04 03 O2 01 Do

Ex1: Binary 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Gray 07 07E906' 06E90s OSE90404E903 03E902 02E901 01E900

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

Ex2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Gray 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Ex3 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

Gray 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

GRAY TO BINARY

Gray G7 Gs Gs G4 G3 G2 G1 Go

Binary 07 07E9G6OaE9GsOsE9G404E9G303E9G202E9G1OtE9Go
1

07 06 Os D. D3 D2 01 Do

Gray 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Binary 0 o· 1 1 0 0 1 1
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Besides these to detect errors in transmission error detecting codes, error correcting
coctes like Hamming code are also in use.

Computers deal only with binary numbers. However, we appreciate if the display is in

decimal form. Therefore it is necessary to convert binary results in to their BCD form.

The conversion of Binary to BCD is done by dividing the number by the power of 10.
The division is done by subtraction method.

Example: Assume the given binary number is 1111 1111. = FFH = 2550. To

represent this number in BCD 12 bits or three BCD digits are required as
BCQ2,BCD1,BCDO

Le 2550 = 00010 0101 0101

BCD3 BCD2 BCD1
Eg:

255

-100 = 155

-100 = 55

Quotient

. The conversion is performed as follows BCD3 =

1
1

1+1 = 2
13.8 Taking care in number representation: In the problems we are given usually

decimal numbers unless specified explicitly. Microprocessor assembly language

proglBm accepts Hexadecimal or Hex numbers. While representing numbers like 213

40 etc, we must be careful as they may belong to decimal as well as hexadecimal

systems. In hexadecimal form, 29 is not equal to decimal 29. Its equivalent is 41. So

good practice is to put a suffix. Some people put 10 as subscript after Least

signifICant digit to indicate that they consider it as a decimal number. Some people

prefer 0 after LSD to represent decimal numbers as in 1410 or 140. In the case of Hex

numbers, 16 is used as subscript. Some others put H as suffix or subscript after LSD,

as in 1418 or 14H

13.13 SUMMARY

We are familiar with decimal number system in which digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9. The base of the decimal number system is 10. The decimal number system is

convenient for the programmer. The computer uses binary digits for its operation. In

the binary system there are only two digits 0 and ·1. The base of the binary number

system is 2. The programmer feeds instructions and data in alphabets and decimal

digits. But, for the operation of the computer these are converted to binary bits.

1's complement to a binary number can be obtained by complementing all its bits

(i.e) replacing D's by 1's vice versa. 2's Complement to a binary number can be

obtained by adding 1 to the 1's complement of the binary number. The hexadecimal

number system is widely used with computers and other digital systems. The base

of is 16. The digits from 0 to 9 are same as those of the decimal number system 16.
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In the hexadecimal system 10 is represented by A, 11 by B, 12 by C, 13 by D, 14 by

E, and 15 by F. The decimal number 16 is represented by 10 in the hexadecimal

system; 17 by 11 ; 18 by 12; 32 by 20; 33 by 21 and so on. The base of the octal

number system is 8. The digits ~re 0 to 7 same as those for the decimal number

system. The number 8 of the decimal number system is represented by 10. Binary-

.coded -decimal (BCD) numbers express each decimal digit as a nibble.

It is ~lIed the 8-4-2-1 code because the weight in the four bit group, reading from left

to right are 8,4,2,and 1, same as that for binary numbers.

BCD codes very convenient and useful code for input and output operations un

digital circuits. For Engineering and Scientific application common understanding is

necessary and for such purposes standard codes like BCD, ASCII, GRAY, EBCDIC,

Excess 3 etc were developed.
Some people put 10 as subscript after Least significant digit to indicate that they

consider it as a decimal number. Some people prefer 0 after LSD to represent

decimal numbers as in 1410 or 140. In the case of Hex numbers 16 is used as

subscript. Some others put H as suffix or subscript after LSD

13.10 t\CY WORD TERMtNOILOGY
GRAY code: It is an unweighed code. It is not suitec' for arithmetic operations but is

useful for peripheral equipment and AJD converters.

Parity bit In order to check for errors in the transmission of binary information, one

of the methods used is to attach an extra bit called parity bit. Two kinds of parity exist

_ even parity and odd parity. Even parity means attaching an extra bit to yield an

even number of 1's. Parity checks will detect all one bit errors but not two-bit errors.

13.11 SELF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Long Answer Questions:

1. Discuss in detail about Binary, Decimal, Hexadecimal and Octal number system.

2. Explain BCD and Gray codes with examples.
3. What are binary, dedI.l; laadecimal and octal numbers? Explain with

examples the conv"
(i) Binary numbiltr to dIOit'Ml number.

(ii) Decimal to htlcadecimal.

(iii) Octal number to binary.

4. Explain about the binary number system?

5. Discuss about decimal to binary conversion?
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6. Explain about binary to decimal conversion?
7. Explain about the hexadecimal number system?
8. Explain about the octal number system?
9. Mention the ASCII code.

10. What is 2's complement of a Binary numbei'?'llfustration of Binary numbers
using 2's complement method. What is the advantage of this method?

Short Answer Questions:
1. Give various number systems used in digital electronics.
2. Wh~t is a binary number system? How does it differ from decimal number

system.
3. Write first 18 binary numbers starting with zeros;~
4. Convert 12.06725 into a binary number. "
5. Explain BCD and Gray codes with examp~s.
6. Mention the ASCII code
7. Convert decimal number 37 into binary, hexadecimal and octal codes.
8. Convert decimal number 41into binary, hexadecimal and octal codes.
9. Write about Gray code.
10. Convert the following binary numbers to gray code nUmbers.
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DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - BASIC LOGIC GATES
OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To understand what digital electronics is, to learn Soolean algebra, to understand

various basic logic gates, to understand De Morgan's theorems and to know about

universal logic gates.
STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

14.1 Introduction

14.2 Boolean algebra

14.3 Basic logic gates

14.4 De Morgan's theorems

14.5 Universal logic gates

14.6 Summary

14.7 Key Terminology.

14.8 Self - assessment questions.

14.9 Text and Reference books.

14.1 INTRODUCTION
The term digital refers to any process that is accomplished using discrete units, e.g.

fingers, toes, digits etc. Each of these can be used as a unit or group of units to express
a whole number. On the other-hand, analog numbers are represented as directly

measurable quantities such as volts, distances, and rotations etc. Thus, in analog

method, a number can be represented as an angle (in degrees) rotation of the needle on
I
I a _meter. This method has been used widely in electronics to represent intensity,

frequency, and time etc. The two factors name~yaccuracy and economy made the

people to prefer digital readout devices. As examples we can quote: Digital multi

meters, Digital frequency counters, Screw gauges, Vernier calipers with digital readout

facility.
Though there are many number systems, in digital electronics, binary system is used

extenSively. Good amount of accuracy and reliability that can be achieved with digital
electronics. Because of this reason,' conventional electronic circuits are being replaced

with digital circuits. Already we see present day communication is based on digital

techniques. Digital electronics is also extenSivelyused in computers.
In computers information and data are processed in terms of only zeros and ones

(0 and 1) which are called binary digits. In binary system those are only two digits 0 and
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1. The Binary digits are called Bits. The programmer feeds instructions and data in a

form that looks like English. For example ADD for addition, SUB for subtraction etc.

Later computer converts these instructions and data into binary digits before processing.

Processing of data in computers is performed by digital circuits. Because the data in
computers is in the form of a's and 1's, a special logic is developed by George Boole to

perform the arithmetic and logic operations. Hence the algebra developed for binary
systems is known as Boo!ean algebra.

In a digital system, we will consider inputs and outputs, as either a's or 1's. In order to

express the input and output relationship, an algebra known as switching algebra is

useful. Shannon developed this for use in telecommunication switching circuits. It is
based on a more general algebra that was developed earlier by Boole. This algebra
uses a limited number of operators to connect variables together to form expressions.

Further, it is also easy to build electronic circuits to implement these operators. Boolean

Algebra is the algebra of binary variables. Any system, which has only two states, can

be expressed in terms of Boolean logic. For example a statement can be either true or

false, if it is true we can represent it as logic 1 and if is false we represent it by O. This is
called positive logic.

Existence of positive voltage at a point may be taken as logic 1. Zero voltage can

be represented asJogic zero. A glowing bulb, a current flow, a happening of an incident
. ~
can be represented by logic 1 or TRUE state. The complementary actions can be

representeo by a a or FALSE state. In fact we may represent actions that were

represented by 1 by logic a also. It all depends on one's choice. The electronic circuits

used to perform Boolean operations are called gates. The gate is a circuit with one' or

more input signals but only one output signal. These gates are constructed by using

diodes and transistors (known as DTL logic) or using transistors only (known as TTL)
Technical standards were evolved in electronics depending on the implementation of
,integrated circuits using various semiconductor technologies viz DTL,TTL,ECL etc. The

most important and popular semiconductor logic is Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL), in
which a +5V DC is taken as logic 1 and zero volts is taken as logic 0 .

This chapter introduces the fundamentals of Boolean operations, corresponding logic
circuits and gates and integrated circuits related to these circuits are discussed.
14.2 Boolean Algebra:

The fundamental operations in Boolean algebra are OR, AND and NOT, with
symbols + (pius),. (dot) and bubble or bar over Boolean variable respectively.
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In real life applications, one ~!TIbines several logic gates and the combined effect

determines a system behavior depending on the states of individual logic variables. This

is usually expressed in terms ('I~ j truth table. In truth table, various inputs are listed and

various combinations are workedout to determine the system behavior. As a simple
example, see the OR gate truth table given in table 14.3a. Here A and B are the input
variables. These two variables can have 22=4 combinations of 1s and Os. As per the

Boolean equation y = A + B (A+B to be red as A or B), output is true for 3 input

combinations and false for one combination.
The following are the laws of Boolean algebra and complicated laws can be proved

using simple Boolean laws. These laws can be verified by writing truth tables for L.H.S

and R.H.S expressions.

1. A+O=A

2. A+1=1

3. A+A=A

4. A+ A = 1

5. A. 0 =0

6. A.1 =A

7. A.A=A

8.. A. A =0
-

9. o = 1

10. 1=0

11. of A = 0 then A = 1

12. of A = 1 then A = 0

13. A =A

Laws of 'OR'

Laws of 'AND'

Laws of complementation (NOT Laws)

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

: +: ==: ::.} Commmmive Laws

. A + (B + C~= ~ + B) +c} Associative Laws

A .(B . C) - (A . B) . C

A . (B + C) = (A + B) . C 1 Distributive Laws

A + B . C = (A + 8).(A + C~
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20.
21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

LOGIC GATES

A+ AB=A+B

A+AB=A

A (A + B) = A

A (A + B) = AB

AB+ AB=A

(A + B)(A + B) = A

AB + A C = (A + C) (A + B)

(A + B)( A + C) ::::;AC + A B

AB+ AC+BC=AB+ AC
\
.L-

(A + B) (:'- + C) . (B + C) = (A + B)(A. + C)

A +B +C +~ = ~ .B~C . -} De Morgan's Laws

A.B.C . - - = A + B + C + --

14.3 BASIC LOGIC GATES

Basically, a logic gate is a circuit with one or more logic input signals (each input i~

either 0 or 1), but with only one output signal (logically related to inputs). Logic clrcun,

are analyzedwith the help of Boolean laws.

The basic logic gates are: OR, AND and NOT

14.3.1 OR Gate:

An OR gate has two or more input signals but only one output signal. If one or more
input signals are high, the output signal is high.

Boolean expression for two input OR gate is

Y=A+B

(read as Y equals A OR B).

The circuit to implement the OR function, logic symbol and its truth table(which depicts
I

the output condition to given input is shown in Fig.14.1.

Anyone or both of the inputs A, Bare higtl (+5V) makes the corresponding. .
diode to forward bias and the current flows through load resistor RLto have an output at
Y. An OR gate can have any number of inputs 1 to n. For example two input OR-gates

can be used to form a 3 input OR gate as shown in Fig.14.2
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TURTHTABLE

INPUT.A0---4

B---I
INPUT:

OUTPUT
\----0 Y

Input Output

A B y

0 0 0
0 I I
I 0 I
I I 1

Circuit of OR gate

Fig 14.1Logic Symbol of OR gate

Truth table

~~Y=A+B+~

- C-L/ .

Fig.14.2: Two two - input OR gates connected to form a 3 input OR gate.

The OR gate circuit of Fig 14.1 constructed by using diodes and resistors. But the same

OR gate can also be constructed by using transistors only (TIL circuit). The logic gates

are available in the form of integrated circuits(ICs) to offer advantages in terms of siZe,

cost and power. The IC 7432 is a quad (four), two input OR gate using TTL logic and
74LS32 and 74HS32 are the low power and high speed versions of the same OR gate.

14.3.2 AND gate:
The AND gate has ~o or more inputs but has only one output. If all the inputs are

simultaneously hig.h,the o~tput is high. Boolean expression for two input AND gate is
Y = A . B (read as Y equals A AND B), The circuit to implement AND function,

corresponding logic diagram and its truth table is shown in Fig.14.3.
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When anyone or both of the inputs in above circuit are low, the diode of that

input becomes forward biased, so the level of voltage at output point Y is at OV i.e low
state.

+5V

TURTHTABLE

A

B

Input Output

A B Y
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 t 1

D2
Circuit of AND gate

lNPUTI~A OUTPUT
B Y

lNPUTz

Fig.14.3 Loaic Symbol of AND gate

On the other hand, if both A and B are high, both diodes are now in reverse biased
having same voltages at both ends. So 5V now appears at Y, i.e high state.

As in the case of OR gate, the !Woinput AND gates can be used to construct three input

or n-input AND gate. Construction of 3-input AND gate by using two 2-input AND gates
is shown in Fig.14.4.

~=D-:=o-Y. i~ Y-A.B.C
Fig 14.4

IC 7408 I 74LS08 is a Quad two input AND gate where.as IC 7411 is a triple 3 input

AND gate IC.

14.3.3 NOT gate: (Inverter gate):

+5V

TBU11I TABLE

A-{:>--Y= A'
Input lOutpu1
A y

0 I
1 0FIg.14.5
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The inverter is a gate with only one input and one output. The output state is always the
opposite of the input state. It is also called as NOT gate. Boolean expression for this

gate is Y = A (read as Y equals complement of A or Y equals NOT of A). The circuit,

logic symbol and its truth table is shown in Fig.14.5.
In the above circuit, the transistor is working either in the conduction or cut-oft

state. When a high state (+5V) is presented in in,putmake the transistor to conduct and

to produce OVor·low state at output. On the other hanci,"a low state at input A produces

a high state at output Y by cut-off the transistor T. Input given to two NOT gates
connected in cascade results-ln the original Boolean variable as shown in Fig.14.6. This

is called as a buffer.
TRUTH TABLE

A __ ~

~A

Input Output
A y

0 0

1 1Fig.14.6 Two NOT gates conneeted to form a buffer,
logic symbol of buffer and truth table

Electronically buffers are very useful as they do not alter the nature of original signal but

provide boosting of signal amplitude and power to standard levels. This prevents logic

failure due to fall in signal strength. Tri-state buffers are also available whose output can

be 0 or 1 or tri-state. In the tri-state condition the signal path is disconnected. These tri

state buffers are used in advanced logic circuits like Microprocessors and memories.
14.3.4 NOR gate:

:==D-t>--v "INPUT~=M--

~

Out put
B .. • y

INPUTz. Buble

TRUTHTABLE Fig 14.7

Input Output

A B y

0 0 I
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
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The basic logic circuits are used to construct some more gates to perform more
Boolean functions. For example, consider the NOR gate which has two or more inputs

but only one output. All the inputs must be low to get a high output. Boolean expression
for two input NOR gate is

y= A+B.

(read as Y equals not of A OR B).

The NOR gate can be constructed by connecting an OR gate with NOT gate as shown in
Fig 14.7

The NOR gate may have more than·~, ·inputs.Regardless of how many inputs a NOR
gate has, it is still logically equivalent to one OR Qate followed by an inverter. For

instance, the equation for 3-input NOR gate is Y= A + B +C. The 1402 is a quad 2-

input NOR gate where as 7427 is a triple 3-input NOR gate~
14.3.6 NJ.... ) gate:

A NAND gate has two or more inputs but only one output. All the input are the

simultaneously high to get a low output. Boolean expression for two - input NAND.gate
is

Y = A. B (read as Y equals Not of A AND B).

TRUTH TABLE

Input Outout
A B y

0 0 1
0 1 1

I 0 I
1 1 0

•
INPUT A ~bble

y OUTPUTB
INPUTl

Fig 14.8 Logic Symbol of NAND late

The Boolean equations for 3-input and 4-input NAND gates are y. ABC

. and Y = ABCD respectively.

The Ie 7400 have 4 Nos of 2- input NAND gates, whereas 1410 have three numbers of

3-input NAND gates.

14.3.8 EX - OR gate:
An OR gate recognizes words with one or more 1s, whereas the exclusive - OR gate

recognizes only words that have an odd number of 1s. Boolean .xpr... ~n for two -
input
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EX-OR gate is Y = AB + A B = A G) B. (read as Y equals A EX-:-ORB). The logic

'di~gram, symbol and its truth table is shown in Fig 14.9.

TRUTH TABLE

INPUT. =dD----. A' .' ~UTPUT

INPUTz B

Input Output
A B Y
0 0 0
0 1 1
. 1 0 1
1 1 0

Fig 14.9 LogicSymbolof EX-ORgate

When h inputs A & B in the above circuit are both high and or low, the AND gates have

low output and give the final output as zero. But when anyone of the input (A or B) is

high, the corresponding AND gate output is high. So the final output is one as shown in

truth table. IC 7486 is the IC version of EX - OR gate.
Vee =+5V

Tranalstor OR Gate:
Figure14.10 shows a transistor OR gate.

It consists of three transistors 01, O2and 03..------+-----r

supplied from supply Vee= 5 VOLT

Fig 14.10: Transistor OR-Gate

(i) If A = 5V l.e., +5V is applied to A, 01 is forward biased and hence conducts.

When 01 is saturated, entire Vee= 5V drops across R1and hence C goes to
ground i.e., its potential = av. Consequently 03 is cut off and Dgo~s to Vee=
5V.

(ii) (ii) If B = 5V i.e., O2 is forward biased and hence conducts. It causes C to

go "to ground i.e., C = OV.Thus there is no forward bias on the b~se of 03.

Hence 03 is cut off and D again goes to Vee= 5V.
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(iii) If A = OV. B = OV i.e.• both A and B are grounded. Then Q1 and Q2 are both
,. . - ,.. ,.

cut -off. Consequently. Q3 becomes forward biased and conducts. As a
, .

result. entire Vee drops across R2• It drives E and hence D to ground i.e .•
output =OV.

Transistor ANDGate:
Fig.14.11 shows a transistor AND circuit. consisting of three transistors Q1. ~ and

Q3supplied from a common supply Vee= 5 V.

When A = B = +5V. then both transistors Q1 and Q2 conduct. Consequently. supply
voltage of +5V drops across R1. It drives point C and hence base of transistor Q3 to

ground or 0 volt. Consequently. transistor Q3 is cut off and D goes to supply voltage +5V.
Thus there is an output at C only when there is input at A and B.

Vcc=+SV

I I

R:z

Fig.14.11 Transistor AND - Gate

If either A = OV or B = OV Q1 or Q2 will be cut off and the will be no drop across R1. Then

point C will be at +5V. As a result Q3 will conduct dropping entire Vee across Rs. It drives
E and hence D to ground i.e .• 0 volt

14.4 DE MORGAN'S THEOREMS

The Boolean algebra developed by George Boole was further e~en~ed by De Morgan
by his famous theorems that can be used i~the sirlfplification' of lrigic clrcuits.

14.4.1 D.Morgan's first Theorem

A+B = A.S
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Statement: Complement of sum equals the product of the complements.
Proof: The theorem can be proved by taking expressions and writing the truth tables on

both sides. And finally we equate lHS to RHS.

Consider l.H.S i.e A +B. -lt indicates a 2-input OR gate followed by a NOT gate
that is a NOR gate as shown in Fig14.12. Fig 14.12 also shows its truth table.

Similarly take the R.H.S of the theorem which is equal toA. B. This equation

indicates that the two inputs A and B are inverted bef~~ they reach the AND gate as
shown in Fig.14.13. Therefore we nave the truth table as in Fig 14.13 for this circuit.

Therefore the comparison of the truth table of Fig.14.12. with the truth table of

Fig14.13 reveals that these two are equivalent; and the circuits-of Fig.14.12 and Fig.

14.13 are equivalent. Hence the theorem is proved.

A

B

NOR gate

-A B A+B A+B

·0 0 0 I

0 I I 0

I 0 I 0

I 1 I 0

Fig 14.12

R.H.S = A.B Y=A.B=

:::[)--
_
- _-

A B A B A.B

0 0 1 I I

0 1 I 0 0

I 0 0 1 0

1 I 0 0 0

Bubbled AND gate

Fig 14.13

14.4.2 De Morgan's Second Theorem

A.B = A + B
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Statement: Complement of product equals the sum of the complements.
Proof: Left hand side of the theorem shown is a 2-input AND gate followed by a
NOT gate Le. a NAND gate having the circuit and truth table as shown in Fig 14.14.

A.B Y=A.B=

NAND gate

-
A B A.B A.B

0 0 0 1
0 1 0 I

1 0 0 1
I 1 1 0

Fig 14.14
The right hand side of the equation shows an OR gate with two inverted inputs. The

cirwit and truth table is shown in Fig.14.15

8

Y=A+8

(Bubbled OR gate)
Fig.14.15

A B - - - -A B A+B

0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 I

1 0 0 1 1

1 t 0 0 0

A

Comparison of these two truth tables reveals that they teo are identical and equal.

Therefore the theorem is proved.

14.6 UNIVERSAL LOGIC GATES
The logic gates,NAND and NOR are called Universal Building Blocks or Universal

LogiCGates because using either NAND or NOR gates we can construct other logiC

gates (AND, OR, NOT, EX-OR) as well as we can implement Boolean functions.

14.6.1 FORMATION OF OTHER LOGIC GATES USING ONLY NAND GATES

(i) NOT aate: From the truth table of the NAND gate given in Fig 14.16, we know that

the same inputs of the NAND gives its complement output viz if A = B = 0 we have an
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output of 1 and if A = B = 1, the output is O.Hence the circuit of Fig 14.16 acts as NOT

gate.

A ~
~Y=A

Fig 14.16

II) AND a_I!: The Boolean expression for NAND is Y=A .S. So, the first NAND gate

output in the Fig 14.17 is A.S and second NAND gate simply a NOT gate. Now the

circuit Is simply an AND gate circuit.

Fig 14.17

(iii). OR aate: Two NOT gates of Fig 14.16 gives output of A and B I which are the

inputs of second NAND gate. Hence, second NAND gives an output of A.B.
=== =

According to second De Morg~ )'S theorem it can be written as A +B which can also

be written as A+B( A =A and B = B ). Refer fig 14.18. It is the output of an OR

~ate.

(Iv) NOR gate:

Addition of another NOT gate to the circuit for OR gate of Fig 14.18 as shown in Fig
14.19gives the operation of a NOR.gate.

A.__ -I

Fla14.19
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(i~) EX - OR gate: We can form an Ex-OR logic gate using only NAND gates As

the Boole~n expression can be'represented in more than one way, more
types of circuit implementations are possible. In Fig 14.20 we see an Ex-OR

gate using minimum number of NAND gates.. .

Flt14.10

14.5.2 FORMATION OF OTHER LOGIC GATES USING ONLY NOR GATES
(I) NOT gate :

"~Y=A

Fig.14.11

B
D--Y=A+B(II) OR g8te:

Fig. 14.11

(III) AND gate:

A ----I ..,__-~

B
'Fig. 14.13. .

(III) NAND gate:

A_--i

Fig.14.14
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(v) EX - OR gate;

Fig.14.15

Of the several technologies available, Transistor-Transistor Logic is widely used where

logic 1 is represented by +5V DC. And logic zero by OVDC. Circuits using other types

of logic are provided with TTL logic compatibility to facilitate easy interfacing of logic
circuits.

When a logic gate is connected to another logic gate, depending on the logic

status it is supposed to supply or take currents. Supplying current is called sourcing and
taking the current is called sinking. Capability ofa circuit depends on how much current
a circuit can sink and source.

This is expre .;ed in terms of how many logiCgates can be connected to it (fan-in) and

how many circuits can be driven by it (fan-out). For standard TTL fan - out is 10.

Logic circuits are supposed to change their states from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0

instantaneously, but, electronic circuits have inherent dela~s and because of it, there will
be some definite rise time, fall time and propagation Gelayas a signal passes from input
to output. Further there will be signal attenuation and induction effects and nolse, which

affect signal amplitude. For a standard TTL circuit if a logic 1 signal amplitude falls

below 2.4V DC it cannot be recognized as Logic1. Like wise, if logic 0 signal amplitude is

greater than 0.4V DC it cannot be identified as logic O. This results in failure of logic

circuits. Crossing the fan-in and fan-out limits also changes logic voltages. So, logic

circuits are to be buffered to bring back, the signal levels to TTL levels before they fall

down. A signal in its transmission path may develop glitches, slopes and other types of
distortion. Schmitt trigger circuit is used to produce rectangular wave shape regardless
of the input waveform.
14.8 SUMMARY

Digital electronics mBtly de_with binary number system. Binary number system

has a base of 2. It has two numerats 0 aAd 1. Any big number can be expressed in the

form of Osand 1s. In a digital system, logic 1 means high positive Signal value, logic 0

means low positive signal value in a positive logic system. But in a negative logic
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system, zero value represents logic 1 and a negative value represents logic '0'. Digital

electronics mainly depends on Boolean algebra and logic gates. Using the gates, one
can construct bit circuits that can perform complex operations. These gates possess, in

general, 2 or more inputs and only one output. NOT, OR and AND are the basic logics

and circuits used to implement higher logic. However semiconductor technology prefers
NAND and NOR logic gates. Using only NAND or NOR gates, other logic gates can be

. constructed. Because of this reason, NAND and NOR are called Universal logic gates.
De Morgan's first theorem says that a NOR gate and bubbled input AND gate are.

equivalent. Similarly De Morgan's second theorem says that a NAND gate and bubbled
input OR gate are equivalent. If Boolean expressions are given, one can construct logic

circuits. On the other hand if logic circuits are given, one can write the Boolean

expressions.
Logic gates can be fabricated using various Semiconductor technologies like TIL,

NMOS, and CMOS etc. Each technology has its own advantages.

14.7 KEY TERMINOLOGY
{i) Gate: An electronic circuit with one or more inputs but with only one output.
(Ii) Logie Gate: As the gates simulate mental processes, these are often called Logie

Gates.
(iii) Universal Gate: The gate with which other logic circuits I gates can be constructed

(Ex NAND, NOR)
(Iv) Boolean Algebra: The modern algebra that uses the set of numbers 0 and 1.

(v) Complement: The output of an inverter gate.
(vi) Truth table~ A table that shows all input and output possibilities for a logic circuit.

(vii) Ward: A string of bits that represent a coded instruction or data.
(viii) Fan - in: The maximum number of inputs that can be applied to a logic gate.
(Ix) Fan - out: The number of gates that can be driven by a logic gate.

14.8 SEJ.F- ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

Long a.swer questions:
1. Explain the basic laws of Boolean algebra

-
2. Simplify Y = (A + B)(A + B)(A+ B) by using Boole_lgebra

3. Prove that A +B +C +D = ABC D
Short answer questions:

1. Prove the De Morgan's Theorems.
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2. Draw the truth table of 3 - input, EX - OR gate.
3. Draw the truth table of 4 - input NOR gate.

4. What is the Boolean equation of the figure given below?

5. Draw the logic circuits of the Boolean expressions given below.

(i)Y = A . B + B . C + A. C

(ii) Y =A . B . C + A. B +B .C

(iii) Y = {A+ C + B} . {ACB}

6. Apply De Morgan's Laws to the following expressions.

{A+B}B ,(A+B).C, (A.B +C.D)

14.9 TEXT AND REFERENCE BOOKS

TEXTBOOKS

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Principles of Digital Electronics by Malvino and Leach
3. Basic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc

REFERENCE BOOKS

1. Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder (PHI)

2. Digital Electronics byWilliam H.Gothman

3. Principles of Digital Electronics - Malvino & Leach (Tata - Mct;raw Hill Publishers)
4. Digital Computer Electronics - Albert Paul Malvino. (Tata - McGraw Hill publishers)
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UNITIV LESSON-iS

COMBINATIONAL LOGIC CIRCUITS
OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

To learn about 1) various logic families 2) binary addition 3) the working of

various combinational logic circuits like adders, decoders, de-multiplexers, data

selectors, multiplexers.
STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON

15.1 Introduction

15.2 Logic families

15.3 TTL logic

15.4 CMOS NOR circuit

15.5 Binary addition

15.6 Half adder

15.7 Full adder

15.8 Binary parallel adder

15.9 Decoder
15.10 De - multiplexer

~5.11 Encoder
15.12 Multiplexers I Data selector

15.13 Summary
15.14 Key terminology

15.15 Self - assessment questions

15.16 Text and Reference Books.

15.1 INTRODUCTION
Basic logic g~tes are the building blocks of logic systems like digital computers. In .

digital computer performs arithmetical operations using binary number system. Further

any arithmetic operations like subtraction, multiplication aod division can be expressed in

the terms of binary addition. In this lesson we learn basic concepts of binary additions

using logic gates. Various logic gates are combined to generate a complex logical
operation and if these circuits are made to work independent of time, such circuits are

called simply combinational logic circuits. If these logic circuits are made to wort<with

time as a parameter these circuits are called sequential logiC circuits. General logic
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circuits may be combinational and sequential logic circuits. In this lesson learn about

some combinational logic circuits.
Binary codes are used to SPEC. instructions, addresses and coded data. One binary.

digit (bit) can stand for two codes 0 or 1. with two bits we can have four codes namely
00, 01, 10, 11. Similarly with n bits we can form 2n codes. Circuits that generate these

codes are called encoders. It becomes necessary not only to code information but also
to decode the codes whenever necessary. Circuits which decode are called decoders.

Information coming on several channels may have to be rooted on a single channel.
This is called multiplexing and circuits which do this are called multiplexers. Multiplexed
information coming on a single channel has to be separated and sent and varies

channels and this is called de-multiplexing. In this lesson we learn about these

combinational logic circuits also.

15.2 LOGIC FAMILIES
A number of logic families are designed for different operating conditions.. Important

logic families are
1) Resistance Transistor logic (RTL)

2) Diode Transistor logic (DTL)

3) Transistor- transistor logiC(TTL)

4) Metal oxide semiconductor logic (MOS)
Resistance Transistor Logic (RTL): It is one of the early logic families developed. It

offers high performance but has low noise margins.
Diode Transistor Logie (DTL): It had better noise margins and larger fan-out but was

slow. ..of ..7
Transistor- Transistor Logic (TTL): It provides greater operating spef.d than DTL and

has a good fan-in and fan - out and is easy to interface with other digital circuitry.
Metal Oxide Semiconductor logic (MOS): Instead of bipolar junction transistors, if we
use MOSFETS to form logiC circuits, we get MOS logic fan1lly. There are several

varieties of sub families in it. Important of them are PMOS, NMOS, CMOS. CMOS has
the lowest power dissipation and high fan-out. They can be fabricated into high packing
density for a given chip area. i. e large number of circuits can be placed on a single

chip.
15.3 TTL LOGIC: The basic circuit of the TTL family is a NAND gate. Fig 15.1 shows aa

modified version known as totem-pole circuit because the three output components

03,04 and D are stacked one on top of the other in manner of a totem pole. This
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arrangement of totem-pole configuration increases the operating speed and output
current capability of the circuit. The function of the diode D in this circuit is to prevent

both Q3 and 04 are ON at the same time. If both 03 and 04 are ON simultaneously,

supply circuit then sends a large current to ground which may cause a spike voltage
drop on the Vee line and a large noise in the output. It may also cause large power

consumption.

Vee =+5V

j
I

Fig.15.1 TTL NAND gate

Circuit operation:
Case 1:When input is high

When inputs are high (logic 1) , transistor 01 is OFF, O2 is ON, 03 is OFF and 04 is

ON and therefore, output becomes low (logic 0)

Case 2 When input is low
In this case, any of the two inputs or both are low (logic 0), then the emitter-base

junction of 01 is forward biased anf hence 01 is turned ON. Then the potential of its

collector (point A) falls. It turns O2 OFF. Then emitter of O2 and hence base of 04 are

grounded. Thus 04 is also turned OFF. But point B is at Vee, hence it turns 03 ON. The
ootential of point E = Ve - potential drop across (R3+03+D)== Veebecause the potential

drop across R4, 03 and D is not too much.
15.4 CMOS NOR circuit: Fig.1S.2 shows a CMOS NOR circuit. It has two N...channel

MOSFETS 01 and O2 and two p-channel MOSFETS 03 and 04 • A and B are two inputs

which switch between +VDD(logic 1) and
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Ground (logic 0).

J

output

(

Fig.15.2 CMOS NOR gate
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Binary addition

0+ 0 = 0 ~ (1)

0+1 = 1 ~ (2)

1 + 0 = 1 ~ (3)

1 + 1 = 15 ~ (4)

1 + 1 + 1 = 11 ~ (5)
In binary addition, the first three operations produce a sum with only one digit, but when
both augend and added bits are equal to 1, the binary sum consists of two digits. The

Binary subtraction

o - 0 = 0 borrow 0

o - 1 = 1 borrow 1

1 - 0 = 1 borrow 0

1 - 1 = 0 borrow 0

higher significant bit of this result is called a carry.

16.6 HALF ADDER
A combinational circuit that performs the addition of two - bits is called a Half -

adder. The Half - adder has two binary inputs and two binary outputs.
This is 2 - bit adder. This circuit is called half - adder because it cannot accept a .

carry - in from previous additions. The inputs to the circuits are the addend and augend

bits. The outputs produced by it are sum (s) and carry (c). The half adder can be
constructed by using one AND gate and an EX - OR gate. Fig 15.3(a) shows logic

circuit that adds 2 bits namely A and B.

,-----------------------------.
INPUT, A o--r-.-----f

INPUT, B ~-f--_--I L---__

C.__-L-__ --O (CARRY)
A.B

,--~_Dr--+----QO~SUMA~B)

~----------------------------

Fig.15.3(a) Half-Adder Logic circuit

:~L.-_:_t_~_:_R_. _,~:
Fig.15.3 (b) Half - adder Logic symbol
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Half - adder Truth table

Carry Sum
A B C S

0 0 0 0

0 I 0 I
I 0 0 1
1 1 I 0

Fig 15.3 (c)

15.7 FULL ADDER

A full adder is combinational circuit that forms the arithmetic sum of three input bits.
The two significant bits to be added are denoted as A and S, where as the third input C

represents the carry from the previous lower significant position. The full adder can be

constructed from two half adders and one OR gate as shown in Fig.S.4(a). And its
symbol Is shown in Fig.15.4(b).

Ao----t

Fig.15.4(b): Full- adder Logic Symbol

~-------------------I, ,,
I

I
I
I
I

HA, :
I,_____B~su"r;""_----------<lOSSUM

,
,---------------------,

"""". .._- - ---e ----I:
I

FIe.15.4a Fun - adder LogIe diagram
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INPUTS OUTPUTS
A B C Carry . Sum
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 0

I 0 0 0 I
1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 t 0

t t I 1 I

Fig.15.4 (c) Full- adder Truth Table

15.8 Blna.i .our bit parallel Adder:

.-----0AI Ao
AI.

Finaloutput

Fig.15.5

Note: In binary, the count starts from zero rather than from 1. The first bit is called So

rather than S1. Similarly the nth bit is Sn.1.
A parallel adder produces the arithmetic sum of two n-bit binary numbers in parallel.

This can be constructed by using one half adder and several full adders. The full adders

are connected in cascade, with the output carry from one full adder connected to the

input carry of the next full adder.

Fig.15.5 shows the logic diagram for 4-bit parallel adder circuit.
Suppose we want to add 4-bit binary numbers A3A2A1Ao and 83 82 B1Bothen we get a. ,
sum S4 S3 S2 S, Sowhere S4 indicates overflow bit if the sum exceeds four bits. For

adding the above two 4-bit numbers, we require three full adders and a half adder
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connected in parallel. The output (carry) of each adder is connected to next adder to get
a parallel adder.

15.9 DECODER

A decoder is a combinational circuit that converts binary information from 'n' input
lines to a maximum of 2" unique output lines. Decoders are available with several output
configurations: active low voltage, high-sink current for direct driving of indicator lamps.

Output voltage ratings range from +5V to over +150V. The decoder is used in

conjunction with some code converters such as a BCD - to - 7 segment decoder, BCD

- to - Decimal decoder. The decoder presented here is called n - to 2" line decoder. Its

purpose is to generate the 2" min terms of n input variables. These decoders form a .

combinational circuit with n input variables and 2" output variables. For each binary

input combination of 1s and Os, there is one and only one output line that assumes the

value of 1. Figure 15.6(a) shows a 2 by 4 decoder. It has four AND gates and two
inverters.

Flg.15.6(a) 2 - bit decoder

x y Do D. O2 03

0 0 I 0 0 0
0 I 0 I 0 0
I 0 0 0 I 0
I ] 0 0 0 ]

Flg.15.6(b) 2- bit decoder Truth table

Some times an enable input may be included with a decoder to control the circuit

operation. In this, all outputs will be equal to 0, if the enable input is zero. When the
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enable input is 1, the circuit operates as a conventional decoder. BIC'ckdiagram of a 3
to 8 decoder with enable signal is shown in Fig.;15.7.

Enable

Outputs

Fig.IS.7 Block diagram of 3 to 8 bit decoder

15.10 DEMULTIPLEXER
A demultiplexer is a circuit that receives information on a single line and transmits this

information on one of 2" possible output lines. The selection of a specific output line is

controled-by the bit values of n selection lines. Figure 15.8 shows the block diagram'Gf
decoder and demultiplixer.

demultiplexer.
The decoder with an enable input can function as' a

02x4 <.I

Decoder

All

X----':;-7I Ix4 §go
19r:---....~ De- I

Ena51e ." multiplexe D2
Input D}
E ~~ A~

A
Input

B

Enable

Fig.lS.8(a)

A B

Fig.lS.8(b)
The decoder of Fig 15.8(a} can function,as a demultiplexer if the enable line is taken as

i
a data input line and lines A and B are taken as the selection lines as shown in Fig

15.8(b). Out of 4 output lines, one gets link with input E depends upon the binary value
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of two selection lines A and S (i.e), if AS = 01, D1 gets connected with the input E, so
that input is available at D1 output while all other outputs are maintained at 1.
15.11 ENCODER

An encoder is a digital circuit that produces a reverse operation from that of a
decoder. An encoder has 2n input iines and n output lines. The output lines generate
the binary code for the 2n input variables. One of the encoders is shown in Fig.1S.9(a).

It has eight inputs, one for each of the eight digits and three outputs that generate the
corresponding binary outputs that generate the corresponding binary number.

o
oo
o

~-,
J-- J0

1 ._
2 I3 :s-

\
J
I

~-~I

~X~D4+D'+D'+D'

)----0 Z= D, + D, + D,+D,

Fig. 1S.9(a)

,..--.

INPUTS OUTPUTS
Do 01 O2 03 04 05 06 0, X Y Z

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 1
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 I

0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 ) I 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I i 1

Truth table 15.9(b)
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Fig.15.9(a) shows the octal to binary encoder. It is constructed with OR gates. It, has 8
input IiRes and could have 28 = 256 possible input combinations. 'Only eight of these
combinations have meaning and others are don't care conditions. The output z is 1, if

the inpllt digits are odd. Output Y is 1 for octal digits 2, 3, 6 and 7. Output X is 1 for
digits 4, 5, 6 or 7. It is 1 at any time. Do is not connected to any OR gate. It arises that
only the highest priority input line is encoded.
15.12 .ultiplexers I Data selector

It is .a combinational circuit which selects binary information from one of many input.
lines and directs it to single outputs line. The selection of a particular input line is
controlled by a set of selection lines. for In' bits, there are 2" input lines and n selection

lines whose bit combinations determine which inputs is selected. This means "many into
one". It is used when a complex logic circuit is to be shaved by a number of input
signals. Fig 15.10 shows the logic diagram, block diagram and function table of a 4 to 1
line muftiplexer.100-----------1

I,C>----+---+_--I
2

-y
hO----+t---t---;

3

4

Fig lS.10(a): 4 to 1Multiplexer

S, So Y

0 0 10

0 1 I, .

1 0 h
1 1 h

Fig lS.10(b)

6
4xl utput

Input Mux
2

3

Select

lrit 1~ IOf,.\
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'A'li~'et~ 1 line multiplexer has 4 inputs 10 to 13 and one output line. Each of the four input
lines is applied to one input of a three input AND gate. The remaining two inJ:lutsof it is

supplied by selection lines S1 and So.
Based on the combination of S1and So, the input associated with the selfed AND

gate finds out the path to reach the output through OR gate. FQrexample: ~n S1S0=
01, it selects the AND gate 2. So the input 11 is transferred to the output i.~ OR' gate

output is now equal to the value of 11., thus providing a path from the select+ input to

the output. The remaining AND gates have at least one input equal to O. I
As in decoders, multiplexer Ie has an enable input (or) storbe input to cbntrol the

operation of th~ unit.. It can also be used to expand two or more multiplexers t~ a digital

multiplexer with a large number of inputs.

15.13SUMMARY
Logic circuits can be either combinationai or sequential. The five basic g~tes (OR,

AND, NOT, NAND, NOR) and their combinations - half, full and parallel adders are
I

known as combinational logiC"~ircuits. Here there is no feedback. These II have no

memory elements. Their output only depends upon their present input. lhus canI
. I

operate as fast as the devices of which they are made. Half and full addens are biti
adders, where as parallel adder is an adder of two- n - bit word. The function ~rformed
by a multiplexer is to select 1 out of N input data sources and to transmit the Iselecte(f

data to a single i~formation channel. A multiplexer performs the increase procfessof a I

demultiplexer. A decoder is a system which 1 on one (and only one) of 2m output lines.

In other words, a decoder recognizes a particular code, A decodes with an enaple input

can function as a demultiplexer. An encoder produces reverse operation from ~at of a

decoder. The combinational logic circuits are mainly employed in.ALUs.

15.14KEY TERMINOLOGY
Binary Adder: A logic circuit that can add two binary numbers.

Half Adder: A logiCcircuit that adds 2 bits.
Full Adder: A logic circuit than can add 3 bits.
Over flow: As the sum or difference that of lies outside the normal range.

ALU: ALU stands for arithmetic logiC unit. It performs arithmetic o~e logic

operations.
Encoding: The process of generating binary codes.

Decoding: The reverse process of encoding.

i '_
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Demultiplexer: A combinational logic circuit, that accepts a single input and
ser)ds it to 1 out of N output lines which is selected by select lines.

15.15 SIJLF - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

1) ~xplain a binary addition. Give examples.
I

2) What is a full adder? How it adds three bits?

3) qraw a full adder circuit, without using half adders.
4) Qonstruct a 5-bit parallel adder.

5) Implement a full adder circuit with multiplexers.
6) explain the working of half and full adders.

7) Eaxplain,TTL and CMOS logic families and mention where they are used.

8) Draw the circuit diagram of a TTL NAND gate with totem pole output and explain
its operation.

9) Qraw the Half adder and Full adder circuits and explain them with suitable truth
t.bles.

15.16 TEtXTAND REFERENCE BOOKS
T~XTBOOKS

1. Integrated Electronics by Millman and Halkias

2. Principles of Digital Electronics by Malvino and Leach

3. $asic Electronics and Linear Circuits - Bhargava etc

R~FERENCE BOOKS

1.Electronics fundamentals by JD Ryder

2. Digital Electronics by William H.Gothman

3. Principles of Digital Electronics - Malvino & Leach (Tata - McGraw Hill
Publishers)

4. Digital Computer Electronics -Albert Paul Malvino. (Tata - McGraw Hill
publishers)



UNITJW LESSON -16

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC CIRCUITS
(Flip - Flops, Registers and counters)

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON: This lesson explains you the concept of (i) Flip -

Flops (ii) Different types of Flip Flops (iii) Shift Registers and (iv) Synchronous and

asynchronous counters.

STRUCTURE OF THE LESSON
Introduction

16.1 Flip-flop
16.2 S-R Latch
16.3 R-S Flip - Flop

16.4 D Flip - Flop

16.5 J-K Flip - Flop
1e 6 Master - Slave J - K Flip - Flop

16.7 Applications of JK Flip-Flop

16.8 Shift Register
16.9 Serial In - Serial out Shift Register
16.10 Serial In, Parallel- out Shift Register

16.11 Parallel In, Serial- out Shift Register

16.12 Parallel In, Parallel - out Shift Register

16.13 Bi-directional Shift Register

16.14 Universal Shift Register

16.15 Counters
16.16 Asynchronous Counters

16.17 Synchronous Counters

16.18 Summary
16.19 Key Terminolegy
16.20 Self - Ass.S8J'hent~uestions

16.21 Text and Rtt(8ren"'oks'

INTROaucmON
The logic circuits whose present output depends on the past inputs are known as

sequential logic circuits. These circuits store and remember information. The sequential
circuits 'unlike combinational circuits are time dependent. Normally the current output of
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a sequential circuit depends on the previous state of the circuit and on the current input
to the circuit. It is a connection of flip-flops and gates. What is a flip-flop? You will find
the answer in this section. There can be two types of sequential circuits.

• Synchronous
• Asynchronous

Synchronous circuits use flip-flops and their status can change only at discrete
instants. The Asynchronous sequential circuits may be regarded as combinational

circuits with feedback path. Since the propagation delays of output to input are small
they may tend to become unstable at times.

The synchronization in sequential circuits can be achieved using a clock pulse

generators. A clock synchronizes the effect of input over output. It presents a signal of
the following form:

Rising edge falling edge

Fig.16.1 Clock signal of a Clock Pulse Generator

The signal produced by clock generator is in the form of clock pulse or clock Signal.
These clock pulses are distributed throughout the computer system for synchronization.

A clock can have two states, an enable or active state, otherwise a disable or inactive

state. Both of these states can be related to zero or one levels of clock signals.

Normally, the flip-flops change their state only at the active state of the clock pulse. In

certain designs the active state of the clock is triggered, when transition from 0 to 1 or 1
to 0 is taking place in clock signal.
16.1 Flip-flop

A flip-flop is a binary cell, which can s~orea bit of information. It itself is a sequential
:'~..

circuit. A flip-flop maintains anyone of the two stable states that can be treated as 1or

o depending on the presence or absence of output signal.. The state of flip-flop can only

chang~when clock pulse has arrived. Let us first see the basic flip - flop or a latch.
16.2 S·R Latch

The most fundamental circuit in the group of flip-flops is the S-R (set-reset) latch
''IIi : <.in I

The basic S-R latch has two NAND gates connected back - to - back. Fig '16.2 shows,

such an S-R latch. The truth table·of the S-R latch is given in Table 16.1. It describes
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the conditions of the flip-flops at times to and t1. The state at t = to is called the present

state (PS) and the state at t = t1 is caUedthe r~xt state (NS).

Fig 16.1Circuit diagram oftbe S- R latch.

The 8 - R latch has two extemal inputs 8 and R, and two feed - back inputs 0 and Q.
The present states of the inputs are 80, Ro and 00• After one clock pulse, the output will

change to the next state 01. This changed value of the output will be the new present
. .

state of the input.
For testing the validity of the circuit, we have to test eight states corresponding to the

three inputs. So, Roand 00• These states are tested by using fig 16.2 and table 16.1

Table 16.1Truth Table of S - R latch

Present state (PS) Next state (NS)
. So Ro o, QJ

0 0 0 Not permitted
1

0 0 Reset toO
1

0 0 Set to 1
1
0 ~}QoI

We shall test the outputs for the conditions: 8 = R = 0; 5=0, R=1; S=R=1. In each of

these cases, we test the state of the latch for the conditions of 0 = 0, and Q = 1

respectively.

Case(i): We finddhat when 5 = R = 0 both Q and Q become 1. But this is not allowed

because we want Q and Q to be complementary outputs. This, state is designated as

the forbidden state.
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Case (in: In 8 = 0, R = 1 case, when 8 = 0, output of NAND gate A2, i.e., Q becomes 1.

Now the inputs to gate A1. i.e., Rand Q, both become 1, which make its output, Q = O.

This is called the reset (to 0) state.

Case (iii): In 8 = 1, R = 0 case, when R = 0, A, produces an output of 1 i.e., Q = 1.

Now, both the inputs to A2 are 1, which makes Q = O. This state (8.= 1) making Q equal

to 1 is called the set (to 1) state.

Case 1I,v): In 8 = 1, R = 1 case, both the inputs are equal to 1 . It will not produce any
change in the output. Hence, for these cases, the outputs will remain as such in their

previous states. This means that the present state and the next state are one and the
same.

Using fig 16.2; we have described the beh,vior of a bi-stabll) multi-vibrator using
NAND gates for all possible input states. Table 16.1 represents the truth table of the :;

R latch. The ~havior of the circuit shows that It will remain in one of the twO states (i.e.

o or 1) till an externally applied trigger pulse produces a transition in the output from 0 to

1, or 1to O. ,.1US, the circuit is able to store one bit of information in its memory.

Therefore, this flip-flop is called a memory cell, we shall now discuss the clocked 8-R
Flip-Flop.

16.3 CLOCKED R-5 FLIP - FLOP

The main feature in R-8 Flip-Flops is the addition of a clock pulse input. In this flip

flop change in the value of R or 8 will change the' state of the flip-flop only if the clock

pulse at that moment is one. It is shown in fig 16.3a.

The excitation or characteristic table basically represents the effect of 8 and R inputs

on the state of the flip-flop, irrespective of the current state of flip-flop. The other two

inputs P(present) and C(clear) are asynchronous inpull and can be used to set the flip

flop or clear the flip-flop respectively at the start of operation, independent of the clock

pulse.

R

(Pre t)

Clock Signal
S

Q

Q

P (Preset)

16~3(a)Logic Diagram
Clear

16.3(b) Symbolic represeDtatioD ,
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Input State on completion
S R of clock cycle

0 0 No change in State
0 1 Clear the flip - flop (state 0)
1 0 Set the flip - flop (state 1)
1 1 Undesirable (Not allowed)

Fig 16.3(e) Charaderistie table.

Fig 16.3: R - S flip - flop

. 16.4 0 FLIP - FLOP
D flip-flop is a special type flip-flop and it represents the currently applied input as the

state of the flip-flop. It can. store 1 bit of data information and sometimes refers to as

Data flip-flop. The state of flip-flop changes with the applied input. It does not have a

condition where the state does not change as the case in RS flip-flop, the state of R-S

flip-flop does not chan.-· when S = 0 and R = O. If we want that for a particular input
state does 'not change, then either the clock is to be disabled during that period or a
feedback of the output can be embedded with the D- flip-flop is also known as Delay

Flip-Flop because it delays the 0 or 1 applied to its input by a single clock pulse.

Q

Q

p

16.4(a) LogicDiagram

State on
Input completion of
D clock cycle

0 0
1 1

D P

Clock

! .
..J_.

16.4(b) Symbolie representation Fig 16.4(e) Truth table of D-Flip-Flop.

Fig 16.4: D flip - flop
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16.5 J-K FUP - FLOP
It is not possible to achieve toggling (changing the state of the output wherever the

input makes a transition from 1 to 0) with the simple flip-flops described above. By using
NAND gates, one can construct a flip-flop that toggles. The symbol and truth table of
one such circuit, called J-K flip-flop are shown in fig 16.5

Clock

16.5(a) Logie Diaaram

Q

Q

Input State on completion
J K of clock cycle
Q 0 No change in State
0 I Clear the flip -f iop (state 0)
I 0 Set the flip - flop (state 1)
I I Complement the state of flip

- floD

J PJ

K K

16.5(b) Symbolic representation Fi.16.5(e) Trutb table.

F'ia 16.1: J -:-K tHp- flop

A JK flip-flop is a refinement of the SR flip-flop in that the indeterminate condition of
the SR type defines in the JK type. An examination of the truth table given in fIQ 16.5(a)
reveals the following properties of the JK flip-flop.

a) It retains its present state if J == 0 and K= 0
b) If J = 0, K = 1, Q = 0, it ..... to zero
c) If J = 1, K = 0, Q = 1, it sets
d) If J= 1, K = 1, it Tog(iles.

If the first clock pulse leaves Q = 1 ~nd Q == .O:thesecQnd clocN!(iU11emake Q.~ 0

and Q = O. The third clock pulse make Q = 1 and Q = 0 again and so on as shoWn
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Q

Relation between clock pulses and output JK flip-flop. When J = 1 and K := 1.

Please note a = 1 once in every two clock pulses i.e., the output has half the

frequency of the clock pulse. This property is utilized in binary counters.

. Preset and Clear Inputs:
Usually, the J-K flip - flop works on the basis of the clock input. However, we can

introduce two inputs called the PRESET and CLEAR in the last NAND level. As shown
in fig 16.6(a) these inputs do not obey the clock pulses, and override them in action.
Hence, they are called th,easynchronous inPuts. The working of these inputs is as given

below.

PR

PR CLR Qo QI

0 0 Forbidden operations
0 1 011 1
1 0 011 0
1 1 Normal operations

CLR
16.6(a) Symbolic representation Fig 16.6(b) Truth table.

Fig.16.6 J - K ftip - ftop

Let PR = 0 and CLR =,1. Then, as and when PR = 1 and CLR = 0, a will jump to 1 from

whatever state it is in. This operation presets Q to 1. When PR = 1 and CLR = 0, the

lower NAND produces 1 at its output, i.e., Q = 1. This makes a = O. Thus whatever be

the state, a will fall back to '0'. When both PR = CLR = 1, the NANOs are enabled and

the J-K flip-flop functions in the. normal way. However, the state PR = CLR = 0 is
t :i',,; I 'j •

forbidden, since both a and Q will be 1 in this state. The truth table for the PR and CLR

terminals is as shown in Table 16.6a. fig 16.6b shows the symbol of J-K flip·flop.

,



RACE - AROUND CONDITIONS

Consider the last two rows of the truth table of the J-K flip-flop, where both the J and

K inputs are connected to logic-1 state. We find that when J = K = 1,Qo changes to Qo.

That is, if Qo = 0, Q, = 1, and if Qo = 1, Q1 = O. These transitions gives rise to what is

called the race-around problem. When J = K = 1 and CK = 1 the output will toggle from
'0' to '1', and 1 to 0 continuously, until the clock pulse becomes zero. The result of this

toggling action is that when t.,. clock finally becomes zero, we will not know in what
state Q would be. This is called race-around problem, as it is generated due to the

racing of this signal around the feedback path, and around the circuit.

16.6 ,.,aster - Slave JK Flip - Flop (Solution to the Race-Around Problem,:

The race around problem can be solved using two J-K flip-flops in the master-slave
mode of operation. Here two S-R flip-flops are in the J-K mode of operation. The first
flip-flop in the 'master' and the second one is the 'slave'. The master is converted into

J-K mode of operation.

Qsl--<r-+ ......QMI-----i Ss

Master Slave

Q,..t------t--t Rs

CK

Fig 16.7 J - K muter __lave nip - flop.
~

The slave inputs are connected to the outputs of the master. In this mode, the slave will
also act as a J-K Flip - Flop. The Master is driven by clock pulse CK, while the slave is

driven by CK, which is obtained by inverting the CK pulses. The feedback connection

can be seen to be from the Slave outputs to the master inputs.

(i) When the clock is ON, the master gets enabled and the slave gets disabled.

So, the inputs appearing at input terminals SM and RM of the master will



appear at its outputs QM and QM. respectively, which means that the external

inputs now appear at the inputs S. and Rs of the slave.
(ii) When the CK = 0, the master is disabled, and the slave is enabled because

CK = 1. Thus the inputs at S. and R. will appear at Qs and Q s, respectively,

and hen~ at the inputs JM and f<M of the master. However, as the master is

now disabled, these inputs will not appear at Ssand R,. Hence, no feedback

problem occurs. Thul, the race-around problem is eliminated.

16.7 Applications of JK Flip - Flop:
a) JK Flip - Flop .a D-Fllp • Flop

The '0' flip-flop has only one input, called the delay - or 0 - input. The truth tabl~

will have only four entries, as shown in fig 16.8b. when 0 is 0, Q will become '0' after

the propagation delay tp. similarly, if 0 = 1, output will become 1, irrespective of the
previous value of the output. We thus find that the flip-flop will always produce an output

equal to the input, after a time - delay equal to tp. By cascading a number of 0- Flip -

FlOps,the delay time can be increased.

Q

o 0 0
010
1 0 1
1 1 1

QI----o

16.8(a)D flip - flop. FII16.8(b) Truth Table of the D
flip - flop.

Since the circuit output is produced after 1 time-delay, this is called the delay flip-flop.

It is also called the 0 latch.

b) JK ,Flip-Flop .a T-Flip- Flop
By shorting the J and K terminals, we can construct a T Flip-Flop. Usually, the T -

Input is tied to logical 1 . Fig 16.91 shows the circuit of the toggle flip-flop and fig 16.9b

shows its truth table.

QI----O o 0 0
o 1 0
I 0 1
1 1 1

J
--K ;A QI---

CK---....I1
16.9(a)Toggleflip :rJlop•

Fig 16.9(b)Truth Table oftbe T
f1lp- flop.

...
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Table shows that, when T = 0, Q1 = Qo. However, if T. 1,Q, = Qo. T flip - flops are

useful in the construction of counters.
16.8 SHIFT REGISTER

Shift registers are very important in applications involving the sto,",ge and tran~er of
data in digital system. A register, in general, is ustd solely for storing·and shifting data

(1s and Os) entered into it from all external source and po""SU no characteristic
internal sequence of states. The storage capability of a register is one of its two basic
functional characteristics and makes it an important type of memQrydevic4t.

D.abi~-1 I, ,. ,. ,.
(a) Se.· '. llift rlgbt, tben out.

.1.1.'.' IDatabib
(b)Seria' .hln lett.'" out.

o.tabib
A, ,

rrt6
(e) Para.kil ... Inla.

W
Databib

(d) Parallel sblft out. (e)Rotate rlg"t (I) Rotate left

Figure 16.10 Basic data moveme.t IDreaisten.

Registers are commonly used for the temporary storage of data within a digital.

system. The shift capability of a register permits the movement I)f data from stage to

stagewithin the register or into or out of the regjster upon application of ctock pulses._

Fig.16.10 shows symbolically the types of data movement in ah~ regiater operations.

The block represents any arbitrary four-bit regi,ter, and the arrow indicate, the direction
and type of data movement.

16.9$erlalln - Serial out Shift Register:

Serial
inputo----t D, Q._ __,.".,rial

output

C K

<,

Figure 16.11 4 - bit "rlal-Ia.-ItrlaP ..'O• ., .bln...... '

;..
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This type of shift register accepts data serially, i.e. one bit at a time, and also outputs

data serially. The logic diagram of a 4 - bit serial - in, serial - out, shift register is
shown in fig 16.16. with four stages, i.e., four flip -flops, the register can store up to four

bits of data. Serial data is applied at the 0 input of the first Flip-Flop (FF). The Q

output of the first FF is connected to the 0 input of the second FF, the Q output·of the
second FF is connected to the 0 input of the third FF and the Q output of the third FF is

connected to the 0 input of the fourth FF. The data is outputted from the Q terminal of

the last FF.

Serial input I 0 0 0 0
o. Q.~~ 02t-- 0, 0l~0. Q. I--

FF. • FFJ I> FF) FF.
r-- I> ....-~ .-- r--~.

Serial output

CLK
(.) Inlti.Jagla (0000)

Serial input 0 ) 0 0 0
o. Q.-'--~ 02 t-- OJ Q)t-- O. Q.f-;-

FF. FF3 FF3 FF.
-> r-> - :> -I>

Serial output

CLK
(b) After the fint clock pulse (1000)

Serial input I 0 I 0 0
O. Q.~Dz Q,I--o, 0l~0. Q.I--

FF. FFJ I> FF) FF.
-I> .--> r- roo-~

Serial output

CLK
(c) After the second clock pulse (0100)

Serial output

CLK~~------~----~------~
(d) After the third clock pulse (1010)

Serial output

! CLK~~------~----~------~
(e) Arter the fourth cl,ockpulse (0101)

Fid6.12 Loadine of the 4'- bit serial- in, serial- out. shift reaister

When serial data is transferred into a register, each new bit is clocked into the first FF at
the positive - going edge of each clock pulse. The bit that was previously stored by the
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first FF is transferred to the second FF. The bit that was stored by the second Fr' is'

tran~erred to the third FF, and so on. The bit that was stored by the last FF is shined

out.

Fig.16.12 and 16.13a illustrate this process to store the data bits 0101 in the register.

Initially all the FFs are reset, i.e., 01 = 0, O2 = 0,03 = 0 and 04 = o.
Then a '0' is applied at the 01 input of FF1. At the positive - going edge of the second

clo~ pulse, this '0' is shifted to 01 of FF1 and the 0 inputs of all other FFs are also
shift~ to their respective outputs. Therefore Q1= O. O2 :: 1. 03 = 0 and 04 :: O. after the
second clock pulse. The right most bit '1' is applied at the 01 input of FF1. At the

positHe - going edge of the first clock pulse, this '1' is shifted into FF1and all other FFs

store:their respective bits at the 0 inputs. Therefore. Q1= 1. O2 = O. 03 = 0 and 04 = O.
after ~e first clock pulse.

Then a '1' is applied at the 01 input of FF1. At the positive - going edge of the
third Clock pulse, this '1' is shifted into 01 of FF1and the 0 inputs of all other FFs are

also shifted to their respective outputs. Therefore. Q1= 1, 02 = O. 03 = 1 and 04 = 0,
after.,e third clock pulse.

Then a '0' is applied at the 01 input of FF1. At the positive - going edge of the fourth

clock ;pulse, this '0' is shifted into 01 of FF1and the 0 inputs of all other FFs are also

shiftecito their respective outputs. Therefore, Q1= O. Q2 = 1.Q3 = 0 and Q4 = 1. after the

third Clockpulse. this '0' is shifted to 01 of FF1and the 0 inputs of all other FFs are also

shifted to their respective outputs. Therefore. Q1= 0, O2 = 1, 03 = 0 and a.. = 1. after the
fourth!clock pulse.

After clock pulse Serial input Q, Qt' QJ Q~

o
1

2

3
4

I <,O~O~ O~O
o~ I :0 0 0
I~O I 0 0

O~ I 0 0
o 0

Initial states

Fig 16.13(a) Shifting in the data 0101 serially.

Thie completes the serial entry of 0101 Into t~, 4-bit,Jl3gister fi~ ~6.J3 shOWS~~

timing;diagram of the loading of serial input 0101 into the 4-bit serial-in. serial-out, shift
regist~r.
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eLK

Serial input

Fig 16.13(b) Timing diagram s..owing the loading of the serial
input bioi intO the'" - bit Serial-in, Serial-out, shift register.

The shifting out of the $tored data 0101 serially from the register is illustrated in Fig.

18.14. It requires fOut clock pulses to shift out the 4-bit stored data.

o
I

2

3
4

o "-.. 0<, I<, 0 <, I
0"-.. 0 0 I 0
0"-.. 0 0 0 I
0"-.. 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

After clock pulse Serial input Q, Q2 Q3 Q4

Fill'.14 Shifting'" diedata 0101 serially.

11.10 8.dIIlln, Pal'llll.l....,.ollt Shift Regla.r
In thli type of regletet, the data bits are entered into the register serially, but the

data stored In the register is shifted out in parallel form. Fig 16.15 shows the logic

diagram df\d the logio symbol of a 4-bit serial- in, parallel- out shift register.
, ~._. '-ate stoted, each bit appears on its respective output line and

liltl"bi.)_ .. ' •• w. aneews1y, rather than on a bit-by-bit basis as with the serial

output; ~_al'1'IJtt,J:""tef1jUt, shift register can be used as a serial-in, serial-out,

ihift register, '''I'Ie outPut'. tak~m the Q terminal of the last FF.
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Data input O-~D. Q...
OFF.

UK~'_------~----_'------~
(I) LogIc: dl..... m

Data input
CLK--I>

.SRG-4

Fig 16.15 A 4 - bit serial- in, parallel- out, shift register.

16.16 Parallel In, Serial - Out Shift Register:

A B C D

Shift I Load

CLK~----_'----------~---------+---------~

ABC D

Shift/Load
CLK---I>

SRG-4 Data out

(b) LogIc: Iymbol

Fig 16.16 A 4-bit parallel- in, serial- out, shift register.
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\
In parallel - in, serial-out, s~ift register, the data bits are entered simultaneously

into their respective stages on parall~llines, rather than on a bit-by-bit basis on one line
as with serial data inputs, but the data bits are transferred out of the register serially, Le.,

on a bit-by-bit basis over a single line.
Fig 16.16 illustrates a 4-bit parallel-in, serial out, shift register using 0 flip-flops. There

are four data lines A, B, C and 0 through which the data is entered into the register in
parallel form. The signal shift 'load allows (a) the data to be entered in parallel form into.
the register and (b) the data to be shifted out serially from terminal Q4.

When Shift' Load line is high, gates G1, G2 and G3 are disabled, but gates G4, Gs and
G6 are enabled allowing the data bits to shift - right from one stage to the next. When
Shift' Load line is low, gates G4, G5 and Ge are disabled, whereas gates G1, G2 and ~3

~re enabled allowing the data input to appear at the 0 inputs of the respective flip-flops.

When a clock pulse is applied, these data bits are shifted to the Q output terminals of the

ftip"fiops and therefore, data is_inputted in one step. The OR gate allows either the

nonnal shifting operation or the parallel data entry depending on which AND gates are

enabled by the level on the Shift' Load input.

16.12Parallel In, Parallel- out Shift Register:

A C o

Q QQQ

CLK

QB Qc Qo
Fig.16.17 Logic diagram of a 4 - bit parallel

in, parallel - out, sbift register

in a parallel - in, parallel - out, shift register, the data is entered into the register in
parallel form, and also the data is taken out of the register in parallel form. Immediately

following the simultaneous entry of all data bits, the bits appear on the parallel outputs.
Fig 16.17 shows a 4-bit parallel-in, parallel-out. shift register using 0 Flip-Flops. Data

~sapplied to the 0 input terminals of the flip-flops. When a clock pulse is applied. at the

positive going edge of that pulse. the 0 inputs are shifted in to the Q outputs of the Flip-
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Flops. The register now stores the data. The stored data is available instantaneously

for shifting out in parallel form.
16.13 Bi-c:iirectional Shifter:

A bidirectional shift register is one in which the data bits can be shifted from left to

right or from right to left.
Fig 16.18 shows the logic diagram of a 4-bit serial-in. serial-out. bi-directional shift

regi,ter. Right/Left is the mode signal.

DiR 0----1--:=============:::;---;:======1----,
Right / Left

CLK~----~--------~~----~--~--------~

Fie: 16.18 Lozic diaaram of a 4 - bit bi-directional shift realster,

When Right ILeft is a 1, the logic circuit works as a shift-right shift register. When Right

ILeft is a 0, it works as a shift - left register. The bidirectional operation is achieved by

using the mode signal and two AND gates and one OR gate for each stage as shown in

fig 16.18.

A HIGH on the Right ILeft control input enables the AND gates G1• G2• G3and G4

and disables the AND gates Gs• G6• Grand Gs and the state of Q output of each FF'is

passed through the gate to the D input of the following FF. When a clock pulse occurs,

the data bits are then effectively shifted one place to the right. A low on the Right

ILeft control input enables the AND gates Gs.G6• Grand Gsand disables the AND gates

G1, G2, G3 and G4 and the Q output of each Flip-Flop is passed to the D input of. the
preceding FF. When a clock pulse occurs, the data bits are then effectively shifted one

place to the left. Hence. the circuit works as a bidirectional shift register.

16.14 Universal Shift Register:
A universal shift Register is a bidirectional register, whose input can be either in serial

form or in parallel form and whose output also can be either in serial form or in parallel

form.
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Flops. The register now stores the data. The stored data is available instantaneously

for shifting out in parallel form.

16.13'Bi-clirectional Shifter:

A bidirectional shift register is one in which the data bits can be shifted from left to
right or from right to left.

Fig 16.18 shows the logic diagram of a 4-bit serial-in, serial-out, bi-directional shift

register. Right/Left is the mode signal.

Din0----,---:===============-:;---;:==========+-_---.
Right I Left

CLKo----~----~~-----~----~

Fie 16.18 Lozic diazram of a 4 - bit bi-directiooal shift rCl!ister.

When Right ILeft is a 1, the logic circuit works as a shift-right shift register. When Right

ILeft Is a 0, it works as a shift - left register. The bidirectional operation is achieved by

using the mode signal and two AND gates and one OR gate for each stage as shown in

fig 16.18.

A HIGH on the Right ILeft control input enables the AND gates G1, G2, G3 and G4

and disables the AND gates G5, Ge, Grand Ga and the state of Q output of each FF·is

passed through the gate to the D input of the following FF. When a clock pulse occurs,
the data bits are then effectively shifted one place to the right. A low on the Right

ILeft control input enables the AND gates G5, Ga, Grand Gaand disables the AND gates

G1, G2; G3 and G4 and the Q output of each Flip-Flop is passed to the D input of. the

preceding FF. When a clock pulse occurs, the data bits are then effectively shifted one

place to the left. Hence, the circuit works as a bidirectional shift register.

16.14 Universal Shift Register:
A universal shift Register is a bidirectional register, whose input can be either in serial

form or in parallel form and whose output also can be either in serial form or in parallel

form.
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Parallcl input

-------------~-------------r;. B ~

CLK~--~~~--~----~--J-----+---J-----+----~

_-----00-r!.Y'V"
Parallcl output

(a>Logic: diagram

(b)Truth Table

o 0 X No change
o I m Shift-right
10m Shift-left

m PA",IIp.llnAI'i

Inputs Clock Action
S, So

Fig 16.19 The 74194 4-bit univenal shift register.

Fig 16.19 shows the logiC diagrams of the 74194 4-bit universal shift register. The

output of each flip-flop.is routed through AOI logic to the stage on its right and to the

stage on Ita left. The mode control inputs, Soand S1are used to enable the left-to-right

connections. When it is desired to shift-right, and the right-to-Ieft connections. When it

is desired to Shift-Left.
The truth t3ble (fig 16.19b) shows that no shifting occurs when So and S1 are both

LOW or both HIGH. When So = S1 = 0, there is no change in the contents of the

register, and when So= S1= 1, the parallel input data A, B, C and 0 are loaded into the

register 011 the rising edge of the clock pulse. The combination So = S1= 0 is said to

inhibit the loading of serial or parallel data, since the register contents cannot change
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under that condition. The register has an asynchronous active - LOW clear Input, which
can be used to reset all the flip-flops Irre'pectlve of the clock and any .. rial or parallel
inputs.

18.1SCOUNTERS
A digital counter is a set of flip-flop. (FF.) whOle .tate. chlnge In re.pon •• to pulses

applied at the input to the counter. Thus, II Its nlme Implle., a counter I. uHd to count
pulses. A counter can also be used a. a frequency divider to obtain wlveform. with
frequencies that are specific function. of the clock frtlquenc)t. They Ire 11.0 UHd to
perform the timing function as in digital wltche., to create time dellY., to produce non
sequential binary counts, to generate pul.e train., and to Ict I. frequency counterl, etc.

Counters may be a.ynchronoy. counterl or .ynchronoy. counterl. The term
81ynchronou. refer. to events that do not occur at the .ame time. Atynchronou.
counters are al.o called Ripple counterl. The I.ynchronou. counter hal a.
disadvantage, In .0 far a. the unwlnted .pike. Ire concemed. Thl. limitation i.
overcome In parillel counters. Proplgatlon dellY I. a mlJor dl.ldvlntlge In
asynchronou. countert because It limits the rate at which the counter can be clocked
and cre.te. decoding problem.

The term .ynchronoul a. applied to counter operation mean. thlt the counter I.
clocked .uch that each flip-flop In the counter I. triggered It the .Ime time.
18.18 Aeynchronous countera:

In a I.ynchronous counter, the flip-flop output trln.,tlon .. tVe. I. I .ource of
triggerinGother fllp-flopa. In other word., the CP Inputa of III flip-flops Ir. trlgg.red not
by the incoming pul.e. but rather by the trln.ltlon that thlt occul'lln other flip-flops. In
thll.ectlon, we prelent lome a.ynchronou. countel'llnd .xpilin th.'r op.rltlon.
Four - Bit Asynchronous Blnlry Counter:

Four - Bit I.ynchronou. binary counter con.'.ts of I .. rI.. conn.ctlon of
complementing flip-flop., with the output of .Ich flip-flop conn.cted to the CP Input of
th. next higher-order flip-flop. The flip-flop Ildlng the "I.t "gnlflcant bit r.celv.1 the
Incoming count pulle.. The dllgram of I .. - bit blnlry rlppl. counter II Ihown In fig
16,20, AU J and K Input. are equII to '1'. The Imall circle In the CP Input Indicate. thlt
the fill' flop complements during I negatlv• ..golng trln.,tlon or wh.n the output to which
It il connected goe. from 1 to O.
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To next
stage

At

Count
pulses
I

Fig 16.204 - bit binary ripple counter

Table 16.2 Count sequence for a binary ripple counter

Count sequence Conditions for complementing flip-flops
A4 A3 A2 AI

0 0 0 0 Complement AI
0 0 0 I Complement AI AI will go from I to 0 and Complement A2
0 0 I 0 Complement AI
0 0 I I Complement AI AI will go from I to 0 and Complement A2rO~ A2 will go from 1 to 0 and Complement A3
0 Complement AI
0 0 1 Complement AI AI will go from I to 0 and Complement A2
0 1 0 Complement AI
0 I I I Complement AI AI will go from 1 to 0 and Complement A2

~~ A2 will go from I to 0 and Complement A3
I 0 0 0 and so on ... A3 will go from I to 0 and Complement A4

To understand the operation of the binary counter, refer to its count sequence given in

Table 16.2. It is obvious that the lowest order bit A1must be complemented with each

count pulse. Every time A1 goes from 1 to 0, it complements A2. Every time A2 goes
from 1 to 0, it complements A3, and so on. For example, take the transition from count

0101 to 1000. The arrows in the table emphasize the transition in this case. A1 is

complemented with the count pulse. Since A1 goes from 1 to 0, it triggers A2 and
complements it. As a result, A2goes from 1 to 0, which in turn complements A3. A3 now

goes from 1 to 0, which complernents Aa. The output transition of ~, if connected to a

next stage, will not trigger the next flip-flop, since it goes from 0 to 1. The flip-flops

change one at a time in rapid succession, and the signal propagates through the counter

in a ripple fashion. Hence asynchronous counters are sometimes called asynchronous

counters.
The 7493A Four - Bit binary counter:-

The 7493A is presented as an example of a specific integrated circuit asynchronous

counter. As the logic diagram in fig 16.21 shows, this device actually consists of a single

flip-flop and a three -bit asynchronous counter. This arrangement is for flexibility. It can
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be used as a divide - by-2 device using only the single flip-flop, or it can be used as a

modu'_'s- 8 counter using only the three-bit counter position. This device also provides
gated reset inputs, RO(1) and RO(2). When both of these inputs are HIGH, the counter

is RESET to the 0000 state by CLR .

CLK B ~(>..:.<I)~ -,

CLKA (14)

(9)

OIl Qc

(16)

00
(MSB)

( 12)

QA
(LSB)

Fig 16.21 The 7493A four-bit binary counter logic diagram. (Pin numbers are ill
parentheses, and all J-~ inputs are internally connected HIGH.

Adctitionally, the 7493A can be used as a four-bit modules-16 counter (counts 0
through 151) by connecting QA output to the ClK B inputas shown in fig 16.22.

CLK A
CLK B
RO (I)
RO(2)

CLKA
CLKB
RO(I)
RO(2

DIY 10DIV 16

(a) 7493A connected as a
modulus-I 6 counter

(a) 7493A connected as a
decade counter

Fig 16.22 Two configurations of the 7493A asynchronous counter.

It can also be configured as a decade counter with asynchronous recycling by using
the gated reset inputs for partial decoding of count 1010,as shown in fig 16.22(b).

Asynchronous Decade Counters:

Counters with ten states in their sequence are called decade counter. A decade

counter with a count sequence of 0(0000) through 9(1001) is a BCD decade counter

because its ten-state sequence is the BCD code. This type of counter is very usefl)i in

display applications in which BCD is required for conversion to a decimal readout.

A decade counter requires four flip-flops. We will now take a four-bit asynchronous
counter and modify its sequence in order to understand the principle of truncated
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counters. One method of achieving this recycling after the count of 9 (1001) is to
decode count 1010(1010)with I NAND gate Ind connect the output of the NAND gate to
the clear (CLR) Inputs of the flip-flops, as shown In Flg.16.23a.

HIOH -_----_,...-----+------,

FIF A FIF B FIFe FIF D

(a)

eLK

QA

Qa

Qc

OIl
ror.

(b)
F1116.23An uynchronoully clockeddecade

counter with uynchronoul recyellnl.
Notice that only Q. and QD are connected to the NAND glte Input.. Thl. I. an

example of. p.rtlal decoding. In which the two unique .tate. (QB = 1and QD • 0) .re
\luff!clent to decode the count of 1010becau.e none of the other .tate. (0 through 9)
;'ave both Q. and QD HIGH at the .Ime time. When the counter goes Into count
1010(1010),the deeodlng gate output goe. LOW and asynchronou.'y RESETS all of the
nip-flops.

The re.ultlng timing diagram I•• hown AnFlg,16.23 Notice that there Is a glitch on the
O. wave form, The re•• on for thl. glitch I. that Qa mu.t flret go HIGH before the count
of 1010can be decoded. Not until .everal nano .econd. after the counter goes to the
count of 1010doe. the output of the decoding gate go LOW, Thu., the counter I. In the
1010 .tate for a .hort time b6fore It I. RESET back to 0000, thul prodUCingthe glitch on
Q.,
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18.17 SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS
Synchronous counters are distinguished from ripple counters in that clock pulses are

applied to the CP inputs of a" flip-flops. The common pulse triggers all the filp-flop~
simultaneously. rather than one at a time in succession as in a ripple counter. The
decision whether a flip-flop Is to be complemented or not is determined from the valu9a1
of the J and K inputs at the time of the pulse. If J = K = O. the flip-flop remains
unchanged. If J = K = 1. the flip-flop complements. In this section. we pre~ent soma
typical MSI synchronous counters and explain their operation.
Three- Bit Synchronous Binary counter:

Three bit synchronous binary counter Is shown In fig 16.24(a) lind its timin{l dia;.J,mm
in fig 16.24(b). An understanding of this counter can be achieved by a clm~:.:'
examlnatiol"'nf its sequence of states as shown in Table 16.3.

HIOH

FFA FFB

FII16.24(a) A three - bit synchronous binary counter.

eLK

Oc---'--....;._.....;...____.

FII16.24(b) Tlmlnl dialram for the counter
offtlure.

First , let us look at~. Notice that QA changes on each clock pul•• cs we prog:-elt
from Ita original state to its final state and then back to Its original state. To produce thll
operation, FFA must be held In the toggle mode by constant HIGH on Its J and K InpL1~&.
Now let us see what Qs does. Notice that it goes to the opposite Itate following .ach
time QA Is a 1. This occurs at CLK" CLK.. CLKe and CaKe. CLKe caUl•• the counter to
recycle. To produce this operation, ~ I. connected to the J and K Inputt of FFB. Whtsfl
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QA is a 1 and a clock pulse occurs. FFB is the toggle mode and will change state. The

other times when QA is a 0, FFB is in the no-change mode and remains in its present
state.

Table 16.3 State sequence for a three-stage binary counter.

Clock Pulse Or OR OA
0 0 0 0
J 0 0 J
2 0 L 0
3 0 J J
4 I 0 0
5 1 0 1
6 J 1 0
7 1 I r

Next. let us see how FFC is made to change at the proper times according to the binary

sequence. Notice that both times Qc changes state, it is preceded by the unique

condition of both QA and OB being HIGH. This condition is detected by the AND gate

and applied to the J and K inputs of FFC. Whenever both QA and OB being HIGH, the

output of the AND gate makes the J and K inputs of FFC HIGH, and FFC toggle on the

fOllowingclock pulse. At all other times, the J and K inputs of FFC are held LOW by the
AND gate output, and FFC does not change state.
1~.18SUMMARY

~ A flip-flop is the basic memory element; it can store a '0' or a '1'.

• A flip flop is known more formally as a bistable mutivibrator. It has two stable
states.

It Flip-Flops are used for data storage, counting, frequency division, parallel-to -

serial and serial-to-parallel data conversion, etc.

,., An unclocked flip-flop is called a latch, because the output of the flip-flop latches

on to a 1 or a 0 immediately after the input is applied.

<e The clocked D latch is called a transparent D latch, because its output follows the
input when the clock is HIGH.

• The J-K Flip-Flop is tbe.most versatile andmost widely used of all the flip-flops.

• T flip-flops are not widely available as commercial items.

• The master-slave flip-flop is made up of two flip-flops- a master and slave. It was
developed to make synchronous operation of flip-flops more predictable by
overcoming the problem of rm in clock flip -flops.
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• A register is a set of FFs used to store binary data.

• A register in which shifting of data takes place is called a shift register.

• In a serial - in, serial - out, shift register, data is fed in serially, that is one bit at a
time on a single line and data is also shifted out serially.

• In a serial-in, parallel-out, shift register, data is fed in serially but data is shifted
out in parallel form, that is all bits at a time.

• In a parallel-in, serial-out, shift register, data is fed in, in parallel form but shifted
out in serial form.

• In a parallel - in, parallel - out, shift register, data is both fed in and shifted out in
parallel form.

• In a universal shift register, data can be shifted from left - to - right or right -to -

left and also data can be shifted in or shifted out in serial form or in parallel form.

• Shift registers are used in digital system to provide time delays. They are also

used for serial! parallel data conversion and in construction of ring counters.

• A digital counter is a set of FFS whose states change in response to pulses
applied at the input to the counter.

• Counters may be asynchronous counters or synchronous counters.

• Asynchronous counters are also called ripple counters.

• In asynchronous counters, all the FF s do not change states simultaneously.

They are serial counters.

• In synchronous counters, all the FF s change state simultaneously. They are

parallel counters.

•. In asynchronous counters if the clock frequency is very high owing to

accumulation of propagation delay, skipping of states may occur.

• In synchronous counters, the propagation delays of individuals FF s do not add

together

• Synchronous counters have the advantages of high speed and less severe
decoding problems, but the disadvantage of more circuitry than that of

asynchronous counters.
• Generation of pulse trains using indirect logic has the advantage that any counter

(ripple or synchronous) with the correct number of states can form the generator.

16.19KEY TERMINOLOGY
Flip - Flop: A memory device capable of storing a logic level.
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o flip-flop: A type of bit table , multi vibrator in which the output follows the state of the

o Input.
Rea""r; A group of flip -flops capable of storing data.
ShiftReal•r; A digital circuit capable of storing and shifting binary data.
VnW,.... , 'hltt "qltter: Shift - right, shift - left, shift register which can input and

output data either serially or parallely.
Counter: A digital circuit capable of counting electronic events, such as pulses, by

processing through a sequence of binary states.
AtyncbronoUl counter; A type of counter in which the extemal clock signal is applied
only to the first FF and the output of each FF serves as the clock input to the next FF In

the chain.
Syncbronou, counter: A counter in which the circuit out puts can change state only on

the transitions of a clock.
Binary counter; A counter i" which the states of FF s represent the binary number
equivalent to the number of pullet that have occurred at the Input of the counter.
Ripple counter: A counter in which the extemal clock signal is applied to the first FF
and then the clock Input to every otIlef j':F is the output of the preceding FF.

16.20 SELF - ASSESSMENT QVESnONS
1. Distinguish betWeencombinational and sequential switching circuits
2. How do you build a latch using universal gates?
3. Explain the operation of clocked SR flip-flop.
4. List the different types of latches and flip-flops. Name the applications of each

type.
5. How does a J-K flip -flop differ from an S-R flip-flop in its basic operation? What

is its advantage over an S-R flip - flop?
6. What do you mean by toggling?
7. What is a serial-in, serial-out, shift register? Explain the operation of it.
8. What is a parallel-in, serial-out, shift register? Explain the operation of circuit.
9. What i. a serial - in, parallel-out, shift register? Explain the operation of the

circuit.
10.What is a parallel - in, Parallel- out, ,hift regi,ter? Explain the operation of the

circuit.
11.What is a universal shift register? Explain the operation of the circuit.
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12.What is the basic difference between a counter and a shift register?
13.What is the advantage of a synchronous counter over asynchronous counter'?

What is its disadvantage?

14. Explain the operation of 4-bit Asynchronous Binary counter.
15. Explain the operation of Decade counter.

16.What is synchronous counter? Explain the operation of 3-bit synchronous binary
counters.

17. Explain the operation of synchronous decade counter.
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